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Abstract

Quantum communication attempts to harness the unique rules of quantum mechanics to

perform communication tasks that are difficult or impossible using classical rules. To

realize these benefits, information must be carried on quantum systems. Photons make

excellent carriers because they interact very little with the environment, move quickly, and

can naturally store quantum information in their polarization. However, it is notoriously

difficult to detect a single photon without destroying it. Standard detectors simply absorb

the photon, losing the quantum information. This is a critical outstanding problem in

quantum communication, as advanced protocols need to know exactly when a photon

has arrived at a receiver after transmission through the atmosphere or an optical fibre

before performing further quantum-information-processing tasks. Certifying a photon’s

presence is of particular interest in tests of Bell’s inequalities, which have only recently

been performed without loopholes arising from photon loss, and in device-independent

quantum cryptography, which relies on such Bell tests for security.

In this thesis, I first present work on directly reducing losses in a successful loophole-

free Bell test. This is an extremely difficult task that cannot be extended for long-distance

communication. Therefore I then focus on ways to circumvent loss by detecting photons

without destroying them while preserving their quantum information. First I analyze the-

oretically a way to herald photons using only linear-optical elements (beam splitters and

phase shifters) and extra ancilla photons. Similar but older methods have been demon-

strated experimentally by other groups, and my improvements will help future advanced

quantum communication protocols.

The main experiment in this thesis certifies the presence of a photon in a rather simple

way: split the photon into two using a nonlinear optical crystal, then detect one of the pair

to herald the other. I show in this first proof-of-principle experiment that photonic qubit

precertification indeed preserves qubit states, with up to (92.3± 0.6) % fidelity and rates

of 1100 events per hour. With reductions in detector dark counts, precertification could

outperform direct transmission, even with extremely lossy fibre links.

Finally, I present two sources of photons based on nonlinearities in optical fibres. One

of the limitations of the photon splitting scheme for heralding is the low success probability
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due to the very low likelihood of splitting a photon in two. In these fibre photon sources I in-

vestigate increasing the splitting likelihood in four-wave mixing through advanced materials

and fibre designs. I use polarization-maintaining fibres to generate entangled photon pairs

as a prerequisite to precertification, with (92.2± 0.2) % fidelity to a maximally-entangled

state. Then I show that one type of highly nonlinear chalcogenide glass, never before used

for photon pair generation, could outperform standard nonlinear crystals by two orders

of magnitude, with calculated conversion efficiency up to 10−3. To approach the single

photon regime, I generate photon pairs in chalcogenide microwires with pump powers as

low as 480 nW and verify their timing correlations.

These advances demonstrate the capability of nondestructive precertification of photons

to allow advanced quantum communications protocols even over long distance, and could

lead to the first implementations of fully device-independent quantum cryptography.
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Chapter 1

Background: quantum
communication and heralding qubits

I this thesis I present theory and experiments in advanced practical quantum communica-

tion. An overview of the work is given in fig. 1.1.

1.1 Quantum communication

The field of quantum communication seeks to harness the power of quantum mechanics to

perform communication tasks that are difficult or impossible in classical physics. Protocols

such as dense coding [1, 2], quantum key distribution [3, 4, 5, 6], quantum teleportation [7,

8, 9, 10, 11], and tests of local realism based on Bell’s inequality [12, 13, 14] outperform

their classical counterparts. Additionally the secure generation of random numbers [15,

16] uses similar principles. Many of these protocols have been implemented in realistic

communications settings: quantum teleportation [17] over long-distance free-space [18, 19]

and fibre channels [11, 20]; quantum key distribution over long distance [21, 22, 23, 24, 25]

and at high rate [23, 26, 27, 28]; and tests of Bell’s inequalities in many scenarios [13, 14,

29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34].

However, the most significant advantage quantum communication can provide, device
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Figure 1.1: Overview of the work presented in this thesis. The images are hyperlinks to

their respective chapters in the electronic version. Green backgrounds indicate experiments.
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independence [35, 36], has yet to be realized. By violating a Bell inequality, the legitimate

parties in device-independent communication can exclude eavesdroppers even without de-

tailed knowledge or characterization of their devices. The difficulty in implementing device-

independent quantum communication is that it requires a Bell inequality violation without

loopholes, something that has only recently become possible experimentally [37, 38, 39].

1.1.1 Bell’s inequalities

Bell’s theorem of 1964 [12] shows that the predictions of quantum mechanics, specifically

those involving separated measurements on entangled states, cannot be replicated by local

realistic theories. Local realism, which seems like a natural physical assumption, has two

parts: locality requires that spacelike-separated events cannot influence one another (i.e.

influences cannot travel faster than the speed of light), and realism requires that physical

systems have pre-existing properties independent of measurements. That local realism is

incompatible with quantum mechanics (and that quantum mechanics is correct) requires

abandoning local realism as a fundamental principle of the universe. Some people do not

like this [40]. Nonetheless, recent loophole-free violations of Bell’s inequalities leave us with

little choice [37, 38, 39].

Bell’s 1964 inequality was transformed to more easily tested forms by Clauser, Horne,

Shimony, and Holt [41], and by Clauser and Horne (CH) [42]. A general experimental setup

for a test of Bell’s inequality (or a Bell test, for short) is shown in fig. 1.2. A source of

entangled photon pairs sends one photon to each of two parties commonly named Alice and

Bob, who make measurements on each photon. Alice and Bob compare their measurement

results to infer the underlying joint probabilities of measurement outcomes, which are

plugged into an inequality to look for a violation. Though Bell’s inequalities have been

violated with other quantum systems [31, 43, 44, 45], I restrict myself here to photons, as

these are the most suitable carriers of quantum information for communication. The CH

form of Bell’s inequality is

pAB(a, b) + pAB(a, b′) + pAB(a′, b)− pAB(a′, b′)− pA(a)− pB(b) ≤ 0, (1.1)

3



Figure 1.2: The general form of a Bell test. A source of S entangled photon pairs (ν1, ν2)

sends them to distant receivers. The receivers make measurements with settings I(~a) and

II(~b) and detectors PM1 and PM2 to find the terms of the Bell inequality (1.1). Figure

reprinted with permission from [13]. © 1982 by the American Physical Society.

where pAB(a(′), b(′)) is the probability of a coincident detection by Alice and Bob for mea-

surement settings a(′) and b(′) respectively, and pA(a)/pB(b) is the probability of a single

detection at Alice/Bob for measurement setting a/b independent of the other party. Prob-

ability distributions governed by local realism can saturate the inequality but not violate

it. Quantum mechanics predicts a maximum value for the left-hand side of inequality (1.1)

of
√

2−1
2
≈ 0.207 [46]. This maximum violation is obtained for the maximally-entangled

two-qubit states

|Φ±〉 =
1√
2

(|0〉A |0〉B ± |1〉A |1〉B) (1.2)

|Ψ±〉 =
1√
2

(|0〉A |1〉B ± |1〉A |0〉B) ,

known as the Bell states. Here A and B refer to the modes sent to Alice and Bob respec-

tively. In this thesis the qubit states |0〉 and |1〉 are often written as horizontal and vertical

photon polarizations |H〉 and |V 〉.
Inequality (1.1) can only be violated with maximally-entangled states if each photon is

detected with total efficiency >82.8 %, since the singles terms scale with efficiency and the

coincidence terms scale with the square of efficiency. An important step towards photonic

tests of Bell’s inequalities came with the calculation by Eberhard that for imperfect photon

4
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detectors, the maximum violation comes from nonmaximally-entangled states [47], for

example

|Φ(θ)〉 = cos θ |H〉A |H〉B + sin θ |V 〉A |V 〉B . (1.3)

Similar forms exist for the other three Bell states. With perfect detection efficiency the

CH inequality is maximally violated using |Φ(45°)〉 = |Φ+〉 with measurement polarizer

angles a = 11.25°, a′ = −33.75°, b = −11.25°, and b′ = 33.75°, for 0° horizontal. With

70 % detection efficiency and 0.02 % background noise, for example, the angles for maximal

violation shift to a = 1.7°, a′ = −19.7°, b = −1.7°, and b′ = 19.7°, and the optimal entangled

state is |Φ(82.3°)〉 = 0.135 |H〉A |H〉B + 0.991 |V 〉A |V 〉B.

The reason nonmaximally-entangled states help violate the CH inequality (1.1) is that

they increase the ratio of the positive to negative terms, partially compensating the effect

of loss at the cost of decreasing all the terms. This happens because the state is biased

toward |V 〉A |V 〉B while Alice and Bob’s measurement angles move toward |H〉A |H〉B (see

Supplementary Information of [48]). Moving the state away from the polarizer settings

decreases the the singles probabilities faster than the coincidences probabilities because the

singles terms depend only on a and b, which are closest to |H〉A |H〉B, while the coincidence

terms depend on all four measurement angles. This can be seen by writing down the

detection probability for the state (1.3) with measurement |Hα〉 = cosα |H〉 + sinα |V 〉,
where α is the angle of the polarizer [49]. Assuming efficiency η and no noise, the probability

of a single count with polarizer angle a is, summing over the other mode,

P (a) = η |〈Ha|Φ(θ)〉|2 = η
(
cos2 a cos2 θ + sin2 a sin2 θ

)
, (1.4)

and the probability of a coincidence count with angles a and b is

P (a, b) = η2 |〈HaHb|Φ(θ)〉|2 (1.5)

= η2

(
cos2 a cos2 b cos2 θ + sin2 a sin2 b sin2 θ +

1

4
sin 2a sin 2b sin 2θ

)
.

In fig. 1.3 I plot these probabilities as the sum of the positive and negative terms in the

CH inequality (1.1), and the mean of singles and coincidence terms for fixed measurement
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Figure 1.3: Calculated detection probabilities for CH inequality violation versus angle of

non-maximally entangled state |Φ(θ)〉, with measurement angles fixed. In the top row I

plot the sums of the positive and negative terms in the CH inequality (1.1); a violation

occurs where the blue line is above the orange. For total detection efficiency η = 0.8 the

violation is tiny, and only occurs in a small region around θ = 62°. In the middle row I plot

the slopes of the above curves. The maximal violation occurs for the θ where the slopes

cross. In the bottom row I plot the mean of the coincidence and singles terms in the CH

inequality, showing that singles decrease faster than coincidences for increasing θ.
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angles. For the lossless case, there is a wide range of θ where the inequality is violated,

but as efficiency decreases, the range of θ shrinks and is pushed to larger values, and the

amount of violation drops. By plotting also the slope of the sums of positive and negative

terms, it is clear that the optimal violation occurs at the θ where the positive terms start

decreasing faster than the negative terms, i.e. where the slopes cross.

In order to put the Eberhard technique into practice, in section 2.5 I numerically

optimize the state and measurement angles based on detection efficiency and background

noise. See fig. 1.4 for the variation of the optimized state and measurement angles and

the value of the left-hand side of inequality (1.1) versus total detection efficiency and dark

counts. Eberhard’s improvement allows a violation of the CH inequality with a minimum

efficiency of 66.7 %, crucial for the photonic Bell experiments that have closed the detection

loophole [37, 38, 48, 50]

1.1.2 Device independence

If Alice and Bob can violate a Bell inequality by a sufficient amount, they can generate

a secret key with information-theoretic security against eavesdroppers [5, 51, 52]. If they

violate the inequality in a way that is loophole free [53] (see below), they can prove the

security of their secret key without making reference to the actual workings of their mea-

surement devices [35, 36, 54], though they are required to ensure their labs do not leak

information. This is called device-independent security. The intuition is that violation

of a Bell inequality implies nonlocal correlation between Alice and Bob that cannot be

reproduced by an eavesdropper. Quoting Aćın et al. [35], “Considered in the perspective

of QKD, the fact that Alice’s and Bob’s symbols are correlated in a nonlocal way, whatever

be the underlying physical details of the apparatuses that produced those symbols, implies

that Eve cannot have full information about them, otherwise her own symbol would be a

local variable able to reproduce the correlations.”
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Figure 1.4: Numerically-optimized entangled state and measurement polarizer angles for a

CH-inequality violation in the presence of loss and noise. Loss is characterized by the total

detection efficiency for each photon, assumed to be the same for Alice and Bob. Noise is

characterized by dark counts per second in each detector, and translated to a probability

by multiplying by a 200 ps coincidence window. Here I consider probabilistic entangled-

pair creation at a rate of 40 000 pairs/s from a pump at 80 MHz rate, but no higher-order

emissions. The plots versus loss (a) have 100 darks/s while the plot versus dark counts (b)

has 68 % to 95 % efficiency. The angles collapse toward the horizontal and the state toward

the vertical for low efficiency, but because the noise here is unpolarized, the optimal angles

are nearly independent of the number of dark counts (not shown). CH values greater than

zero indicate a violation of inequality (1.1); in (a) at least 68 % efficiency is required, and in

(b) the number of tolerable dark counts depends strongly on the detection efficiency. The

CH values are very small compared to the maximum value of
√

2−1
2

because the probabilities

are per experimental run (i.e. per laser pulse) and most pulses produce no photons at all.
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The need for device independence

Why is device independence important? Beyond the desire to saturate the quantum ad-

vantage over classical communications, practical attacks on quantum communications sys-

tems could be excluded all at once. These side-channel attacks exploit imperfections in

the devices used for quantum cryptography, partially or totally compromising the secu-

rity of secret key generation. Many attacks focus on photon detectors, exploiting mis-

matches in efficiency [55, 56] or timing [57], directly controlling detectors with bright

light [58, 59, 60, 61, 62], or analyzing back-reflections from detection setups [63, 64, 65].

Additional side channels can be introduced if the source produces photons with correlations

between their spectral, temporal, or spatial mode and their bit value [66], leading to further

attacks [67, 68, 69]. Using these techniques Bell’s inequality has been violated with classical

light [70], underscoring the need for true device-independent quantum communication.

Loophole-free Bell tests

The reason Bell’s inequality was able to be violated by classical light in [70] is that the

Bell test therein made assumptions beyond the minimum necessary set, opening loopholes.

References [53] and [71] give a thorough description of assumptions and loopholes in Bell

tests. The two most common loopholes are the two most difficult to avoid: the locality

loophole, and the fair-sampling (or detector) loophole.

Bell’s theorem requires Alice and Bob to be sufficiently isolated that one’s measurement

choice cannot influence the other’s measurement outcome. If Alice and Bob are close

together or make measurements slowly, a local signal could propagate from one to the other,

opening the locality loophole. This loophole can be closed (or the assumption of locality

justified) by spacelike separating Alice and Bob’s events, and carefully characterizing the

relevant distances and times.

The fair-sampling loophole arises when not all the photons emitted by the source are

detected and one assumes that the detected sample is a fair sample of the entire ensem-

ble [72]. This is commonly done in experiments in order to show a Bell inequality violation

even with low detection efficiency. Since each particle gets to learn the measurement set-
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ting before deciding whether or not to be detected, the detected sample may violate a Bell

inequality while the entire ensemble, which could then be described by local realism, could

not. The fair-sampling assumption can be removed by detecting a large enough fraction

of the particles, or justified by heralding the preparation of the desired quantum state as

discussed in section 1.2.

Thus following [53] I take “loophole-free” to mean that the Bell test is performed under

only two assumptions: that local realism is true, where locality is justified by space and time

measurements, and that superdeterminism does not hold, since, from reference [73], “Unless

we proceed under the assumption that hidden conspiracies of this sort [superdeterminism]

do not occur, we have abandoned in advance the whole enterprise of discovering the laws of

nature by experimentation.” Violating a Bell inequality in a loophole-free scenario rejects

one or both of those assumptions.1

Early implementations

Closing the fair-sampling and locality loopholes simultaneously is difficult due to their

conflicting demands: the former requires photons to be detected with high efficiency, while

the latter requires photons to be sent over long distances. Photons propagating in optical

fibre are transmitted with probability exponentially small in distance due to absorption

and scattering (sec. 9.3 of [74]), and those in free space suffer at least quadratic losses with

distance due to diffraction (sec. 4.3 of [74]). Though the first loophole-free Bell tests with

photons have succeeded by minimizing losses as much as possible, this strategy cannot hold

for distances longer than a few kilometres. Thus quantum cryptographic protocols that

provide some device independence without a loophole-free Bell-inequality violation have

emerged.

Measurement-device independence [75, 76] seeks to remove detector-side-channel at-

tacks at the cost of stringent requirements on the photon source [77]. Measurement-device-

independent quantum key distribution uses a central untrusted party to interfere photons

sent from Alice and Bob and project them onto Bell states. Alice and Bob can use the

1I suspect most people would rather reject local realism than accept superdeterminism.
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knowledge of the states they sent and the announced outcomes of the Bell-state projec-

tions to generate a secret key. Since the security proof does not assume the detectors

are held by Alice and Bob, they can be interrogated or controlled by malicious parties

without compromising the secret key. This has led to many proof-of-principle implemen-

tations [78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83], including the interference of weak laser pulses from sources

very far apart.

Related to measurement-device independence is an even weaker version called detector-

device independence [84, 85, 86]. This brings the Bell-state projection into Bob’s lab, and

performs it between two degrees of freedom on Alice’s photon, rather than on interference

between two photons. This is much easier to implement, but could be subject to some

detector attacks [87].

Demonstrating a loophole-free Bell test is a key step towards device-independent quan-

tum cryptography. The detection loophole has been closed using ions [31, 43], supercon-

ducting quantum circuits [88], and photons [50, 48]. The locality loophole has been closed

using pairs [14, 89] and triplets of photons [90], the latter of which I made a major con-

tribution to. Finally, the detector and locality loopholes have been closed simultaneously

using nitrogen-vacancy spins [39], and using photons [37, 38]. My contributions to the

experiment in [37] are shown in chapter 2, which took the strategy of minimizing losses

directly to avoid the fair-sampling assumption, and bringing Alice and Bob just far enough

apart to close the locality loophole.

1.2 Qubit heralding

Device-independent communication is limited by the challenges of the loophole-free Bell

test, namely closing the detector and locality loopholes. The detector loophole is particu-

larly difficult, since every source of loss between the production of photon pairs and final

detection counts against the efficiency. For example, the lowest-loss commercial optical

fibres have attenuation of around 0.164 dB km−1 [21]. This allows only 10.7 km of fibre be-

tween the source and receiver before falling below the Eberhard bound of 66.7 % efficiency,

even before accounting for component losses and detector efficiency. To achieve full device-
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independent quantum communication and perform loophole-free Bell tests over distances

of more than a few kilometres requires strategies for dealing with inevitable photon loss

due to scattering, absorption, and diffraction.

1.2.1 Dealing with loss

The general strategy for dealing with loss is to make measurements only when some external

signal has certified the readiness of the quantum systems. This signal must be generated

outside the light cone of Alice and Bob’s measurement choices, justifying the fair-sampling

assumption while preserving locality. In other words, if the quantum systems in the Bell

test must declare their readiness before they learn the measurement settings, the detector

loophole is not opened by throwing away data that came without the readiness signal (see

p. 105 of ref. [91]).

Event-ready Bell tests

After Bell’s initial suggestion [91], the next practical idea along this line was “event-

readiness,” where entanglement swapping is used to certify that entangled photon pairs

have been successfully generated [92]. Here two separate sources of entangled photon pairs

each send one photon to Alice or Bob and one photon towards a central station. This

central station projects the two incoming photons onto a Bell state, entangling the distant

photons headed toward Alice and Bob. Since the Bell-state projection comes with a cer-

tain pattern of detector clicks, one can say when the distant photons have been prepared

in the correct state. However, using spontaneous parametric down-conversion to produce

photon pairs limits the usefulness of event readiness for photons because the probability

to produce one pair from each source is commensurate with the probability to produce

two pairs from one source. In the latter case, the readiness signal might fire even though

there is no photon sent to one party. This can be partially mitigated by pumping the two

sources with very different strengths or adding loss before the central station [10].

Additionally, event readiness has been successfully adapted to atomic and spin sys-

tems [31, 39, 43]. Instead of using down-conversion, entanglement between single photons
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and quantum emitters is swapped, leaving the emitters in a ready entangled state [93].

Each emitter is entangled to a photon that it sends towards a central station. The cen-

tral station projects the photons onto a Bell state, swapping the entanglement to the two

distant emitters. Since single quantum emitters can produce at most one photon, the

multiphoton problem is avoided, allowing successful Bell tests.

Quantum nondemolition measurements

Quantum nondemolition measurements [94] seek to measure a property of a quantum

state without disturbing its other properties; in our case, to measure the presence of a

photon without disturbing its qubit state [95]. Proposals and implementations using the

optical Kerr effect [95, 96, 97, 98, 99], linear optics [95, 100], cavity quantum electrodynam-

ics [101, 102], and doped waveguides [103] have not seen uptake towards dealing with loss

in quantum communication, due to the difficulty and strict requirements of such schemes.

1.2.2 Heralded qubit amplification

Heralded qubit amplification [104], rather than detecting photons, increases the relative

one-photon component |1〉 over the vacuum component |0〉 in a heralded way. Since de-

terministic noiseless amplification is impossible in quantum mechanics [105, 106, 107],

these amplifiers operate nondeterministically, emitting a ready signal when amplifica-

tion was successful. Heralded qubit amplification is based on the noiseless amplifier of

Ralph and Lund [108], which itself comes from the quantum scissors of Pegg, et al. [109].

The noiseless amplifier was implemented for single photons [110, 111] and continuous-

variable states [112, 113], and adapted and implemented [114, 115] for qubit states as

in fig. 1.5. A number of improvements to heralded qubit amplification have been pro-

posed [116, 117, 118], one of which appears in chapter 3.

The idea of heralded qubit amplification (fig. 1.5) is to teleport the input state in the

vacuum/one-photon basis using linear optics, with an ancilla photon detection heralding

successful teleportation to the output. The teleportation is biased with a tuneable beam

splitter towards the one-photon state, amplifying this over the vacuum. Two of these
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introduce some mixture to the qubit subspace so that the mixed
qubit state ⇢qubit ⇠ | in

1 ih in
1 | replaces the perfectly pure | in

1 ih in
1 |

in equation (3). Owing to amplification, the output state must be
renormalized byN = �0+g 2�1.

With probability P , the transformation therefore increases the
likelihood of detecting a single photon by a factor of Gnom =
g 2/N , where Gnom takes into account the renormalization. With
probability 1�P the input state is transformed into the vacuum
state, and the amplification fails. The maximum probability of
success Pmax is bounded by the linearity of quantum mechanics.
Owing to the heralding, the case when amplification fails (the
1 � P term in equation (2)) can be discarded, leaving only the
state of interest ⇢out to be sent on for further processing and
measurement. Amplification occurs when Gnom > 1, implying that
�0/N < �0, or that the vacuum component is reduced compared
with that of the input state.

No experiments have previously been performed on the
critical task of heralded qubit amplification. However, experi-
ments on single-mode amplification have promised applications

in continuous-variable entanglement distillation1, continuous
variable QKD (refs 2,16) or enhancing the precision of phase
estimation4. A non-heralded experiment demonstrating the prin-
ciple of loss mitigation for a single-rail qubit has also been
reported17. Nevertheless, for many quantum communication
protocols, including BB84 (ref. 18), entangled-state protocols19 and
many other applications, the information will be encoded as a qubit
in two optical modes.

A heralded noiseless qubit amplifier may be constructed from
two single-mode, noiseless linear amplification (NLA) stages1, as
observed theoretically8. These stages independently amplify the
orthogonal polarizations |Hi and |Vi that are the basis states of the
qubit. Although the stages are independent, their combined effect
in the qubit amplifier is to establish coherence between two output
modes that do not directly interact.

The individual NLA stages are based on quantum scissors20,21,
generalized such that the transmission of a central beam splitter
determines the nominal gain of the mode. The qubit amplifier
circuit is shown schematically in Fig. 1. Successful amplification

24 NATURE PHYSICS | VOL 9 | JANUARY 2013 | www.nature.com/naturephysics
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Figure 1.5: Heralded qubit amplification. A photonic qubit undergoes loss, then has both

its polarization components teleported to the output in the one-photon/vacuum basis, with

a bias towards one photon. Two detections in the noiseless linear amplifier (NLA) stages

herald successful amplification, indicating the increased probability of a single photon at

the output. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Physics [114],

© 2013.
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amplifiers operated coherently in parallel, one for each polarization, allow qubits to be

amplified. In implementations, the nominal gain, defined as the probability of a photon

at the output after heralded amplification divided by the probability of a photon at the

input Gnom = Pout

Pin
has reached Gnom = 9, but the output probability (Pout ≈ 20 %) has not

reached the levels needed for a Bell test or device-independent communication [115]. This

is limited by the coupling efficiency of the two ancilla photons needed for teleportation.

1.2.3 Photonic qubit precertification

In contrast to the linear optics of heralded qubit amplification, photonic qubit precertifi-

cation employs nonlinear optics to certify the presence of a photonic qubit. I proposed a

version of precertification using four-wave mixing in 2011, combining the ideas of heralded

qubit amplification [104] and coherent photon conversion [119]. Precertification was pro-

posed independently by Cabello and Sciarrino using parametric down-conversion (PDC)

in 2012 [120]. In both cases, a lossy photon arrives at a receiver, and is split in two as in

fig. 1.6. One photon, the flag, is detected to precertify the presence of the other, labeled

signal, which carries the initial (possibly entangled) qubit state.2 For polarization qubits,

this requires that the splitting process preserve the polarization of the input photon. Since

the flag photon can only be produced with a corresponding signal photon, detecting the flag

acts as the readiness indicator for the signal photon for a Bell test or device-independent

quantum communication. A first demonstration of photonic qubit precertification is shown

in chapter 4. Currently, precertification is limited by the efficiency of converting one pho-

ton into two. In chapter 5 I show ways to improve this efficiency in fibre media, with

experiments towards this goal in chapters 6 and 7.

Qubit precertification is similar in effect to heralded qubit amplification, in that it

removes the vacuum component of a photonic qubit state at the cost of small success

probability. However, precertification has a number of key advantages over amplification.

The most important is there is no need for mode-matched ancilla photons generated at

remote locations (which has not been accomplished in previous amplifier experiments): the

2Here I use “flag” rather than “idler” to make clear the function of this photon.
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Figure 1.6: Photonic qubit precertification. A photonic qubit experiences channel loss,

then undergoes polarization-preserving parametric down-conversion (PDC) or four-wave

mixing (FWM), probabilistically producing a photon pair. The flag photon is detected to

precertify the signal, which carries the initial qubit state. For half the flag detections, a

feedforward phase correction (φ) is needed on the signal.

only shared resource needed is for the wavelength of Alice’s photons to match Bob’s down-

conversion acceptance bandwidth. Furthermore, heralded qubit amplification experiments

have so far been limited to operation triggered by Alice’s detection, which makes these

implementations unsuitable for Bell tests. We condition only on the flag detector, allowing

precertification independent of any signals from Alice. Additionally, there is in principle a

tradeoff in some versions of heralded qubit amplification between success probability and

the remaining vacuum in the heralded state, whereas precertification in principle removes

all vacuum components. There is the similar drawback in both schemes in practice that

the vacuum component remains significant at the output: for the amplifiers this is due

to limited coupling efficiencies of the ancilla photons; and for precertification it is due to

dark counts in the flag detector, which can both be overcome by technical improvements.

Coincidentally, despite different architectures, current implementations of heralded qubit

amplification and photonic qubit precertification have about the same final count rates, on

the order of 1000 per hour [115].
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1.3 Quantum photon sources

Most of the protocols discussed above rely on the production of pairs of entangled photons,

and in the case of precertification, also producing pairs from single photons. Therefore I

now describe photon pair production in nonlinear media, and how pair sources can be

transformed to entangled pair sources. Following chapter 1 of [121] with slight differences

in notation, I define the Hamiltonian of the electromagnetic field as

Ĥ =
∑

σ

∫
~ωk

2

[
b̂†σ(k)b̂σ(k) + b̂σ(k)b̂†σ(k)

]
dk, (1.6)

where σ is the polarization and k is the wavevector of the mode associated with annihilation

operator b̂σ(k). The mode has frequency ωk and is a plane wave with mode function

u(k, r, t) = eik·r−iωkt√
(2π)32ωk

. The position r and wavevector k are indeed vectors (though I drop

the vector notation as it is unneeded here), and t is time. To construct operators for the

realistic modes we have in the lab f(r, t) we can superpose plane waves as

f(r, t) =

∫
[α∗(k)u(k, r, t) + β∗(k)u∗(k, r, t)] dk, (1.7)

with coefficients α(k) and β(k). These coefficients can be calculated from scalar products

with plane waves as α(k) = u(k, r, t) · f(r, t) and β(k) = −u∗(k, r, t) · f(r, t) (see section

1.2.2 of [121]). Then the annihilation operators become

âfσ =

∫ [
α(k)âσ(k) + β(k)â†σ(k)

]
dk (1.8)

with commutation relations
[
âfjσ, âfk,σ′

]
= 0 and

[
âfjσ, â

†
fk,σ′

]
= δσσ′δjk for orthonormal

{fj}. These {âfjσ} are now nicely behaved annihilation operators of the quantum har-

monic oscillator and we can neglect the mode functions, labelling the appropriate modes

as needed.

1.3.1 Three- and four-wave mixing

Nonlinear optics is the study of interactions of light and matter where the material response

P (for polarization of the electric dipoles in the material) is nonlinear in the input electric
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field E (often called the pump). This response can generate new frequencies of light. The

material polarization (not to be confused with the polarization of the electric field) is often

expanded in a power series in electric field as

P = ε0
(
χ(1)E + χ(2)E2 + χ(3)E3 + ...

)
, (1.9)

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, the χ(n) are tensors of nonlinear susceptibility

of rank n, and E and P are vectors such that En is also a rank-n tensor (see chapter 1

of [122]). Often we can work with just one element of the nonlinearity tensor and scalar

electric fields and polarization. The nonlinear processes governed by eq. (1.9) are called

parametric processes, where a nonlinear material mediates a mixing interaction between

modes of light without changing its own state. The number of modes involved in a mixing

process is one more than the order of the nonlinearity n, since n waves enter through En

and one more from the induced polarization.

Here I focus on the three-wave mixing process called spontaneous parametric down-

conversion (PDC), wherein one pump photon is annihilated, creating two daughter photons

while preserving energy and momentum, following chapter 4 of [121]. The twin photons

are normally labeled signal and idler such that the signal photon has the higher frequency

and the idler the lower. Thus the interaction Hamiltonian

ĤPDC = Γâpâ
†
sâ
†
i + Γ∗â†pâsâi (1.10)

has three modes, labeled p, s, and i. Here Γ contains the strength of PDC, given by the

strength of the nonlinearity χ(2), the interaction length L, the cross-sectional geometry, and

the phasematching. Phasematching amounts to energy and momentum conservation, given

by ωp = ωs+ωi and kp = ks+ki. Often an extra term is added to momentum conservation

by periodic poling [123] for quasi-phasematching [124], allowing momentum conservation

where material dispersion and birefringence would normally not permit it [122]. For strong

pump beams, the approximation âp ≈ â†p ≈ |α| is often made, with |α| then absorbed into

Γ. For photonic qubit precertification, the pump is a single photon so this approximation

cannot hold. In either case, the signal and idler photons are always created in pairs,

enabling entanglement production and precertification. PDC is broadly categorized into

three types: type-0, where all modes have the same polarization, type-I, where the signal
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and idler have the same polarization, perpendicular to the pump, and type-II, where the

signal and idler have perpendicular polarizations, one of which is parallel to the pump.

Three-wave mixing for PDC requires anisotropic media, as χ(2) = 0 in isotropic crystals

and glasses. By contrast, four-wave mixing occurs in anisotropic and isotropic media,

including glass optical fibres. Using fibres gives four-wave mixing long interaction lengths

and tight mode confinement, allowing strong effective nonlinearities despite χ(3) generally

being smaller than χ(2). Spontaneous four-wave mixing (FWM) generates photon pairs

with the Hamiltonian

ĤFWM = Γâp1âp2â
†
sâ
†
i + Γ∗â†p2â

†
p2âsâi, (1.11)

where now two pump modes p1 and p2 contribute a photon each, and Γ contains χ(3) and

similar geometric considerations as above. For precertification, the strong pump p1 can be

treated classically such that âp1 ≈ â†p1 ≈ |α|, leading to an effective PDC Hamiltonian as

in eq. (1.10).

1.3.2 Entangled photon sources

Photon pair sources can be transformed into entanglement sources by interfering two non-

linear pair production processes that are indistinguishable in all degrees of freedom except

the one in which entanglement is generated. Entangled photon sources are characterized

by coincidence rate, heralding efficiency, fidelity to a maximally-entangled state, and en-

tanglement visibility. For all these parameters, higher is generally better.

The coincidence rate C is the number of coincident pair counts per second, while the

singles rates SA and SB are the single counts per second at Alice and Bob respectively. The

heralding efficiency [125] is a measure of the likelihood for Alice/Bob to detect a photon,

given a detection by Bob/Alice. The coincidence rate can be approximated as C = ηAηBP

and the singles as SA = ηAP and SB = ηBP , where ηA/B is Alice/Bob’s heralding efficiency,

and P is the pair production rate in the nonlinear medium before losses. Thus the heralding

efficiencies are approximately

ηA =
C

SB
, ηB =

C

SA
. (1.12)
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Fidelity is defined as

F =
[
Tr
(
σ1/2ρσ1/2

)]2
(1.13)

for density matrices ρ and σ, or

F = |〈ψ|φ〉|2 (1.14)

for pure states |ψ〉 and |φ〉 [121]. Entanglement visibility, in a particular basis where the

polarizations of the two photons are expected to be parallel, is given by

V =
N‖ −N⊥
N‖ +N⊥

, (1.15)

where N‖/⊥ is the number of coincident counts with parallel/perpendicular polarizers be-

tween the Alice and Bob analyzers. For a realistic loophole-free Bell test with photons, the

required visibilities are >99 % and the required heralding efficiencies are >72 %.

Entanglement from three-wave mixing

A nice overview of entanglement-generation architectures using PDC is given in [126], and

the schemes I discuss are depicted in fig. 1.7. I define one photon in the horizontal/vertical

polarization mode of the signal/idler beam as |H/V 〉s/i.

The first high-brightness source of entangled pairs used a type-II χ(2) crystal to produce

pairs of photons, one beam of |H〉 and one beam of |V 〉. By interfering these two beams on

a 50:50 beam splitter and post-selecting on the cases where the photons exit at different

ports, the |Ψ+〉 state is produced as in fig. 1.7(a) [127, 128].

The next evolution was to remove post-selection, using a crystal that produced two

intersecting cones of PDC light, one |H〉 and the other |V 〉 [129]. By collecting light at the

left and right intersections of the cones, the two processes are |H〉p → |H〉left |V 〉right and

|H〉p → |V 〉left |H〉right, leading to polarization entanglement as in fig. 1.7(b). A similar

version selects the “left” and “right” modes in frequency rather than space [130, 131].
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An improved source uses two crystals back-to-back, one producing |V 〉p → |H〉s |H〉i
and the other |H〉p → |V 〉s |V 〉i.3 Pumping at 45° polarization leads to a coherent super-

position of these processes, giving entanglement as in fig. 1.7(c) [132].

A recent workhorse for entangled pairs has been the Sagnac interferometer, where pairs

can be produced in either direction around a Sagnac loop as in fig. 1.7(d) [133, 134]. In

one direction, pairs are produced as |H〉p → |H〉s |V 〉i, while in the other direction they are

flipped to |V 〉p → |V 〉s |H〉i, interfering to give entanglement. The benefit of this source is

its intrinsic phase stability, as both pumping directions traverse the same path.

The interferometer can also be unfolded to a Mach-Zehnder configuration as in fig. 1.7(e),

avoiding the need for optics that work at three distant wavelengths (pump, signal, and

idler). One path produces |H〉p → |H〉s |H〉i and the other |V 〉p → |V 〉s |V 〉i, generally

requiring active stabilization to ensure a constant phase [135, 136]. By building a compact

Mach-Zehnder interferometer using beam displacers and sending both paths through the

same PDC crystal, active stabilization can be avoided [137]. We used a compact source of

this type for a loophole-free Bell test [37], as described in chapter 2.

Polarization-entangled pairs can also be generated from cascaded emissions in quantum

dots [138, 139]. Beyond polarization, coherence between early and late pump pulses can

generate time-bin-entangled photon pairs [140, 141].

Entanglement from four-wave mixing

Similar to crystal χ(2) sources, fibre χ(3) sources employ a number of different architectures.

I developed a two-fibre scheme for polarization entanglement similar to the two-crystal

scheme, shown in chapter 6 [142]. Sagnac loops have been used for generating polarization

entanglement in isotropic fibre [143, 144, 145], and also using birefringent single-mode

fibre [146] and birefringent microstructured fibre [147, 148, 149]. Sagnac loops [150] and

Faraday mirrors [151] have been used for polarization entanglement based on time delays

between orthogonal pump pulses in isotropic fibre.

3Called a “sandwich source,” inspiring the “sausage source” of chapter 6.
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|V⟩p

|H⟩s

|V⟩i

(a) Post-selected

(b) Two cones

PBS

type-II
V→HV
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V→VV

50:50

|V⟩p

|H⟩s

|V⟩i

type-II
V→HV

type-0
H→HH

(c) Crossed crystals

|H⟩p + |V⟩p type-I
V→HH

type-I
H→VV

|H⟩s|H⟩i + |V⟩s|V⟩i

(d) Sagnac interferometer

|H⟩p + |V⟩p

|H⟩s |V⟩i 

PBS

type-II
V→

HV

HWP

|V⟩s |H⟩i 

(e) Mach-Zehnder interferometer

|H⟩p + |V⟩p |H⟩s |H⟩i 

|V⟩s |V⟩i 

|H⟩s|H⟩i + |V⟩s|V⟩i

Figure 1.7: The most common polarization-entangled photon generation architectures. The

pump beam is blue and the PDC beams are red. The PDC crystals are labeled with the

type of phasematching. The schemes (c), (d), and (e) and their analogues using four-wave

mixing in fibre can support photonic-qubit precertification since the polarization of the

pump is mapped to the entangled state.
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1.3.3 Connection between entanglement sources and precertifi-
cation

Because photonic qubit precertification requires splitting a photon into two through PDC or

FWM in a way that preserves polarization,4 there is a close connection between entangled-

photon pair sources and precertification. In general, the entanglement sources where the

coherence between processes depends on the coherence between two pump states are useful

for precertification, while others are not. A handy shorthand is that entanglement sources

where the pump is at 45° polarization are usually suitable for precertification.

Sources based on post-selection and on selecting portions of the output light in space

or frequency are not useful for precertification (fig. 1.7(a) and (b)), since only one pump

polarization gives rise to both processes. The two-crystal sandwich sources (fig. 1.7(c)) and

two-fibre sausage sources (as employed in chapter 6) are suitable, since one crystal/fibre

down-converts each input polarization. Fibre and crystal sources based on Sagnac loops

and Mach-Zehnder interferometers (fig. 1.7(d) and (e)) are suitable also, and the latter is

used in the precertification experiment in chapter 4. Beyond polarization, it is possible to

map orbital angular momentum states from pump to down-converted photons [152], which

could be useful in future high-dimensional precertification schemes.

4Here I focus on polarization, but other degrees of freedom can be used too.
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Chapter 2

Towards an experimental
loophole-free violation of Bell’s
inequality

This chapter is based on the work I did during a study period abroad in 2014-2015 at the

National Institute of Standards and Technology, Boulder, Colorado. At the time NIST was

working towards a loophole-free Bell test with photons, since completed. Here I provide

technical details about the source and measurement setup and leave the experimental

results and full story to [37].

Statement of contributions: As reference [37] has 34 authors, I will restrict this state-

ment to the work presented here. I assisted LKS in building the entangled photon source,

troubleshooting nonlinear crystals, and with initial measurements. TG built the fibre spec-

trometer. I designed and built the high-efficiency fast measurement setup. I wrote code to

optimize the entangled state and measurement settings.
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2.1 Introduction

NIST is pursuing a long-term project to build a server for certified random numbers based

on quantum mechanics [16]. The first step is a loophole-free violation of Bell’s inequality.

To close the locality and detector loopholes simultaneously, Alice and Bob are separated

by a few hundred metres, and all losses minimized. The latter requires careful design

of the entanglement source and measurement apparatus, as well as optimization of each

component and painstaking alignment. Here I show our troubleshooting of a PDC crystal,

the entanglement source built with an improved crystal, the high-efficiency measurement

setup Alice and Bob used for high-speed polarization measurements, and the code to

optimize the entangled state and measurement settings for maximum violation of the CH

inequality [42].

2.2 Troubleshooting a PDC crystal

Using a fibre time-of-flight spectrometer [153, 154], we measured the joint spectral density

of NIST’s photon pair source based on a 10 mm, type-II periodically-poled potassium

titanyl phosphate (PPKTP) crystal with 46.48 µm poling period from AdvR Inc.1 This

crystal produces degenerate photon pairs at wavelength 1554 nm from a pump of 776 nm.

The pump is a mode-locked free-space Ti:sapphire laser, which is sent through a single-

mode optical fibre to produce a clean spatial mode. The fibre spectrometer uses dispersion

in 10 km optical fibres to translate photon wavelength into arrival time. By recording

coincident arrival times between two photons and using the known fibre dispersion, a joint

spectrum can be obtained in a few seconds. One initial problem we solved using the fibre

spectrometer was self-phase modulation of the pump in its mode-cleaning fibre, which

broadened the pump bandwidth by a factor of two. Shortening this fibre from 2 m to

20 cm reduced this effect to negligible levels.

1The use of trade names is intended to allow the measurements to be appropriately interpreted, and

does not imply endorsement by the US government or by me, nor does it imply these are necessarily the

best available for the purpose used here.
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Figure 2.1: Joint spectrum from PPKTP crystal from AdvR Inc. measured by a time-

of-flight spectrometer. The joint spectrum characterizes the spectral correlations between

photons produced from PDC, with the signal photon’s wavelength plotted on the x-axis

and the idler photon’s on the y-axis. The intensity indicates the number of coincidences

with specific signal and idler wavelengths, giving information on the pump bandwidth,

crystal phasematching, and signal-idler frequency correlations. We expect a single peak

from degenerate photon pairs, but also see another along the anti-diagonal, indicating this

second peak is due to a phasematching problem rather than a pump laser problem.
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As shown in fig. 2.1, two distinct photon wavelengths were emitted by this crystal.

This is a unique and disturbing result; unique because this effect would be washed out

for a shorter crystal due to broader phasematching and very difficult to detect using sum-

frequency generation, and disturbing because this second peak is unexpected and lowers

our effective heralding efficiency due to the difficulty in coupling both peaks simultaneously.

We can preferentially couple either of the peaks by tipping a coupling mirror in front of the

collection fibre, indicating the two modes are emitted at slightly different angles (fig. 2.2).

However, the small inferred angle is not enough to explain the difference in wavelength.

Two (somehow) interleaved poling periods could explain the second peak, as shown by

calculations from SPDCalc (fig. 2.3) [156]. However, viewing the crystal under a microscope

shows no poling defects and the Fourier transform of the poling image shows a single period,

as seen in fig. 2.4. It may be that the resolution of the microscope is not sufficient to resolve

the very similar poling periods of 46.1 µm and 46.5 µm.

The problem was finally resolved by purchasing a similar crystal from Raicol Crys-

tals Ltd., which exhibits only the desired phasematching under the same experimental

conditions (fig. 2.5).

2.3 Entangled photon pair source

We then transformed this pair source into a source of entangled photons using the design

of ref. [137]. We constructed the Mach-Zehnder interferometer of fig. 2.6 with two α-BBO

beam displacers, chosen for their similar dispersion at the pump and photon wavelengths.

The pump is focused with a 1 m lens and split into horizontal and vertical polarization

components in the first beam displacer. The two beams, separated horizontally by about

2 mm, then pass through separate half-wave plates, one at 45° to flip the vertical polariza-

tion to horizontal, and the other at 0° to balance the phase accrued by the other beam.

Both beams then enter the same PPKTP crystal, and undergo degenerate type-II PDC to

1550 nm. The down-converted photons pass through a second beam displacer, this time

oriented to send the vertically-polarized idler photons down towards the table, keeping the

horizontally-polarized signal photons on top. Now, each of the four beams passes through
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Til$ng'the'coupling'mirror'

Figure 2.2: Ray tracing diagram from OpticalRayTracer [155] of tilting the coupling mirror

and corresponding measured joint spectrum. On the left of the diagram, two rays corre-

sponding to the two joint-spectrum peaks are emitted from the AdvR PPKTP crystal at

slightly different angles. Tilting the coupling mirror clockwise moves the bottom ray away

from the centre of the output plane (which represents the fibre tip) and vice versa. Thus

tipping the coupling mirror can preferentially couple one of the emitted wavelengths into

fibre. Note that the ray tracing is only an illustration of what could be happening, as the

parameters are not exactly matched to the experiment.
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Figure 2.3: The calculation of phasematching for two interleaved poling periods reproduces

the behaviour we observed from the AdvR crystal. Here a broader pump bandwidth was

used, leading to larger peaks along the diagonal.
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Figure 2.4: A micrograph of the AdvR crystal (top), where poled regions have been prefer-

entially etched, allows calculation of the poling period by fast fourier transform (bottom),

which shows only a single poling period. AdvR says the four large blank areas allow them

to align the electrode mask better, and are an integer number of poling periods long.
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Figure 2.5: Joint spectrum from the 11 mm Raicol PPKTP crystal. We see only a single

peak and its sinc lobes, indicating this crystal should work well for generating entangled

pairs with high heralding efficiency.

PPKTP PPKTPBD BDBD BD BD BDHWPs HWPsHWPs HWPs

Figure 2.6: Interferometer for polarization-entangled photon source, based on α-BBO beam

displacers (BD), and half-wave plates (HWP) that have been diced into quarters. The

PPKTP down-conversion crystal is in the centre.
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its own half-wave plate, two at 45° to flip polarizations, and two at 0° to maintain the inter-

ferometer’s balance. The final beam displacer recombines the two horizontally-separated

paths to complete the interferometer. The idler beam is picked off with a half-mirror and

sent to Alice, while the signal beam passes over the half-mirror to Bob, both being re-

collimated by 25 cm lenses. The beams are coupled into single-mode telecommunications

fibre with 11 mm aspheric lenses. All components are antireflection-coated to reduce losses,

and the only filtering after SPDC is a silicon wafer to remove the pump. Slightly tipping

the first beam displacer sets the phase of the entangled state.

We found this is a stable source (only a few degrees’ phase change over 24 h) with

polarization visibilities up to (99.81± 0.07) %, average of H/V = (99.91± 0.03) % and D/A

= (99.70± 0.06) % bases. We also measured a CHSH parameter [41] of S = 2.813± 0.002,

just below the maximum value allowed by quantum mechanics of 2
√

2 ≈ 2.828 [157]. These

numbers were measured without background subtraction and without narrowband filters.

We employed only the silicon wafer to remove the pump and a 1 ns coincidence window to

remove background counts. Here we used a HydraHarp in T3 mode synchronized to the

laser repetition rate, detecting the signal and idler with NIST’s superconducting nanowire

single photon detectors.

The alignment of the source was a bit tedious, but it was sufficient to align the three

beam displacers’ and six half-wave plates’ rotation first with a reference polarizer, then

drop them in. All optics were aligned by back-reflecting the beam, and it was helpful to

use a camera to ensure the half-wave plates intersected only one of the four beams. In

this way, the H/V visibility was immediately >99 %, while the D/A visibility required

tweaking the pump polarization balance and first beam displacer tip and tilt to ensure

indistinguishability of the two arms of the interferometer. We found the best way to set

the phase of the entangled state was to tip very slightly in the x-direction the input beam

displacer. The y-direction tilt can be used also for a less sensitive phase change. With

these tweaks the D/A visibility was also >99 % within one day. The visibilities shown in

fig. 2.7 are more than sufficient for a loophole-free Bell violation, and are limited in that

experiment by double-pair emissions, as the source is pumped harder to increase the pair

rate.

For the highest visibilities reported above, we pumped with 12.8 mW average power
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Figure 2.7: Measured coincidences and singles counts for rotating Alice’s polarizer while

keeping Bob’s fixed at one of four angles, giving visibility (99.91± 0.03) % in the H/V

basis and (99.70± 0.06) % in the D/A basis. The singles counts for Alice and for Bob’s

four settings are to the top of the graph. Later source optimization symmetrized the four

coincidence curves, removed the angular dependence of the singles curves, and symmetrized

and drastically increased the coincidences-to-singles ratios.
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from an 80 MHz, picosecond Ti:sapphire laser. This gave a measured pair rate around

2000 coincidences/s, with raw heralding efficiencies of ∼20 % and ∼30 % for the idler and

signal respectively. After optimizing the lenses and coupling and increasing the pump

power, we measured a pair rate of 38 000 coincidences/s and 44 200 singles/s, giving up to

to ηA = ηb = 86 % raw heralding efficiency. This includes all losses and detector efficiency

of about 90 %, meaning the total efficiency of coupling from the crystal into single-mode

fibre was about 95 %. This heralding efficiency is sufficient for a loophole-free Bell test [47],

giving about 10 % efficiency overhead to be consumed by transmission losses and losses in

the measurement setup [37].

2.4 Coupling efficiency from fibre to fibre through a

Pockels cell

Many experiments in quantum optics require fast switching, whether for routing, mea-

surement, or feedforward. The critical point in many cases, and especially in Bell tests

and precertification, is to switch polarization using a fast Pockels cell with minimum loss.

Pockels cells operate by applying a high voltage across an anisotropic crystal (called a cell).

This voltage modifies the refractive indices of the crystal, producing a wave plate whose

retardance depends on the applied voltage (see ch. 20 of [74]). Varying the voltage allows

switching polarization states or measurements.

In our experiment [37], photon transmission and detection both occur in optical fibre

while the Pockels cell is in free space, necessitating high-efficiency optical coupling in

and out of fibre. I achieved 96.1 % coupling from free space into single-mode fibre at

1550 nm and 91.9 % fibre – free space – fibre coupling through the Pockels cell, including

antireflection-(AR)-coated fibres. I directly measured up to 92.3 % and 88.2 % respectively,

and factored out the measured 96 % transmission from the uncoated fibre to free-space

power meter to get the numbers above. In further iterations of the setup, the fibre –

free space – fibre coupling including all AR-coatings was measured using laser light and

photon pairs to be 90 % to 92 %, including also all wave plates and polarizers. Estimated

uncertainties due to non-uniformity of the power meter are ±1 percentage point.
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Figure 2.8: Fibre – free space – fibre coupling through Pockels cell, as used for Alice and

Bob’s measurements. See the text for component description and alignment procedure.

The basis choice setup is depicted in fig. 2.8. Key components include: Thorlabs P1-

SMF28-EAR AR-coated patch cables, matched A240TM-C aspheric lenses with 8 mm focal

length and ∼99 % transmission, two MAX313D Nanomax stages for fibre positioning, two

K5X1 5-axis mounts to position the lenses, silver mirrors to use a red alignment beam

(which were later upgraded for lower loss at 1550 nm to Newport SuperMirrors), and a

BBO LightGate 2.6R Pockels cell from Gooch and Housego, with 98 % transmission on a

tip/tilt/translation mount (e.g. Newport 9071). Later designs added two thin-film plate

polarizers (e.g. Thorlabs PBSW-1550) that provide a combined 7000:1 polarization con-

trast and 99.3 % reflection. For the best polarization contrast and reflection it is important

to align the plate polarizers before optimizing coupling as the optimal angle of incidence

may not be 45°. Here 8 mm focal length lenses are used instead of 11 mm because their

smaller beam size gives better transmission through the 2.6 mm aperture of the Pockels cell.

Also, 5724-H-C 8 mm lenses from New Focus were found to have only 95 % transmission,
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likely due to the choice of glass, making them unsuitable for this application. I found that

despite also giving control of the fibre’s tip and tilt, the 9091 fibre aligner from Newport

had too much instability and hysteresis to achieve the really high coupling efficiencies.

The first method I attempted for aligning the fibre couplers was, with the lens fixed to

the Nanomax, to ensure the beam flies straight and level down the optical table, meaning

the fibre tip is aligned to the lens. Then I walked the tip/tilt of the coupling mirrors and

fibre foci to optimize coupling. Using this method I was limited to around 80 % coupling

from free space into fibre.

Based on a suggestion from David Schmid from Paul Kwiat’s group at the University

of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, I detached the lens from the Nanomax and put it in a

separate 5-axis mount. This allowed aligning the lens to the incoming beam first, and then

positioning the fibre tip to capture the focused light. This allowed the high efficiencies

reported above, with the majority of the increase coming from having the 5-axis mount

where the light was coupled back into fibre, and a small gain on the input side.

The recipe I developed for achieving high coupling efficiency is as follows, with “input”

referring to the coupler where light exits the fibre, and “output” where light re-enters the

fibre after the Pockels cell:

1. Using an alignment beam, roughly collimate the input light and ensure it runs level

and along the table holes, for now with the input lens fixed to the input fibre trans-

lation stage.

2. Mount the steering mirrors in centring mounts in the table holes.

3. Using two irises mounted in the table holes between the mirrors, align the beam

along the holes between the mirrors using the input coupler’s fibre translation and

the first mirror.

4. Add a third iris in a table hole after the second mirror and use the second mirror to

align the beam through it.

5. Put the output coupling lens in a 5-axis mount (tip/tilt and x/y translation) with

the curved surface toward the collimated beam.
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6. Back-align and centre the output coupling lens using an alignment beam you can

see easily (e.g. 630 nm) and for which the lens is improperly coated, giving a large

back-reflection. Look for it using the iris or a white card with a hole about 5 cm

from the lens. When nearly aligned there should be a large double-blob reflection

and also much smaller Airy rings. How visible they are also depends on the focus of

the incoming beam. The two-blob reflection will move mostly with lens translation

(each blob in opposite directions) as it is from the convex first surface, and the Airy

rings mostly with tip/tilt, as they are from the flat second surface.

7. Using the third iris or card just before the lens, align the Airy rings and blobs to be

centred on the incoming beam by adjusting the tip/tilt and x/y translation of the

lens, ensuring the lens is centred and flat.

8. Add the output fibre and translate it until some alignment light comes out. If none

ever comes, send an alignment beam back through this fibre and through the iris.

9. Now consider the output lens and mirrors locked and don’t move them.

10. Switch to your true wavelength and optimize both couplers’ x-y fibre translation on

power out the output fibre.

11. Adjust the input coupler’s focus in small steps, optimizing x-y each time. Every two

steps or so, optimize the output coupler’s focus, x, and y. This and similar steps

below are the main time investments, taking up to an hour each.

12. Try small tweaks to the output lens translation and tip/tilt, optimizing the output

coupler focus, x, and y each time. Probably little gain here.

13. Send the alignment beam back through the output coupler and replace the fixed

input lens with a lens on a 5-axis mount, as in steps 5-7.

14. Repeat steps 10-12 with the true wavelength from input to output. Some people

prefer to keep the fibre positioners fixed now, and tip and tilt the mirrors instead.

Both ways achieve similar coupling efficiency.
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15. Place the Pockels cell in the beam and tweak it by hand to optimize the power in

the output fibre.

16. Repeat step 11, with also tweaking the Pockels cell tip and tilt between tweaking the

fibre couplers.

17. Shoot for 95 % coupling efficiency from free-space into fibre! Be careful to put the

free-space beam in the same place on the power meter that the fibre does, as I often

found a 10 % variation in the reported powers based on the position of the beam on

the detector.

18. When adding more optics to be beam, iterate moving the fibres’ foci and optimizing

x/y, and tipping/tilting the Pockels cell.

2.5 Optimizing the entangled state and measurement

settings

As seen in section 1.1.1, Bell’s inequalities are maximally violated for nonmaximally-

entangled states when the detector efficiency is less than perfect [47]. Thus a method

to determine the optimal state and corresponding measurement settings is needed. I wrote

MATLAB code that takes measured values for heralding efficiency and dark counts, and

computes the state and measurement settings to get the largest violation of the CH in-

equality (1.1). This code is based on the Quantum Optics Toolbox by Sze M. Tan [158]

available as of this date at http://qo.phy.auckland.ac.nz/toolbox/, and quantum photonics

functions by Thomas Jennewein [159], available by contacting me or Dr. Jennewein. My

code and comments are provided in appendix A. The simulation reproduced the experi-

mental count statistics with high accuracy and was used to set the state and measurement

angles for the loophole-free Bell test [37].
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Chapter 3

Theory of a linear-optical device for
heralding qubits

This chapter is based on a theory collaboration in 2013. Heralded qubit amplification

is emerging as a method to circumvent channel losses in quantum communication as an

alternative to the extreme difficulty of removing them. We show here an improvement to

the initial design that would allow faster device-independent key distribution over longer

distance.

Statement of contributions: I conceived the idea based on previous work by KL and

others, co-authored the introduction, and performed the analysis for and wrote the DI-

QKD section with input from TJ. MB, KB, AČ, JS, and KL wrote the balance of the

paper with my input (one section of which is not reproduced here). The content of this

chapter was published in expanded form as [118]:

E. Meyer-Scott, M. Bula, K. Bartkiewicz, A. Černoch, J. Soubusta, T. Jennewein, and K.

Lemr. Entanglement-based linear-optical qubit amplifier. Phys. Rev. A, 88:012327, 2013.

© 2013 American Physical Society.

I am allowed by the policies of Phys. Rev. A and by permission from my co-authors

to republish this work here.
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3.1 Introduction

Quantum communication suffers from various technological limits, especially channel losses,

background noise, and the need to trust imperfect detectors and single-photon sources. Loss

and noise limit the maximum distance for unconditionally secure communications [160].

Long-distance quantum key distribution (QKD) has been realized over 144 km in free

space [161] and over 260 km in an optical fibre [23]. Trust in imperfect devices used for

cryptography allows eavesdroppers to attack unintended leakages of information or control

detectors. These are known as side-channel attacks. [59].

Side-channel attacks can be solved in principle by using Bell-state projection mea-

surements or using entanglement-based protocols. The simpler approach is measurement-

device-independent QKD [75, 76]. In this case a projection on a Bell state in the middle of

the communication line removes all detector side channels. The more complete approach

is device-independent QKD (DI-QKD) [36, 114, 117, 104] and its security is based on the

loophole-free violation of a Bell inequality. DI-QKD removes all source and detector side

channels but requires closing the detector (high-efficiency detection) and locality (distant

detectors) loopholes, which has only recently been achieved simultaneously [37, 38, 39].

For DI-QKD and other protocols requiring high-efficiency detection, a method is re-

quired to circumvent the channel losses inherent in photon transmission. In classical optical

communication networks the problem of losses is solved using amplifiers of the classical sig-

nal. For quantum communication, losses are more fundamental. The quantum signals are

stored in polarization, temporal, angular momentum, or other modes of individual photons

and any quantum amplifier is bound by the limits of the no-cloning theorem [106]. Several

proposals of quantum amplifiers were recently introduced, wherein the quantum limit can

be respected while still providing single-photon amplification by making the amplifier non-

deterministic. This type of amplification is called heralded noiseless amplification [112]

and is already seeing implementation [110, 111, 114].

Here we propose a new design of a linear-optical heralded qubit amplifier that can

restore an attenuated qubit and is also capable of distilling deteriorated entanglement.

Our amplifier is ready to be used in DI-QKD schemes, and it outperforms some previously

published proposals. In contrast to the Gisin et al. scheme [104], the success probability of
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our device does not asymptotically approach zero when increasing the amplification gain.

Furthermore in comparison to the Pitkanen et al. scheme [117], our device provides tuneable

gain and for the case of infinite gain allows better success probability due to its intrinsic

elimination of the two-photon component after heralding. However, the Pitkanen et al.

device may perform better when using a probabilistic source for the ancilla photons due to

its extra stage of heralding. The scheme by Curty and Moroder makes use of entanglement

as in our device, but it is limited to infinite gain [116], and in fact is comparable to

our amplifier set to infinite gain. We present an investigation of the gain versus success

probability tradeoff, which is a crucial figure of merit for probabilistic amplifiers, and

analyze the performance of these amplifiers for DI-QKD.

3.2 Principle of operation

The amplifier (depicted in fig. 3.1) consists of four polarizing beam splitters. Two of them

(PBSin and PBSout) form a Mach-Zehnder interferometer between signal input port “in”

and output port “out”. These polarizing beam splitters transmit horizontally-polarized

light and reflect light with vertical polarization. The other two are partially-polarizing

beam splitters, denoted as PPBS1 and PPBS2, and placed in their respective arms of the

interferometer. A PPBS can be built using a multilayer thin-film dielectric coating on a

glass plate to provide the desired splitting ratios. PPBS1 totally reflects vertically-polarized

light, while having reflectivity r for horizontal polarization (r = 0 for a standard PBS). In

terms of creation operators this transformation reads

â†in,H → râ†out,H +
√

1− r2â†D1,H (3.1)

â†a1,H → −râ†D1,H +
√

1− r2â†out,H

â†a1,V → −â†D1,V,

where the labelling of spatial modes has been adopted from fig. 3.1 and H, V denote

horizontal and vertical polarizations. Similarly PPBS2 completely reflects the horizontal
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Figure 3.1: Scheme for entanglement-based linear-optical qubit amplifier. A deteriorated

qubit state enters through port in, and undergoes amplification heralded by detections in

D1 and D2 in the diagonal basis. The modes a1 and a2 each input half of a maximally-

entangled pair. The pink minus signs indicate the reflection in the PPBS that picks up a

π phase shift.
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polarization and reflects the vertical polarization with reflectivity r, giving transformations

â†in,V → râ†out,V +
√

1− r2â†D2,V (3.2)

â†a2,V → −râ†D2,V +
√

1− r2â†out,V

â†a2,H → −â†D2,H.

This can be implemented with the same device as PPBS1 plus half-wave plates. The

parameter r is to be tuned as explained below. Successful operation of the amplifier is

heralded by a two-photon coincidence detection between detection blocks D1 and D2.

To demonstrate the principle of operation, let us assume the input signal to be a

coherent superposition of vacuum and a polarization-encoded single photon qubit

|ψin〉 = α|0〉+ βH |H〉+ βV |V 〉, (3.3)

where |0〉 denotes vacuum, |H〉 and |V 〉 denote horizontal and vertical polarization states

respectively and the coefficients meet the normalization condition |α|2 + |βH |2 + |βV |2 = 1.

The amplifier makes use of a pair of ancillary photons impinging on ports a1 and a2

of PPBS1 and PPBS2 respectively. These ancilla photons are initially in a maximally-

entangled Bell state of the form

|Φ+
a1a2
〉 =

1√
2

(|Ha1Ha2〉+ |Va1Va2〉), (3.4)

where the indices denote the ancillary photons’ spatial modes. The total state entering the

amplifier composed of the signal and ancillary photons reads

|ψT 〉 = |ψin〉 ⊗ |Φ+
a1a2
〉 (3.5)

=
1√
2

[α|0inHa1Ha2〉+ α|0inVa1Va2〉

+ βH |HinHa1Ha2〉+ βH |HinVa1Va2〉
+ βV |VinHa1Ha2〉+ βV |VinVa1Va2〉] .

Now we inspect the evolution of all the individual terms in the input state. Since the

successful operation of the amplifier is conditioned by a coincidence detection of exactly
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two photons between D1 and D2, we post-select on such cases. This gives transformations

|0inHa1Ha2〉 → r|0outHD1HD2〉 (3.6)

|0inVa1Va2〉 → r|0outVD1VD2〉
|HinHa1Ha2〉 → (2r2 − 1)|HoutHD1HD2〉
|HinVa1Va2〉 → r2|HoutVD1VD2〉
|VinHa1Ha2〉 → r2|VoutHD1HD2〉
|VinVa1Va2〉 → (2r2 − 1)|VoutVD1VD2〉.

Note that for r = 0 it is impossible to have more than one photon in the output mode,

even for multiple photons in the input mode, as there is no path between the input and

output modes. Subsequently we perform polarization-sensitive detection on D1 and D2

in the basis of diagonal |D〉 ∝ (|H〉 + |V 〉) and anti-diagonal |A〉 ∝ (|H〉 − |V 〉) linear

polarization. In this way we erase the information about the ancillary state and project

the signal at the output port to

|ψout〉 ∝ αr|0〉+
3r2 − 1

2
(βH |H〉+ βV |V 〉) , (3.7)

where we have incorporated the fact that only if both the detected polarizations on D1 and

D2 are identical (DD or AA coincidences) the device heralds a successful amplification and

thus only half of the measurement outcomes contribute to the success probability.

At this point, we define the amplification gain G as a fraction between signal and

vacuum probabilities

G =
(3r2 − 1)2

4r2
(3.8)

and calculate the corresponding success probability

P = r2
[
|α|2 +G

(
|βH |2 + |βV |2

)]
. (3.9)

Note that while the gain itself is independent of the input state, the success probability

depends on both the gain and the input state parameters. This reflects the intuitive fact

that it is impossible to amplify a qubit that is not present in the input state (βH = βV = 0).
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Figure 3.2: Calculated success probability as a function of gain for three different input

states parametrized by |α|2, the fraction of the input state in the vacuum. For comparison,

the success probability of the Gisin et al. scheme [104] is presented for |α|2 = 0.5. The

success probability of our amplifier converges asymptotically to a non-zero value for any

state with |α|2 < 1. Success probability is also plotted as a function of nominal gain Gnom

for |α|2 = 0.95. According to the definition eq. (3.10), the nominal gain is upper bounded

by the value of 20 in this case (marked with an X).
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Let us analyze the results further. The gain G = 1 is obtained for r = 1 with success

probability P = 1 independent on the input state. On the other hand, an infinite gain is

obtained for r = 0 with success probability of P = (|βH |2 + |βV |2)/4. In this case it is pos-

sible to increase the success probability by a factor two by including detection coincidences

DA and AD accompanied by a feed-forward operation V → −V on the output state. Fig-

ure 3.2 depicts the tradeoff between success probability and gain for three different input

states containing different amounts of vacuum.

Another measure of amplifier performance proposed in [114] is the nominal gain Gnom,

defined as the single-photon probability at the output over the single-photon probability

at the input,

Gnom ≡
Pout

Pin

=
G

|α|2 +G(|βH |2 + |βV |2)
=
r2G

P
. (3.10)

While the ordinary gain G describes how much the qubit to vacuum probability ratio has

been increased under the amplification procedure, the nominal gain shows how much the

overall probability of finding a qubit in the output has increased. For this reason, the

nominal gain is bounded by the inverse value of the initial qubit probability Pin (e.g. for

|βH |2 + |βV |2 = 0.2, the maximum value of nominal gain is 5 and in this case the vacuum

state is completely eliminated). Figure 3.2 depicts the success probability as a function

of nominal gain for one particular initial state (|α|2 = 0.95).

In contrast to the Gisin et al. scheme [104], the success probability does not decrease

asymptotically to 0 with increasing gain (also illustrated in fig. 3.2 for comparison). How-

ever in the case of infinite gain, the scheme performs exactly as well as standard telepor-

tation [116]. However, standard teleportation does not allow tuning the amplification gain

and therefore the superposition of vacuum and qubit state collapses either onto vacuum

or qubit state. Our scheme allows for the coherent superposition of these two terms to be

maintained. Keeping coherence between vacuum and qubit terms is crucial in applications

involving dual-rail encoding.
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3.3 Device-independent quantum key distribution

Photon amplifiers can find application in device-independent quantum key distribution [35,

104]. As mentioned above, DI-QKD does not require any knowledge of Alice and Bob’s

measurement devices, but does require closing the detection loophole [72]. A number of

ways of closing this loophole have been demonstrated, including using trapped ions [31, 43]

and efficient photon detection [50], but none has done so over the many-kilometre distances

needed for cryptography due to the intrinsic loss associated with photon transmission in

fibre or free space. Gisin et al. recently proposed using a photon amplifier to herald

incoming photons, closing the detection loophole and allowing DI-QKD [104]. In their

scheme, as in the recently proposed improvements [116, 117], a source of photons near

Alice emits entangled photon pairs. One photon is sent to Alice, which she detects directly

with high efficiency, and the other photon is sent over a long channel to Bob. Bob routes

the incoming photon through a heralded amplifier (e.g. the one proposed by Gisin et al.

or by us) before detection, closing the detection loophole by performing a measurement

only upon successful amplification.

In order to compare the performance of the previous amplifiers with ours, we performed

numerical quantum-optical simulations of the amplifiers. The initial source of entanglement

was spontaneous parametric down-conversion, with photon pair probability set to 2 ×
10−3, and all amplifiers used on-demand photon sources (two single photons for the Gisin

et al. and Pitkanen et al. schemes and a maximally-entangled Bell state for ours) as

ancillae. To mirror a likely experimental scenario, we used bucket detectors with 95 %

detection efficiency and 91 % coupling efficiency as heralding detectors, and untrusted

noiseless photon-number resolving detectors with the same efficiencies for the detection of

the photons after heralding. The former are modelled on fast superconducting nanowire

detectors [162] and the latter transition edge sensors [163]. We optimized all amplifiers

over their tunable beam splitter reflectivity at each point. Finally we calculated the secure

key rate per laser pulse from eq. (11) of the Supplementary Information of ref. [104] as

R = µcc [1− h(Q)− IE(S, µ)] , (3.11)

where µcc is the probability of a conclusive event for both Alice and Bob (including source

emission probabilities), h(Q) is the binary entropy function of the measured quantum bit
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error rate, and IE(S, µ) is Eve’s information based on the Bell inequality violation S and

the ratio of inconclusive to conclusive results µ. The full expression is

R = µcc

[
1− h(Q)−

(
(1− µ)χ

(
S − 4µ

1− µ

)
+ µ

)]
, (3.12)

adapted from eq. (23) of the Supplementary Information of ref. [104], where

χ(x) = h

(
1 +

√
(x/2)2 − 2

2

)
. (3.13)

As discussed by Pitkanen et al. this key rate assumes a restricted class of eavesdropping

strategies, which allows discarding the inconclusive results during data postprocessing [117].

Future work could compare the amplifiers’ performance using the more general key rate of

ref. [117].

As shown in fig. 3.3, our amplifier outperforms the Gisin et al. scheme and can also

tolerate more dark counts in the heralding detectors. As with the other proposed improve-

ments, this is because we eliminate the possibility for both ancilla photons to be detected

at the same time, heralding the vacuum at the output. Our proposal additionally out-

performs the Pitkanen et al. scheme by a nearly constant factor, where this factor comes

from improvements in success probability and the ratio of conclusive to inconclusive events

after heralding. This is possible because in the Pitkanen et al. scheme, the elimination of

the unwanted two-photon component at the output after heralding even for ideal ancilla

photons comes at the cost of vanishing success probability, a tradeoff our amplifier does

not suffer from. The optimal key rate in this DI-QKD scenario for our amplifier occurs

with r = 0 for all values of channel loss, such that it performs identically to the Curty and

Moroder proposal [116]. However, there could be a regime (e.g. with noise in the final Bell

test detectors) where higher success probability is needed to maximize key rate, at the cost

of a larger vacuum component after the amplifier.

3.4 Conclusion

We have presented a linear-optical qubit amplifier. With the help of a maximally-entangled

photon pair, this device is able to change the ratio between vacuum and single-qubit com-
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Figure 3.3: Simulated key rate per laser pulse for device-independent quantum key dis-

tribution versus Bob’s channel loss. The solid lines have 1 dark count/s and the dashed

lines 100 dark counts/s in the heralding detectors. Assuming 100 ps timing resolution in

the heralding detectors leads to 10−10 and 10−8 dark count probability per pulse respec-

tively. Our entangled photon amplifier allows more key to be extracted than the Gisin et

al. scheme, and even shows better scaling with loss. It additionally delivers approximately

12 times the key rate of the Pitkanen et al. scheme.
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ponents, thus introducing qubit gain. In contrast to other proposals, our scheme achieves

infinite gain with non-zero probability of success. Moreover, we have shown that the suc-

cess probability of implementing infinite gain equals the success probability of standard

teleportation. To demonstrate the capabilities of our amplifier, we have presented its po-

tential application to device-independent quantum key distribution, and the improvements

this amplifier makes over previously proposed devices, including a key rate more than three

orders of magnitude better for 100 km transmission distance (20 dB channel loss). Prac-

tical implementation of the proposed scheme will be limited as in the other proposals by

detection efficiency and coupling efficiency of ancillae.
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Chapter 4

Experimental precertification of qubits
through three-wave mixing

This chapter is based on an experiment performed in 2015. Photonic qubit precertification,

similarly to heralded qubit amplification, seeks to circumvent channel losses for quantum

communication but is based on nonlinear optics. Here we show the first implementation of

precertification and characterize its performance in terms of process fidelity and heralding

efficiency.

Statement of contributions: I conceived the idea (in parallel with AC), rebuilt DH’s

triplets setup to do precertification, analyzed the data, and wrote the paper with input

from all authors. DM, KG, JZS, and KAGF built Alice’s photon source, and DM and

JZS helped conduct the experiment. DH built the original photon triplets setup and wrote

data-analysis code. KAGF provided process tomography code. KJR and TJ supervised

the experiment. The content of this chapter was accepted by Physical Review Letters on

January 4, 2016 in condensed form as [164]:

E. Meyer-Scott, D. McCloskey, K. Go los, J. Z. Salvail, K. A. G. Fisher, D. Hamel, A.

Cabello, K. J. Resch, and T. Jennewein. Certifying the presence of a photonic qubit by

splitting it in two. Phys. Rev. Lett., 2016. © 2016 American Physical Society.

I am allowed by the policies of Phys. Rev. Lett. and by permission from my co-authors
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to republish this work here.

4.1 Introduction

Learning if and when a photon has arrived at a receiver without destroying it is fun-

damentally difficult [97]. Yet over reasonable transmission distances, this is required by

advanced quantum communication protocols such as device-independent secure commu-

nication [165, 166], private secure randomness amplification [167], and fundamental tests

of nonlocality [12]. These proposals fail in the presence of even moderate channel losses,

but can be made practical with techniques that circumvent the effects of loss by certify-

ing that the quantum system is ready after transmission. This certification is an attrac-

tive alternative to the nearly impossible task of eliminating fundamental transmission-loss

mechanisms.

One approach using traditional destructive photodetection is entanglement swapping [92],

which certifies that stationary quantum systems such as atoms or crystal defect centres

are ready in the desired quantum states [44]. This method has recently been applied to

nitrogen-vacancy centres for a violation of Bell’s inequality free of the detector and locality

loopholes [39]. However, the synchronization and indistinguishability of photons from dis-

parate sources required for entanglement swapping is difficult to achieve, and low photon

collection efficiencies from the stored quantum systems lead to low experimental rates.

Thus we look to nondestructive optical methods of certifying a photon’s arrival to

indicate that the photon itself is ready. One technique is heralded qubit amplification [104,

116, 117, 118], which uses ancilla photons interfering with the signal photon and specific

detection patterns to herald the signal’s arrival. This technique requires synchronization

between distant and indistinguishable photon sources and as such implementations to date

have not employed a separated source and receiver [111, 114, 115]. Similarly, quantum

nondemolition measurements based on cavity quantum electrodynamics and cross-phase

modulation have stringent requirements on incoming photons and low repetition rates [99,

102, 103, 168].

A promising solution for heralding the arrival of a photon after loss is photonic qubit
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Figure 4.1: Photonic qubit precertification. Alice sends a photonic qubit through a lossy

channel to Bob, where it undergoes polarization-preserving parametric down-conversion

(PDC), producing a photon pair with some probability. The flag photon is detected to

precertify the signal, which carries the initial qubit state. For half the flag detections, a

feedforward phase correction (φ) is performed on the signal.

precertification, proposed by Cabello and Sciarrino [120]. Precertification does not require

synchronization or indistinguishability, and acts directly on flying photonic qubits. This

approach therefore offers greater utility than entanglement swapping and qubit amplifica-

tion and could be employed in a wide array of quantum communication implementations.

Precertification is applicable to both photonic and spin-photon entanglement, where it can

overcome low coupling efficiencies out of quantum emitters.

In precertification, the sender, Alice, transmits a photonic qubit encoded in polariza-

tion to the receiver, Bob, over a lossy channel. Bob splits the incoming photon into two

photons, labeled flag and signal, through polarization-preserving single-photon paramet-

ric down-conversion (PDC) as shown in fig. 4.1. Since the flag photon is never produced

without the corresponding signal photon, the detection of the flag precertifies the presence

of the signal. The configuration is such that the signal photon bears the same quantum

information initially encoded by Alice. No timing synchronization is required between

Alice and Bob, but the wavelength of Alice’s photon must match the acceptance band

of Bob?s down-conversion crystal, within about 0.5 nm in our implementation. The key

component of precertification, single-photon PDC, has been performed with photons from

both spontaneous parametric down-conversion [169] and from an atomic ensemble [170].

Here we report a proof-of-principle implementation of photonic qubit precertification
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based on single-photon PDC with separated source and receiver. We demonstrate that

qubit states are preserved during precertification by performing process tomography, and

measurements of heralding efficiency show how our device could become useful in device-

independent quantum communication.

4.2 Precertification experiment

The polarization-preserving down-conversion process has the Hamiltonian

HPDC = Γ
(
aHi

a†Hf
a†Hs

+ aVia
†
Vf
a†Vs +H.c.

)
, (4.1)

where Γ determines the probability of down-conversion, the subscripts i, f , and s refer to

the input, flag, and signal modes respectively, H and V label two orthogonal polarization

modes, and H.c. means Hermitian conjugate. Unlike typical PDC the pump is a single

photon and cannot be treated classically. This Hamiltonian preserves the qubit state by

mapping |H〉i → |H〉f |H〉s and |V 〉i → |V 〉f |V 〉s. Thus an arbitrary polarization input

state |ψ〉i = α |H〉i + β |V 〉i down-converts as

α |H〉i + β |V 〉i → α |H〉f |H〉s + β |V 〉f |V 〉s . (4.2)

Writing the flag mode in the diagonal basis, with |D〉 = 1√
2

(|H〉+ |V 〉) and |A〉 =
1√
2

(|H〉 − |V 〉), gives

α |H〉i + β |V 〉i → (4.3)

1√
2

[
α(|D〉f + |A〉f ) |H〉s + β(|D〉f − |A〉f ) |V 〉s

]

=
1√
2

[
|D〉f (α |H〉s + β |V 〉s) + |A〉f (α |H〉s − β |V 〉s)

]
.

Detecting the flag qubit in |D〉f or |A〉f thus precertifies the signal qubit in the desired state,

with an extra phase flip in the case of an |A〉f detection, which we correct by feedforward.

The scheme works equally well if the input qubit is part of an entangled state, mapping its

entanglement to the signal qubit after precertification [120]. This scheme does not violate
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the no-cloning theorem [106], as measuring the flag photon in the diagonal basis provides

no information on the coefficients α and β [120]. In fact, the input qubit state is shared

across the flag and signal photons, such that neither photon in isolation can reproduce an

unknown input qubit state.

Our experimental setup (fig. 4.2) comprises a source (Alice) and receiver (Bob) in sep-

arate labs with no communication except the quantum channel. Alice prepares photonic

qubits through type-II down-conversion to 776 nm wavelength in periodically-poled potas-

sium titanyl phosphate. Alice’s photons are produced in pairs with orthogonally-polarized

photons, which are split off at the PBS and detected at D5 to enable measurement of

the heralding efficiency after precertification. Alice’s prepared photons are sent through

a 30 m fibre to Bob, where he performs precertification by down-converting the incoming

photon in a polarization-based Mach-Zehnder interferometer. In the interferometer, one

path down-converts |H〉i and the other |V 〉i in periodically-poled lithium niobate (PPLN)

waveguides [169, 171, 172]. The waveguides are from HC Photonics Corp. and are made

of congruent lithium niobate doped with magnesium oxide [173]. We observe around 50 %

coupling at the fibre-waveguide input and output interfaces. Since these type-0 waveguides

down-convert only one polarization, in the |V 〉 path the polarization-maintaining fibre is

rotated 90° before and −90° after the waveguide. The conversion efficiency in the PPLN

waveguides strongly depends on the input photon wavelength (see fig. 5.2 of ref. [174]), so

we operate near the degeneracy point of fig. 4.3, where the conversion efficiency reaches

its maximum value of (3.4± 3.0)× 10−6. This is not as high as the value reported previ-

ously for these waveguides (≈ 7× 10−6 from sec. 4.8.2 of [175]), but as we did not perform

multiple independent characterizations of the efficiency, the values in [175] are likely more

trustworthy.

The interferometer is phase-stabilized by injecting a laser at 780 nm (not shown), then

using proportional-integral-derivative feedback on the output intensity after a polarizer to

control fibre stretchers from Evanescent Optics, Inc. in the interferometer. We used a

free-space noise eater from Brockton Electro-Optics Corp before sending the stabilization

light into the interferometer, ensuring stable polarization and power. It is also critical to

use a stabilization laser with relatively short coherence length, to avoid fluctuations due to

cavity effects between fibre connectors. Using a long-coherence strong pump at the input
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Qubit precertification

Bob lab - receiver

Alice lab - source

Fiber stretcher
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Figure 4.2: Qubit precertification experiment. Alice sends a photonic qubit at a random

time to Bob in a separate lab, who precertifies the photon’s arrival by splitting it into flag

and signal photons before detecting the flag. The splitting is accomplished by using the

photon to pump polarization-preserving PDC, built with two crystals in a Mach-Zehnder

polarization interferometer. PPKTP - periodically-poled potassium titanyl phosphate crys-

tal, PBS - polarization beam splitter, HWP - half-wave plate, QWP - quarter-wave plate,

PPLN - periodically-poled lithium niobate, WDM - wavelength-division demultiplexer,

PID - proportional-integral-derivative.
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Figure 4.3: Measured phasematching for PPLN waveguides. A strong laser pump was set

to a few wavelengths, as measured by a wavemeter from Bristol Instruments, Inc. At each

pump setting a down-conversion spectrum was recorded in an optical spectrum analyzer.

Because the pump power to measure these spectra is significantly stronger than the single

input photons of precertification, the wavelength labels may not correspond to the correct

wavelengths during precertification due to heating of the crystals.
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wavelength, we carefully matched the lengths of fibre after the PPLN waveguides by maxi-

mizing entanglement visibility in the diagonal basis for the flag and signal photons. This is

important because the broadband flag and signal photons give path distinguishability due

to dispersive broadening if these lengths are not identical (see fig. 4.6 of [174]). Then we

used a picosecond pulsed laser to match the total lengths of each arm of the interferometer.

The flag and signal photons centred at 1540 nm and 1564 nm respectively are split in a

wavelength-division multiplexer; see appendix B for details on transmission efficiency. The

flag photon is projected onto |D〉f or |A〉f with a half-wave plate, quarter-wave plate, and

polarization beam splitter, then detected with superconducting nanowire single photon

detectors from Quantum Opus, LLC. Please see appendix B for characterization of these

detectors. The |D〉f or |A〉f outcome is fedforward to a Pockels cell, which performs

the phase correction for |A〉f flags necessary to restore the signal photon to the input

polarization state (|H〉s → |H〉s, |V 〉s → −|V 〉s). Please see section 2.4 for a description

of the Pockels cell setup, and specifically, instructions to achieve >90 % coupling efficiency

from input fibre to output fibre. The qubit state of the signal photon is analyzed, and it

is also detected by nanowire detectors.

To record data, detections D1-D4 are registered as timetags in a coincidence logic unit

from UQDevices, Inc. Alice’s detection D5 (silicon avalanche photodiode) is excluded

from timetagging to permit untriggered precertification, but counting rates from D1-D5

are recorded on a separate logic unit to measure heralding efficiencies. To find the optical

and electronic delays between Alice and Bob (needed for characterization, but not for

precertification), we sent the 776 nm input photons through the interferometer, bypassing

the WDM, and through Bob’s flag measurement setup to detectors D1 and D2. There were

just enough detection events to see a timing histogram between D5 and the flag detectors,

giving an estimate for the time delay, which, when the length of fibre removed for the

WDM was estimated and included, let us see triple coincidences.

The loss in count rate induced by precertification is 76 dB. We determine the loss by

comparing Bob’s certified pair rate (D1∨D2)∧(D3∨D4) (1100 events per hour), with the

single detection rate when the qubit is measured directly by Alice (1.2× 107 counts per

second). Here we define coincident detections using logical notation: Di∧Dj means logical

AND between detectors i and j, i.e. a coincident detection, and ∨ means logical OR.
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The raw detection efficiencies (as measured by the Klyshko efficiency, coincidence counts

divided by single counts in the other arm as in eq. (4.4) [125]) when Bob’s precertification

stage is pumped by a strong laser are 10 %, 14 %, 19 %, and 19 %, for D1-D4 respectively,

with respective dark count rates per second of 550, 160, 1500, and 1000.

As an aside, the precertification stage is perhaps the weakest-pumped entangled photon

pair source ever demonstrated. Because the pump is a single photon, accidental coinci-

dences are nearly eliminated, as seen in the signal-to-noise ratio of 229:1 (defined as number

of counts inside the central coincidence bin divided by the average number of counts in

other bins) in fig. 4.4. The triple coincidence timing histogram in fig. 4.5 shows also the

tight timing correlations of the signal and flag photons with Alice’s D5 detections. Fig-

ure 4.6 shows the reconstructed density matrices for the entangled pair states produced

by pumping the precertification stage with |D〉i and |A〉i. The former has (93.5± 0.5) %

fidelity to |Φ+〉 and the latter has (91.2± 0.6) % fidelity to |Φ−〉. This run produced 21 545

entangled pairs in 13.7 h.
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Figure 4.4: Measured timing histogram for two-fold coincidences between Bob’s flag and

signal detectors D2 ∧ (D3 ∨D4), for the precertification stage pumped by single photons

(equivalent to 1 pW average power). The histogram has a bin width of 234 ps to see detector

jitter, with the 2.3 ns (diameter) coincidence bin as in the experiment marked with dashed

lines. The time delay has been shifted to 0 ns.
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Figure 4.5: Measured triple coincidence histogram D5∧(D1∨D2)∧(D3∨D4) with the same

timing resolution (234 ps) as fig. 4.4, but for a different experimental run. The blue stripe

is due to accidental coincidences consisting of a real photon pair from the precertification

stage in coincidence with an uncorrelated detection in Alice’s D5. The dashed lines indicate

the approximate corners of the 2.3 ns timing window used in the experiment.
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Figure 4.6: Density matrices for entangled photon pairs pumped by single photons, recon-

structed from measured coincidence counts. The top row is when the precertification stage

is pumped by |D〉i and the bottom by |A〉i. The left column is real parts of the density

matrices and the right imaginary. The top matrix has (93.5± 0.5) % fidelity to |Φ+〉 and

the bottom has (91.2± 0.6) % fidelity to |Φ−〉.
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4.3 Results: process tomography and heralding efficiency

To characterize the performance of qubit precertification, we performed quantum process

tomography [176, 177] in the qubit subspace by inputting 6 polarization states |H〉, |V 〉,
|D〉, |A〉, |R〉 = 1√

2
(|H〉 − i |V 〉), and |L〉 = 1√

2
(|H〉+ i |V 〉), and performing tomographically-

overcomplete measurements on the signal qubit for each input. These data were inverted

by a maximum-likelihood method [178] to reconstruct the process matrix [179]. A per-

fect qubit precertification would perform only the identity, directly mapping any qubit

state from input to heralded output. As seen in fig. 4.7(a), our qubit precertification in-

deed performs the identity, or a phase flip for heralding on |A〉f , with fidelities [180] of

(92.3± 0.6) % and (93.2± 1.0) % respectively. For this data set, detector D1 was turned

off. We do not subtract background counts, uncertainties are determined by Monte Carlo

simulations assuming Poissonian counting noise. Also, we ignore contributions from multi-

photon events. Though those events certainly occur in Alice’s source, the likelihood of

a single two-photon-pair event after Bob’s PDC over an entire 41 h experimental run is

approximately 0.003.

We can correct the phase flip using feedforward based on the heralding detection: a

detection of |D〉f requires no phase correction, implemented by a QWP at 0° and −Vλ/4
from a Pockels cell, where Vλ/4 is the quarter-wave voltage of the cell. A detection of |A〉f
requires a π phase correction by applying +Vλ/4 to the Pockels cell. This correction can

be seen in fig. 4.7(b), where now both |D〉f and |A〉f flag detections result in the identity

on the qubit state, with (84.7± 0.6) % fidelity. Here both detectors D1 and D2 are used.

The lower fidelity is due to imperfect phase corrections of the Pockels cell.

We subsequently add loss to the channel between Alice and Bob to quantify how the

precertified qubit state degrades with loss and to compare with direct transmission. In

fig. 4.8 we plot count rate and Bob’s measured qubit fidelity for |H〉i and |D〉i input

states. Here the total loss is given in terms of the probability of a photon arriving at the

final detector p, and includes all losses after the photon is coupled into Alice’s fibre. For

direct transmission, the count rate (fig. 4.8(a)) is the number of coincidences per second

of D5 ∧ (D1 ∨ D2), with D1 and D2 replaced by silicon avalanche photodiodes (with

the same efficiency and half the dark counts) and the precertification stage removed. With
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Figure 4.7: Reconstruction of real parts of qubit-subspace process matrices for precertifi-

cation, without background subtraction. I is the identity, and X, Y , and Z are the Pauli

matrices. Process fidelities to the identity FI are given under each matrix, and imaginary

parts are small (absolute values < 0.2) in all cases. (a) Without phase correction, the

process fidelity depends on the flag detector. When heralding on state |A〉f , the process

has (93.2± 1.0) % fidelity to Z but (3.1± 0.4) % fidelity to I. Heralding on either |D〉f or

|A〉f gives a mixed channel, with (95.4± 0.3) % fidelity to (I + Z)/2. (b) With feedfor-

ward phase correction, the process is nearly the identity independent of the flag detection

pattern.
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precertification, the count rate is the triple coincidences per second D5∧(D1∨D2)∧(D3∨
D4). As seen in fig. 4.8(b) the qubit fidelity drops rapidly for direct transmission, whereas

the precertified qubit retains a fidelity of 88 % at 80 dB total loss or 4 dB added channel

loss. As PDC efficiencies improve with novel materials and engineering, the precertification

protocol will be able to tolerate higher channel losses while preserving qubit states.
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Figure 4.8: (a) Measured count rate versus total loss, given as probability of photon arrival

at final detector (p) in decibels, for direct transmission (o) and precertification (x). The

latter includes 76 dB loss due to the precertification process, and the PDC efficiency from

the PPLN waveguides is marked with a dashed line. The upper scales on each plot show

the added channel loss for the precertification data. The direct count rate saturates around

50 dB loss due to dark counts. (b) Qubit fidelities measured from quantum state tomog-

raphy for input states |H〉i and |D〉i. Qubits that are precertified maintain their states at

much higher losses compared to those directly transmitted, which are unrecoverable after

50 dB. Error bars on the direct transmission data are smaller than symbol size.

Our measured heralding efficiencies after precertification, defined as the probability of

a signal detection by Bob (D3 ∨D4) given a detection by Alice (D5) and a flag detection
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(D1 ∨D2), are presented in fig. 4.9. The heralding efficiency ηh can be approximated as

ηh =
ηsignal

1 + pdark

pflag

, (4.4)

where ηsignal is the total efficiency of the signal photon after Bob’s PDC, including coupling

and detector efficiencies, and pdark

pflag
is the ratio of dark counts in the flag detector to detected

flag photons, where both are triggered by Alice’s D5 detection. Equation (4.4) is derived as

follows. Considering the precertification stage after triggering by D5, the signal heralding

efficiency is just the number of detected (flag∧signal) pairs divided by the number of single

flag counts,

ηh =
Npairs

Nsingles, flag

. (4.5)

Now we switch to pair-emission probabilities per coincidence window ppair and total detec-

tion efficiencies, such that Npairs = t × ppairηsignalηflag, where t is the integration time. We

neglect dark counts in the pair rate but not the flag singles rate, which is Nsingles, flag =

t× (ppairηf + pdark). Then the heralding efficiency is

ηh =
ppairηsignalηflag

ppairηflag + pdark

=
ηsignal

1 + pdark

ppairηflag

, (4.6)

which is eq. (4.4) after defining the flag single detection probability pflag = ppairηflag.

Our heralding efficiencies are limited mostly by dark counts in the flag detectors (large
pdark

pflag
), and partially by optical losses and detection efficiency after precertification (small

ηsignal). The former could be drastically improved with blackbody filters in the flag de-

tector [181], bringing ηh ≈ ηsignal = 19 % for our system. The coupling efficiency ηsignal

could be improved with low-loss optical components or a chip-based architecture [182].

Therefore in fig. 4.9 we also show simulated heralding efficiencies given flag detectors with

1 dark count/s, 10 % system efficiency, and 100 ps jitter, and also with 10−3 dark counts/s

and 2.3 % efficiency as recently demonstrated for 1550 nm [183]. For the latter case we

assume 80 % coupling efficiency from the precertification to the detectors [184, 185], and

90 % efficient signal detectors [162, 186].

Our precertification rate of 0.3 s−1 compares favourably to state-of-the-art entanglement-

swapping and quantum repeater experiments that achieved entanglement detection rates
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of 1.3× 10−3 s−1 with 3 m separation in diamond [45], and 9× 10−3 s−1 over 20 m using

rubidium atoms [187].

4.4 Simulations toward violating a Bell inequality

For qubit precertification to be a viable alternative to entanglement swapping, the herald-

ing efficiency must be large enough to close the detector loophole, with lower bounds of

50 % for perfect detection efficiency on Alice’s qubit [188, 189], or 66 % for symmetric

detection efficiency between Alice and Bob [47]. The simulated heralding efficiency after

precertification with 10−3 darks/s and improved coupling does not drop below 66 % until

35 dB channel loss as seen in fig. 4.9, making such a system practical for long-distance

device-independent quantum communication, for example over 144 km in free space [190].

For optical fiber transmission, 35 dB channel loss allows 10 km transmission at 780 nm.

This could be improved to 175 km by moving to 1550 nm, which could be possible using

four-wave mixing instead of PDC.

Next, we show in simulation how flag detector dark counts and signal coupling efficien-

cies combine to determine total heralding efficiency and violation of the CH inequality with

photon pairs and with spin-photon systems. We see in fig. 4.10 that neither dominates at

the moderate values presented here. In fig. 4.11 we see that the CH inequality can be

violated with up to 40 dB channel loss between Alice and Bob, assuming Alice’s photon

and Bob’s signal photon are detected with 72 % total efficiency, and Bob detects his flag

photon with 50 % efficiency. The CH value is optimized at each point as in section 1.1.1

using the code in appendix A.

A loophole-free violation of Bell’s inequality has recently been shown using entangle-

ment swapping between pairs of photons and electron spins [39]. Here we give one example

where, for cases where a second cryogenic qubit setup is impractical, precertification can

act as a heralded interface between stored and flying qubits, allowing closure of the detec-

tion loophole even for low coupling efficiency out of the emitter. We simulate an upgraded

qubit precertification with low-noise detectors and low-loss optics and show an asymmet-

ric Bell-test setup with one spin and one precertified photon performs as well as a pair of
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Figure 4.9: Heralding efficiencies versus channel loss between Alice and Bob. The measured

heralding efficiency for direct transmission falls linearly on the log-log scale, then saturates

at 2× 10−6 at high loss due to dark counts. The precertified heralding efficiency reaches

1× 10−3 before also falling due to the decrease in pflag relative to pdark with channel loss.

Our simulation in the solid line reproduces this behaviour. The ultimate limit for heralding

efficiency for direct transmission is the channel loss itself, plotted as the dotted line. The

dot-dashed line shows the simulated precertification heralding efficiency that would be

possible with the same coupling efficiency, but 1 dark count/s in the flag detector and

100 ps coincidence window, and the dashed line shows the additional improvement given

10−3 darks/s and ηsignal = 72 %, greatly outperforming direct transmission.
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Figure 4.10: Simulated heralding efficiencies (contours) versus flag dark counts and signal

coupling efficiency after precertification. Here we assume 90 % efficiency for the flag and

signal detectors, 33 % coupling efficiency to the flag detector, and 1000 darks/s on the

signal detector. To reach 70 % heralding efficiency for example, we must be below the

orange line.
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Figure 4.11: Simulated violation of CH inequality for entangled photon pairs after precer-

tification, versus channel loss between Alice and Bob and the dark counts in Bob’s flag

detector. Values >0 indicate a violation of the CH inequality (grey shading), given here as

violation per trial. Here we assume Alice and Bob detect their signal photons with 72 %

total efficiency and 10 darks/s each, and Bob detects his flag photon with 50 % efficiency.

The source rate and PDC efficiency are the same as in our experiment, and no causes of

reduced visibility are included except dark counts. At each point the CH value is optimized

over nonmaximally-entangled states and measurement settings, as in section 1.1.1, which

causes the jagged contours. With this system a loophole-free Bell inequality violation

would be possible over 40 dB channel loss, or 11 km of fibre at 780 nm.
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spins with entanglement swapping. We assume coupling efficiency out of the spin system of

4.2 % [191] and a repetition rate of 40 kHz [39], the same signal to noise ratio (70:1) as [45],

and 60 %-efficient detectors in the Bell-state measurement. For precertification we assume

80 % coupling into and out of the PPLN waveguides, the same down-conversion probabil-

ity we observed experimentally (3.4× 10−6), and 10−5 dark counts per second in the flag

detectors which may be difficult to achieve experimentally. Precertification is especially

useful if the spin system emits in the visible [192], as precertification and down-conversion

to the infrared before transmission allows much lower loss in fibre [193] (e.g. 0.2 dB km−1

at 1550 nm versus 8 dB km−1 at 640 nm, the zero phonon line of nitrogen-vacancy centres).

As shown in fig. 4.12 the spin-spin system can violate the CH inequality [42] with up to

3.3 km optical fibre between spins, while precertification allows violation up to 4.5 km, after

optimizing over nonmaximally-entangled states and measurement settings.

4.5 Discussion

We have presented a proof-of-principle demonstration of photonic qubit precertification.

Our device maintains the input qubit state with (92.3± 0.6) % process fidelity to the

identity, or (84.7± 0.6) % with feedforward phase correction. Our heralding efficiency after

precertification, up to 1× 10−3 , can be immediately improved with recently-demonstrated

low-noise detectors [183], and by improvements in optical components.

Though feedforward phase correction is not required to close the detector loophole and

serves only to double the rate, it could be possible to engineer phasematching in a single

crystal or in a cascaded configuration to eliminate the entanglement between flag and signal

photons, preserving the higher rate without feedforward. The effective Hamiltonian would

then be

HPDC = Γ
([
aHi

a†Hs
+ aVia

†
Vs

]
a†Hf

+H.c.
)
. (4.7)

One way to do this is to use two crystals in a sandwich configuration [132], but where one

crystal is type-0 and the other type-II as in fig. 4.13(a). Thus the first crystal transforms

|H〉i → |H〉s |H〉f , and the second |V 〉i → |V 〉s |H〉f . Matching the conversion probabili-

ties and phasematching bandwidths of the two processes would be difficult, but could be
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Figure 4.12: (a) Bell test events (heralded/precertified coincident detections) per hour for

a loophole-free test, using either spin-spin entanglement via entanglement swapping, or

spin-photon entanglement via photon precertification. The spin-spin rate saturates due to

dark counts in the Bell state measurement. (b) CH inequality violation per trial. Though

the rate is lower, precertification allows loophole-free violation of the CH inequality over

longer distance than entanglement swapping between two spins.
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accomplished with filtering on the flag photon, leading to the Hamiltonian of eq. (4.7)

without requiring an interferometer. A recent integrated entangled-pair source has demon-

strated all three types of phasematching in a single chip, which could allow realizing this

precertification scheme [194]. A related method is based on induced coherence between

two separate type-0 crystals [195], as seen in fig. 4.13(b). The flag mode from the first,

|H〉i → |H〉s |H〉f crystal is passed through the second, |V 〉i → |V 〉s |V 〉f crystal after a

polarization flip, erasing its path information and ensuring its polarization is always |V 〉f .
This requires interferometric stability, but avoids the phasematching difficulties of the

sandwich arrangement above by using two of the same crystal, and could be implemented

in fibre similarly to our work.

Additionally, it should be possible to use other encodings for precertification beyond

polarization. For example, mapping horizontal and vertical polarizations to early and late

time bins would allow precertification using time-bin qubits. Here the time-bin-preserving

down-conversion is straightforward since only one crystal is needed, but a stabilized time-

bin qubit analyzer is required to measure the flag photon in the superposition basis. Other

encodings may have similar advantages or drawbacks.

We look forward to improvements in splitting efficiency from novel materials [196], espe-

cially those based on χ(3) that allow all operations at telecommunications wavelengths [197],

and from waveguide [198] or resonator [199] engineering, which would make precertifica-

tion even more competitive. These improvements and the applicability of precertification to

both entangled photon and spin-photon systems will make it a useful tool in long-distance

quantum communication.
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Figure 4.13: Schemes for avoiding feedforward in precertification. (a) A sandwich config-

uration with two different types of phasematching ensures the flag photon always exits as

|H〉f . (b) An induced-coherence configuration passes the flag mode through both crystals,

ensuring it always exits as |V 〉f while erasing information on which crystal it came from.
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Chapter 5

Theory of converting one photon into
two through four-wave mixing

This chapter is based on a theory paper written in 2014. As seen in chapter 4, one of the

main limitations of photonic qubit precertification is the conversion efficiency of the input

photon into the flag-signal pair. In this chapter we investigate fibre media to replace the

lithium niobate waveguides for single-photon down-conversion, and find that chalcogenide

microwires could provide better efficiency.

Statement of contributions: TJ, AD, and I conceived the idea and I co-authored the

paper with AD and with input from all authors. AD performed the detailed derivations

of four-wave mixing, and I wrote the section on Raman scattering. RA and MR supplied

data on chalcogenide microwires. MR and TJ supervised the work. As I did not perform

the derivation, I reproduce only the main results here. The content of this chapter was

published in Physical Review A in expanded form as [196]:

A. Dot, E. Meyer-Scott, R. Ahmad, M. Rochette, and T. Jennewein. Converting one

photon into two via four-wave mixing in optical fibres. Phys. Rev. A, 90:043808, 2014.

© 2014 American Physical Society.

I am allowed by the policies of Phys. Rev. A. and by permission from my co-authors

to republish this work here.
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5.1 Introduction

Pairs of photons created via Spontaneous Parametric Down-Conversion (SPDC) [200] or

spontaneous Four-Wave Mixing (FWM) [201] in a nonlinear optical material with a high-

intensity pump laser have been used in many experiments in quantum optics, quantum

metrology, and optical quantum information processing. As exemplified by the previous

chapter, interest is mounting in using SPDC or FWM in later stages of quantum infor-

mation protocols, rather than just initial sources of photons [202, 172, 203]. This requires

efficient operation with very low intensity input states, including converting a single photon

into a pair.

Should an efficient one-to-two-photon conversion be realized, one important applica-

tion is the entangling of three or more photons [169, 171]. These large entangled photon

states are useful in quantum communication protocols [204, 205] and fundamental tests

of quantum mechanics [171, 206, 207]. Increased efficiency in converting single photons

to pairs would allow larger states to be generated with greater speed. Single photon

conversion could also be used for heralding photons after long-distance transmission to

close the Bell test detection loophole through photonic qubit precertification [120] and for

device-independent quantum key distribution [104]; any improvement in conversion effi-

ciency directly increases the communication rates, and also increases the tolerable level of

noise. Finally, if efficient enough, single photon conversion could also be used directly in

quantum computing as a two-qubit gate [119].

The key challenge in converting a single photon into a pair is the low efficiency of

nonlinear optical processes at ultralow power. In principle, standard SPDC or FWM

sources could be used, but the low efficiency (less than 10−5) limits the conversion to rates

too low to be useful [208]. Therefore we consider here specialty fibre media, which we show

can result in large conversion efficiencies thanks to long length, small core size, and high

nonlinearity.
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Figure 5.1: Four-wave mixing (FWM) with single photon and strong pump inputs. The

model Hamiltonian with interaction parameter χ illustrates the processes, but the full

development is given in the text.

5.2 Quantum theory of FWM pumped by a single pho-

ton and strong laser

We determine the operator evolution of a system consisting of a strong pump beam and a

single photon entering a nonlinear, dispersive, single-mode fibre, and undergoing four-wave

mixing and phase modulation as in fig. 5.1. We proceed in the Heisenberg representation by

solving the equation of motion for the field-amplitude operators [209]. The two pumping

fields are considered monochromatic or quasi-monochromatic, and we include self- and

cross-phase modulation, but not parasitic effects such as Raman scattering and multi-

photon absorption due to the low power of the inputs. We stay in the low gain regime,

which means that only spontaneous FWM (also called four-photon scattering) is studied.

This low-gain approximation stands if the total probability of generating a photon pair

during the interaction is much lower than 1, and certainly holds since one of our pumps is

a single photon.
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5.2.1 Operator evolution

The field is quantized in one dimension in a length large enough for the electric field to

be written in the continuous limit [210]. We then choose for convenience to write this

field in the frequency space, as a sum of its space-dependent spatial mode operators, an

approach introduced in ref. [209]. The quantization time T , equal to the quantization

length divided by the speed of light, is then the time periodicity of the field, and the

density of the frequency space is δω = 2π/T . T has to be long enough to allow the writing

of the frequency modes in the continuous limit. The electric field operator is then

Ê(z, t) =

√
~

4πε0cAeff

∫
dω

√
ω

n(ω)
â(ω, z)e−iωt + h.c.

= Ê(+)(z, t) + Ê(−)(z, t), (5.1)

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, c is the speed of light, Aeff is the effective area

of the fibre modes, taken as the same for all frequency components, ω is the angular

frequency and z the propagation distance of the mode corresponding to the annihilation

operator â(ω, z), and n(ω) is the refractive index.

In ref. [196] we take the strong pump (ωp1) as classical then solve to first order for the

evolution of the annihilation operators for the weak pump (ωp2) and generated photons

(ω), giving

â0(ω, L)e−i2γP1L = â0(ω, 0) + 2iγ ×
√
P1

√
ζ2Le

− iKL
2 sinc

(
KL

2

)
(5.2)

× â†0(ωp1 + ωp2 − ω, 0)â0(ωp2, 0),

where L is the length of the medium, γ(ω) = 3χ(3)ω
2ε0c2n(ω)2Aeff

is the waveguide nonlinear

parameter, P1 is the strong pump peak power, ζ2 = P2

〈â†(ωp2,0)â(ωp2,0)〉 is the peak power of

the weak pump normalized to one photon at the input, and K = ∆k + γP1 is the total

phase mismatch, sum of the linear and nonlinear parts (see eq. (5.11)).

By considering only the first order gain, we assume that the conversion efficiency η is

low enough that the conversion is described by a single process, described by

â0(ωp1, L)â0(ωp2, L)â†0(ω, L)â†0(ωp1 + ωp2 − ω, L). (5.3)
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Going to the second order in η allows the possibility of having a pair converted back into a

single photon, which occurs with probability η2, but the forward single photon conversion

efficiency is unchanged. Going to the third order in η then lowers the single photon

conversion efficiency to η − 2η2 + η3. This allows us to define the error due to taking the

gain to first order as 2η2. Thus we find that the first-order approximation causes deviation

less than 2× 10−6 for conversion efficiency η = 0.1 %, and less than 0.02 for a single photon

conversion efficiency up to η = 10 %.

When the efficiency approaches 1, higher-order development is necessary to describe

the interaction correctly. In principle, η could have an arbitrarily large value by increasing

the strong pump power. When η goes beyond 1, it can no longer be interpreted as a

probability of conversion, and we must solve the exact operator evolution. As noted in

[119], Rabi-like oscillations will occur between the pump photon state and the signal/idler

pair state, and the higher the η, the more oscillations will occur in the fibre.

5.2.2 Conversion efficiency for a single-photon input

The conversion efficiency of a single photon into a pair can now be derived from eq. (5.2).

The spectral density of the photons created is given by

nd(ω, L) =
〈
ψ
∣∣∣â†0(ω, L)â0(ω, L)

∣∣∣ψ
〉
. (5.4)

The quantum state |ψ〉 is the input state of the weak pump and generated photon pairs.

For a single-photon pump 2, |ψ〉 = |1〉p2 |0〉s |0〉i, where we label the lower frequency half

of the output pair spectrum idler, and the higher half signal. The total number of photons

generated is then given by the integral of the spectral density over the output spectrum.

Putting eq. (5.2) into eq. (5.4) gives the photon-number spectral density

nd(ω, L) = 4γ2P1
~ωp2
2π

L2sinc2

(
KL

2

)
(5.5)

where the generation of a photon at frequency ω implies the generation of its pair photon

at frequency ωp1 + ωp2 − ω.

Let us now find the total number of photon pairs generated out of a single photon. If

both pumps are pulsed simultaneously with a spectral width δωp and transform-limited
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pulse length T = 2π
δωp

(the only regime with significant conversion probability), the total

number of photon pairs generated per pulse is

Npairs/pulse =
1

2

∫
dωnd(ω, L) (5.6)

= 4γ2P1P2L
2 ∆ωs
δωp

= 4γ2P1
~ωp2
2π

L2∆ωs,

with

∆ωs =
1

2

∫
dωsinc2

(
K(ωp1, ωp2, ω)L

2

)
(5.7)

and P2 = ~ωp2

T
, where the factor 1/2 in the first line is due to the spectrum covering both

signal and idler frequencies, leading to double counting. The integral is over the whole

spectral range except the two pump frequencies ωp1,p2.

The number of generated photon pairs per second is thus

Npairs/sec = frep × 4γ2P1P2L
2 ∆ωs
δωp

= 4γ2P1avgP2L
2 ∆ωs

2π
, (5.8)

where P1 = P1avg

frep
× δωp

2π
and frep is the repetition rate of the source.

Finally, the single photon conversion efficiency can be defined for a weak pump of Np2

photons as η =
Npairs

Np2
. When Np2 = 1, the conversion efficiency as given by eq. (5.6) is

η =
Npairs

Np2

= 4γ2P1
~ωp2
2π

L2∆ωs. (5.9)

5.3 Noise from Raman scattering

Raman scattering is a non-parametric nonlinear optical process involving optical photons

and molecular-vibration phonons (see chapter 8 of [211]). Spontaneous Raman scattering
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converts pump light to frequencies 1 THz to 50 THz away from the pump, producing un-

wanted noise photons in the signal and idler modes [212] as shown in fig. 5.2. A pump

photon with frequency νp interacts with a molecular vibration mode, adding or subtracting

the frequency of the molecular transition νm from the photon and destroying or creating a

phonon respectively. Scattering to longer wavelengths is called Stokes scattering, with out-

put photon frequency νp−νm, and to shorter wavelengths anti-Stokes, with output photon

frequency νp + νm. The spectrum of Raman scattering is commonly called a gain spec-

trum due to the use of Raman scattering in amplifiers, and is determined by the spectrum

of material phonon transitions (see sec. 14.3D of [74]). Though Raman scattering in the

amorphous materials that make up optical fibres is broadband, it often exhibits regions

with little gain within a few THz from the pump, and certainly has little gain beyond

50 THz. Because Stokes scattering transfers energy from photons to the material, it is

much more likely to occur than anti-Stokes scattering, which relies on thermal excitations

in the material to add energy to the photons.

Thus strategies emerge to reduce the impact of Raman scattering on photon pair gen-

eration. Because thermal excitations in the material are governed by the Boltzmann distri-

bution which decays exponentially with increasing energy, anti-Stokes scattering is expo-

nentially suppressed far from the pump [213]. By contrast, Stokes scattering decays slowly

far from the pump. Thus it is important for the single-photon four-wave mixing scheme

to choose the wavelength of the strong pump to be longer than the signal and idler’s as in

fig. 5.3, meaning the main Stokes portion of the Raman gain spectrum does not overlap the

photons’ spectrum and can be removed by filtering. Engineering phasematching that oc-

curs far from the pump is also important to make spectral filtering possible [214]. Cooling

the fibre additionally exponentially suppresses anti-Stokes scattering, important for this

pumping scheme, and partially suppresses Stokes scattering near the pump [145, 215, 216].

In fig. 5.2 I show the result of calculations of Raman scattering in a silica fibre, as a

function of wavelength and temperature. The Raman spectrum is based on a model of

vibrational modes from [217], which is then scaled in wavelength [218], pump power [148],

temperature [219], and fibre parameters to obtain the final spectrum. The code for calculat-

ing Raman scattering is reproduced in appendix C. In my experience this code reproduces
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of Raman scattering and calculated Raman scattering in silica fibre.

The diagram on top shows an overview of Raman scattering, wherein a photon is scattered

to longer or shorter wavelength from a material vibration mode. Inset is the corresponding

phonon transition in the material. The calculated Raman spectrum on the bottom is for a

26 cm long single-mode silica fibre of 6 µm core diameter with pump wavelength 770 nm and

average power 30 mW. It shows the suppression of the anti-Stokes gain with temperature of

the fibre (300 K, 250 K, and 77 K are the solid, dashed, and dot-dashed lines respectively)

and distance from the pump, while the Stokes wave is suppressed with cooling only very

close to the pump, and has a long tail to long wavelengths.
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the correct dependence of Raman scattering on the relevant parameters, but does not ex-

actly reproduce directly measured spectra, due to the difficulty in matching vibrational

models to real amorphous materials and noise contributions from other sources in experi-

ments. However, it does correctly calculate the number of background photons in the idler

mode in chapter 6.

In experiments, Raman scattering can have a large or small effect depending on the

wavelength arrangement, phasematching, material, and temperature [220]. For silica, col-

lecting photons >100 nm from the pump leads to a high signal-to-noise ratio, as I show in

chapter 6. In section 7.2 I show a measured Raman scattering spectrum in a chalcogenide

microwire, and discuss how to achieve a high signal-to-noise ratio in that system.

5.4 Candidate fibres for maximizing conversion

efficiency

In this section we compare three fibre types with unique methods of phasematching to

find the best for single-photon conversion. The parameters that can be tuned to maximize

conversion efficiency

η = 4γ2P1
~ωp2
2π

L2∆ωs (5.10)

are nonlinearity χ(3) and mode area Aeff through γ, length L, phasematching bandwidth

∆ωs, and peak power P1 of the strong pump. Since γ is squared, decreasing Aeff and

increasing χ(3) will have the greatest effect. By contrast, conversion efficiency appears

quadratic in the length of fibre L, but the signal and idler bandwidths given by eq. (5.7)

will vary approximately with 1/L, giving an overall linear dependence on fibre length.

The spectral width ∆ωs can also vary independent of L from tiny (δω) to hundreds of

nanometres, depending on the pump configuration, and most importantly on the type of

phasematching chosen.

We examine three methods of phasematching in optical fibres: birefringence, operation

near a zero-dispersion wavelength (ZDW), and nonlinear phasematching using self-phase
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modulation. The phasematched frequencies generated by the use of birefringence are spec-

trally narrow and highly tunable. The frequencies phasematched around the ZDW or due

to nonlinear phase modulation can have a broader spectrum, and are centered around or

near the ZDW. We compare the potential for single photon conversion in three different

fibre types corresponding to those three types of phasematching, and find the optimal

parameters to maximize pair generation.

The phase mismatch, with β(ω) the propagation constant in the fibre, is

K = β(ω) + β(ωp1 + ωp2 − ω)− β(ωp1)− β(ωp2) + γP1. (5.11)

It can be expressed using a Taylor expansion of the propagation constants (see eqs. 2.3.23

and 10.3.6 of ref. [211]) around the central frequency ω0 = ωp2+ωp1

2
of

β(ω) = β0 + (ω − ω0)β1 + 1
2
(ω − ω0)2β2 + 1

6
(ω − ω0)3β3 + 1

24
(ω − ω4

0)β4, (5.12)

with the dispersion coefficients given by

βi(ω0) =

(
∂iβ(ω)

∂ωi

)

ω0

. (5.13)

Thus, since ωp1 + ωp2 − ω− ω0 = ω0 − ω and ωp2 − ω0 = ω0 − ωp1 = ωp2−ωp1

2
, and dropping

the argument of the βi until the last line,

K(ω) = β0 + (ω − ω0)β1 + 1
2
(ω − ω0)2β2 + 1

6
(ω − ω0)3β3 + 1

24
(ω − ω0)4β4 (5.14)

+ β0 + (ω0 − ω)β1 + 1
2
(ω0 − ω)2β2 + 1

6
(ω0 − ω)3β3 + 1

24
(ω0 − ω)4β4

−
(
β0 + (ωp1 − ω0)β1 + 1

2
(ωp1 − ω0)2β2 + 1

6
(ωp1 − ω0)3β3 + 1

24
(ωp1 − ω0)4β4

)

−
(
β0 + (ωp2 − ω0)β1 + 1

2
(ωp2 − ω0)2β2 + 1

6
(ωp2 − ω0)3β3 + 1

24
(ωp2 − ω0)4β4

)

= (ω − ω0)2β2 + 1
12

(ω0 − ω)4β4 −
(ωp2−ωp1

2

)2
β2 − 1

12

(ωp2−ωp1

2

)4
β4 + γP1

= (Ω2 −∆ω2
p)β2(ω0) + 1

12
(Ω4 −∆ω4

p)β4(ω0) + γP1,

with the offset frequency Ω = ω − ω0 and the pump offset ∆ωp = ωp2−ωp1

2
.

Two schemes can be considered when the pump wavelengths are nondegenerate as

required for single-photon FWM: external pumping, with generation of new wavelengths
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in between the pump wavelengths and |Ω| < |∆ωp|, or internal pumping, with generation

of new wavelengths to the exterior and |Ω| > |∆ωp|. We focus on external pumping

as illustrated in fig. 5.3 because, assuming the strong pump has the highest wavelength,

it allows filtering the main Raman noise from the strong pump as this will be at higher

wavelengths still. However, the large separation in pump wavelengths can lead to temporal

walk-off between the pump pulses in the fibre, reducing efficiency. This effect is mitigated

by situating the pumps symmetrically about the ZDW.

Single photon 
pump!

λ"ω"
ωp2! ωp1!ωs%%%%%%ω0%%%%%%%ωi!

!

Signal/idler range! Strong pump 
laser!

Ω"
Δω!

λp2! λs%%%%%%%%%λ0%%%%%%%%%%λi!
!

λp1!

Figure 5.3: Arrangement of pump and signal/idler wavelengths (amplitudes and widths

not to scale). The main source of noise, spontaneous Raman scattering from the strong

pump, will occur to the far right of this figure, allowing its removal by spectral filtering.

5.4.1 Polarization-maintaining fibre: birefringent phasematching

Standard polarization maintaining (PM) fibre exhibits a birefringence large enough to

achieve phasematching some dozens to hundreds of terahertz from the pumps (∼100 nm) [214].

These fibres are commercially available, with lengths up to kilometres, and spatially uni-

form. The phasematching is easy to obtain and widely tunable by tuning the pump wave-

lengths. Further, the birefringent phasematching means that the photon pairs can come out

with opposite polarizations from the pumps, enabling polarization filtering of the pumps
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and associated Raman noise. However, the relatively large core size leads to a modest

waveguide nonlinear parameter of γ = 4.6× 10−3 W−1 m−1 in our example below.

We consider the two pumps co-polarized along the fast axis and the generated signal

and idler polarized along the slow axis, which gives total phase mismatch

K(Ω) = β2(ω0)
(
Ω2 −∆ω2

p

)
+
β4(ω0)

12

(
Ω4 −∆ω4

p

)

+γP1 + 2ω0
δn

c
, (5.15)

where the birefringence δn = nslow − nfast is written separately from the dispersion coeffi-

cients. Far from the ZDW (β2 � β4, γP1), the phasematched frequencies are

Ω2 = − 2ω0

β2(ω0)

δn

c
+ ∆ω2

p. (5.16)

We consider a silica PM fibre with birefringence δn = 3× 10−4 (e.g. Panda PM630),

and take both pumps pulsed with 80 MHz repetition rate and 5 ps duration. We take a 5 W

average power for the strong pump, and a single photon for the weak pump. The walk-off

length between the two pump pulses in this configuration being 18 cm, we consider an

11 cm fibre which gives an effective interaction length of L = 10 cm.

With the strong pump at 890 nm and the weak pump at 660 nm, we obtain a signal and

idler phasematched at 728 nm and 790 nm with spectral width ∆ωs = 7 rad THz (2 nm), as

shown in fig. 5.4. The conversion efficiency given by eq. (5.10) is η = 2× 10−8, well below

that achievable in χ(2) media. We plot the signal and idler spectral density (photons per

(rad Hz) per pulse) in fig. 5.4, accurate to the precision of our frequency space mapping,

δωp = 1.3 rad THz (0.5 nm, given by the width of the grey lines on the graph).

5.4.2 Microstructured fibre: phasematching near the zero-
dispersion wavelength

Phasematching occurs in a fibre near the ZDW when the material and waveguide contribu-

tions to dispersion cancel. We will take the example of silica microstructured fibres, which
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Figure 5.4: Calculated phasematching for four-wave mixing in polarization-maintaining

fibre. Converting a single photon to a pair via FWM is possible in principle using a

PM fibre, but the very narrow phasematching limits the efficiency to η = 2× 10−8 in

this example. The quasi-monochromatic pump wavelengths are represented by grey lines

of width 1.3 rad THz with values labeled above the graph (well above the y-axis shown),

while the generated signal and idler spectra are the black lines in the centre. A cross-section

of a “Panda” PM fibre is shown in the inset, with stress rods providing the birefringence

around the core and its fast and slow axes labeled.
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are commercially available and can be fabricated to exhibit a ZDW in the visible and tele-

com ranges. The microstructured fibres (also called photonic crystal fibres) we consider

have a solid silica core surrounded by a lattice of air holes [221]. They are made by stacking

glass capillary tubes and melting them together, then drawing a fibre out of the melt [222].

The interest in such a fibre is that the high index contrast between the silica core and

air-hole cladding allow the core to be much smaller than regular single-mode fibres. This

increases the waveguide nonlinear parameter, e.g. up to γ = 2.7× 10−2 W−1 m−1 in our

example, with lengths up to a few metres [223]. The spectral broadness of the phasematch-

ing depends on the length considered, and is only tuneable in a small range once the ZDW

is chosen.

We model a microstructured fibre with core diameter of 1.8 µm and air fraction 0.72

in the cladding, which give the ZDW at 716 nm. The wavelengths and the pump powers

are altered slightly from the previous example to achieve phasematching. We take a 1 W

average power for the strong pump in a 2 m long fibre, with 2 ps long pump and single

photon pulses at 80 MHz repetition rate. As a consequence of working near the ZDW,

we must keep the strong pump power lower than in PM fibre to avoid noise from self-

phase modulation. Additionally, the walk-off length is now over 100 m, since the pumps

have approximately the same propagation constant β on either side of the ZDW. The

single photon frequency is at wavelength 676.75 nm and the strong pump is now at 760 nm.

Simulations give a much broader spectrum for the signal and idler (around 160 rad THz,

fig. 5.5), and consequently the efficiency, still given by eq. (5.10), is now up to η = 4× 10−4.

Even including filtration of the generated photons between 686 nm and 750 nm to allow

pump removal, this efficiency is four orders of magnitude better than the PM fibre.

However, this method of phasematching is very sensitive to core diameter and pump

wavelengths. For example, a 0.5 nm deviation of pump wavelength changes the output

spectral shape completely and, even if still phasematched, may give no pairs at the centre

of the spectrum. Additionally, obtaining a 2 m microstructured fibre with good uniformity

for the whole length is not straightforward; some variations in the core diameter will occur,

deteriorating the perfect phasematching.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Scanning electron microscope image of the PCF cross section. Calculated characteristics of the fundamental
mode: (b) Dispersion curve (left axis) showing two zero-dispersion wavelengths located at 910 and 1152 nm and nonlinear coefficient
(right axis), (c) confinement loss. The laser wavelength (λp = 1064 nm) lies between the two dispersion wavelengths in the anomalous
dispersion regime.

electron microscope image of the fiber cross section is illus-
trated in Fig. 1(a). The PCF has a core diameter of ∼2.3 µm,
pitch " = 1.45 µm, and relative air hole diameter d/" ≈
0.43, which ensures the endlessly single-mode guidance.
Linear and nonlinear properties related to the fundamental
mode such as the dispersion profile, nonlinear coefficient, and
confinement losses, were calculated using a commercial fully
vectorial mode solver [see Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)]. The two ZDWs
have been estimated to be 910 nm (νZDW1–ν0 ≈ 48 THz) and
1152 nm (νZDW2–ν0 ≈ –22 THz). At the pump wavelength,
our PCF exhibits a low anomalous dispersion value of
–3.5 ps2/km and its nonlinear parameter was calculated to
be γ = 30 W−1 km−1. Fiber losses were also measured to
be ∼0.04 dB/m around the pump wavelength, except at

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Experimental results using a loga-
rithmic intensity scale (dB) to illustrate the spectral evolution as a
function of propagation distance in our 21-m-long PCF, for an input
peak power about 1.32 kW. (b) Corresponding numerical simulations
of the GNLSE (1) with the fiber characteristics of Fig. 1(b) and
an input continuous wave. (c) Same as in (b) except that the initial
condition is a Gaussian pulse of 60 ps, i.e., approximately ten times
shorter than the experimental pulses. (d) Same as in (c), except that
fiber losses are neglected [α̂ = 0 in the GNLSE (1)]. In (b) a discrete
SIS moves away from the central part of the SC spectrum, which
slowly relaxes toward thermal equilibrium [10–12].

1380 nm due to the OH absorption peak [48] with losses
up to 0.24 dB/m, while beyond 1600 nm confinement losses
are dominant with values up to 1 dB/m. We made use
of a low-cost commercial high-power subnanosecond pump
delivering 660-ps pulses at 1064 nm with a peak power up
to 14 kW. This high-power quasi-cw pump allows us to
investigate the highly nonlinear and incoherent regime of SC
generation with pump powers exceeding 1 kW.

We performed numerical simulations of the following
generalized GNLSE, which is known to provide an accurate
description of the propagation of a broadband optical field in
a PCF [3]:

∂A

∂z
= i

!

m!2

imβm

m!
∂mA

∂tm
+ iγ

"
1 + iτs

∂

∂t

#

×
"
A(z,t)

$ +∞

−∞
R(t ′)|A(z,t − t ′)|2dt ′

#
− α̂A, (1)

where γ is the nonlinear coefficient at the pump frequency and
R(t) = (1−fR)δ(t) + fRhR(t) is the usual nonlinear response
function of silica fibers, which accounts for the instantaneous
Kerr effect and the noninstantaneous Raman response function
hR(t). The GNLSE (1) describes self-steepening effects
through the optical shock term (the term proportional to
iτ s∂/∂t), which accounts for the dispersion of the nonlinearity,
i.e., the frequency dependence of the nonlinear coefficient. As
usual in SC simulations, it is important to include higher-order
dispersion effects in the model of Eq. (1) so as to provide a
detailed description of the dispersion curve of the PCF. Finally,
the last term in the GNLSE takes into account the losses of the
PCF. The symbol α̂A means that its Fourier transform is α(ω)
A(z,ω), α(ω) being the losses of the optical field vs frequency.
For a complete discussion of the different terms of Eq. (1),
we refer the reader to Ref. [3]. Note that, in order to compare
the (single shot) numerical results with the spectra recorded
experimentally, the numerical spectra have been smoothed by
using the method described in Ref. [11]. We have verified that
the evolution of the spectrum does not depend significantly on
the noise superimposed on the input pulse.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON
TO SIMULATIONS

In order to provide experimental evidence of the emergence
of SISs through SC generation, it is important to record the

066605-3

Figure 5.5: Calculated phasematching for four-wave mixing in microstructured fibre. A

much broader signal and idler spectrum is obtained near the ZDW using a microstructured

fibre. Even after filtering between 675 nm and 760 nm to remove noise photons near the

pumps, the efficiency η = 4× 10−4 over the remaining signal/idler range is four orders of

magnitude larger than for the PM fibre. The grey lines represent the pumps’ wavelengths,

widths (now 3.1 rad THz), and intensity as in fig. 5.4. Inset is a cross-section of an example

microstructured fibre, which is reprinted with permission from [224]. © 2011 by the

American Physical Society.
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5.4.3 Chalcogenide microwire fibre: phasematching due to self-
phase modulation

Achieving the best conversion efficiency requires ultrahigh nonlinearity and small cross-

sectional area. These can be achieved by tapering fibres made of chalcogenide glass as

in refs. [225, 226]. The chalcogenide glass As2Se3 has a χ(3) nonlinearity three orders

of magnitude larger than that of silica glass and core diameters in the tapered microwire

region can be as small as 500 nm thanks to its large refractive index, while still maintaining

good coupling to standard single-mode fibre and lengths beyond 10 cm. These microwires

exhibit ultrahigh waveguide nonlinear parameters up to γ = 180 W−1 m−1, and allow tuning

the ZDW by controlling the microwire diameter.

This large γ directly leads to high conversion efficiency, but also allows nonlinear phase-

matching. As seen in eq. (5.14) it is possible to compensate for positive or negative linear

phase mismatch by the nonlinear contribution γP1 due to the strong pump self-phase

modulation. The higher the dispersive mismatch, the higher the pump powers must be to

compensate, so moderate pump powers still require working near the ZDW. In the external

pumping configuration of fig. 5.3, the dispersion β2 or β4 has to be positive to compensate

for self-phase modulation because the pump offset is greater than the frequency offset, i.e.

∆ω2
p > Ω2. The pump power necessary to reach perfect phasematching for degenerate

photon pairs (Ω = 0) is

P1 =
1

γ

(
β2(ω0)∆ω2

p +
β4(ω0)

12
∆ω4

p

)
. (5.17)

For convenient operation with all wavelengths in the telecommunication band and to

avoid the two-photon absorption at short wavelengths in As2Se3 [227], we take the example

of the FWM scheme pumped at 1480 nm by the single photon and at 1620 nm by the

strong pump. The two fields are pulsed at 80 MHz with 2 ps pulse duration. The fibre

considered is similar to the samples described in [226]. A fibre diameter of 0.555 µm for

the microwire gives a dispersion coefficient at 1550 nm of β2(ω0) = 0.05 ps2 m−1, and β4

is negligible. Phasematching is achieved for 0.8 W peak power, which corresponds to an

average power of only 0.13 mW. Simulation of the spectral density is given in fig. 5.6 in a
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Figure 5.6: Calculated phasematching for four-wave mixing in chalcogenide microwire.

Due to high intrinsic χ(3) and strong confinement, the chalcogenide microwire gives the

highest conversion rate, with an efficiency of η = 1.1× 10−3. The grey lines represent the

pumps’ wavelengths, widths (3.1 rad THz), and intensity as in fig. 5.4. An illustration of

the tapered microwire is inset.
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Fibre Strong pump Conversion Photon pairs

type avg. power (mW) efficiency η per second

Birefringent (silica) 5000 2× 10−8 1.6

Microstructured (silica) 1000 4× 10−4 32,000

Microwire (As2Se3) 0.13 1× 10−3 80,000

Table 5.1: Summary of expected single-photon-to-pair conversion efficiency and strong

pump power required for the three fibre types considered: birefringent silica fibres, mi-

crostructured silica fibres, and chalcogenide As2Se3 microwires. Considering the 80 MHz

repetition rate and inputting one photon per pulse, we also calculate the expected number

of pairs produced per second.

10 cm long microwire section, where the walk-off length between the two pump pulses is

now so large as to be effectively infinite. The high intrinsic χ(3) of the chalcogenide and

the strong confinement allows a conversion efficiency of η = 1.1× 10−3. However, as in the

silica microstructured fibres, caution must be taken in filtering the desired photons, since

high nonlinearity means high Raman noise, large phase modulation broadening, and other

undesired interactions such as degenerate FWM from the strong pump.

5.5 Conclusion

We have predicted a promising result in the conversion of single photons into pairs via

four-wave mixing. As shown from our simulations based on evolution of the quantum

field operators, conversion efficiencies up to 0.1 % should be achievable in chalcogenide

microwires. The results in the three types of fibres we modelled are summarized in table 5.1.

In this work, the low gain approximation is sufficient for applications in generating

large entangled states and photon heralding, though a non-perturbative approach keeping

all orders of gain would make for an interesting study and allow exploring the determin-

istic pair generation |1〉p2 → |11〉si and oscillatory |1〉p2 → |11〉si → |1〉p2 → . . . regimes.

However, finding a material enabling photon conversion with an efficiency high enough to

justify this non-perturbative approach remains a challenge.
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Interestingly, neither the derivation nor value of the conversion efficiency we found de-

pend on the single photon being quantized: the same conversion efficiency can be obtained

by assuming a classical pulse with the same input peak power as the single photon. This

implies there is no new quantumness in this process, beyond the well-established sponta-

neous generation of pairs in standard spontaneous FWM or SPDC.

In implementations, caution must be paid to the various sources of noise possible:

degenerate FWM and spontaneous Raman scattering [216] from the strong pump, and

even second orders or combinations of these effects.
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Chapter 6

Experiments toward single-photon
four-wave mixing: entangled photons
from PM fibre

This chapter is based on an experiment begun at Institut National d’Optique and com-

pleted in Waterloo in 2012. Due to the relationship between photonic qubit precertification

and entangled photon pair generation (section 1.3.3), it is important to demonstrate an

architecture capable of both. Though birefringent fibres do not offer a large conversion

probability as seen in section 5.4, they are convenient for generating entangled pairs, as we

show in this chapter.

Statement of contributions: BL, LKS, and TJ conceived the experiment. VR, JPB, and

I began the experiment at INO; I finished it in Waterloo. VR provided code to simulate

phasematching in fibres and performed the cross-splice. I collected and analyzed the data,

and wrote the paper with input form all authors. The content of this chapter was published

in Optics Express in condensed form as [142]:

E. Meyer-Scott, V. Roy, J.-P. Bourgoin, B. L. Higgins, L. K. Shalm, and T. Jennewein.

Generating polarization-entangled photon pairs using cross-spliced birefringent fibers. Opt.

Express, 21:6205–6212, 2013. © 2013 Optical Society of America
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I am allowed by the policies of Opt. Express and by permission from my co-authors to

republish this work here.

6.1 Introduction

Many tasks in quantum information, such as loophole-free tests of Bell’s inequality [14],

long-distance quantum cryptography [25], quantum metrology [228], and integrated quan-

tum information processing [229], require the generation and detection of entangled photon

pairs with high efficiency. While recent advances using superconductors have led to detec-

tors with efficiencies over 90 %, these detectors require the photons to be fibre-coupled or

integrated with a waveguide [162, 230]. Simple low-loss and integrable sources of entangled

photons remain a challenge. Sources based on spontaneous parametric down-conversion

in bulk crystals, where a pump photon splits into two daughter photons, are challenging

to couple into single-mode fibre. Much work has recently focused on using the process of

four-wave mixing to create entangled photon pairs directly in fibre [144]. Current sources

either require interferometric stability, have excess noise, or suffer from losses in bulk opti-

cal components. Here we present a fibre source of entangled photons that is simple, stable,

integrable with all-fibre components, and is well-suited for carrying out a wide variety of

quantum information processing tasks.

To generate entanglement (or to precertify photonic qubits), two processes distinct in

some degree of freedom must interfere. One of the most successful sources of entangled

photon pairs uses two nonlinear crystals back-to-back with their optic axes rotated 90°
with respect to one another (fig. 1.7(c)) [132]. The interference between the possibility of

down-conversion in the first or second crystal, upon which the polarization of the photon

pairs depends, leads to the creation of an entangled polarization state between the two

photons. Inspired by this “sandwiched” cross-crystal source, we have devised a cross-

spliced source1 using four-wave mixing in birefringent polarization-maintaining (PM) fibre.

In the fibre, two pump photons can spontaneously interact to produce a pair of photons

1Following the trend of culinary nomenclature, we informally refer to our cross-spliced source as a

“sausage” source.
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labeled signal and idler. The signal and idler photons possess the same polarization,

perpendicular to that of the pump photons. To create entanglement, we take two PM fibres,

rotate them 90° with respect to one another, and splice them together. Pump photons

polarized at 45° with respect to the fibre axes will be equally likely to generate photon

pairs in either fibre section, leading to the creation of the polarization entangled state |φ〉 =

(|HH〉+eiφ|V V 〉)/
√

2, whereH and V are horizontal and vertical polarizations respectively.

This single-path geometry permits direct fibre splicing to the output, is interferometrically

stable, and allows the source to be compact. In comparison, other schemes for generating

entangled photon pairs in fibre require polarization stabilization [150, 231], suffer from

losses and imperfections in the optical components needed to interfere the polarizations of

the photons [151, 232], or produce photons very close to the pump leading to unwanted

Raman noise [233]. Approaches based on a fibre Sagnac loop are promising [234] but prone

to imperfect interference on the beam-splitter and temporal walk-off due to beam splitter

birefringence [146].

To create the signal and idler photons through four-wave mixing, energy and momentum

must be conserved. Energy conservation is satisfied when the sum of the frequencies of

the two pump photons equals the sum of the signal and idler frequencies. In our scheme,

momentum conservation, or phasematching, is engineered using the birefringence in our PM

fibres [235]. PM fibres can support vector phasematching wherein the pump is polarized

on the slow axis of the fibre and the outgoing signal and idler photons on the fast axis [149,

214, 236, 237]. This form of phasematching is intrinsically narrowband and has the signal

and idler photons located spectrally far from the pump (∼100 nm or ∼50 THz) [235]. This

reduces the noise from Raman scattering, which extends about 15 THz on either side of the

pump but has a long tail on the low-frequency side [212] that can dramatically degrade the

heralding efficiency (probability of detecting signal (idler) photon given an idler (signal)

detection) and entanglement fidelity. An additional benefit is that two-photon states free

of frequency correlations can be created in PM fibres by controlling only the fibre length

and pump bandwidth [214], or by pumping with two different wavelengths [238]. These

spectrally pure photon states are critical for multi-photon interference experiments and for

quantum computing protocols, as otherwise tight inefficient spectral filtering of the photon

pairs is needed. Using a similar phasematching scheme, heralded (unentangled) photons
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with a purity of up to 84 % [239] have been demonstrated.

6.2 Phase compensation

In our cross-spliced source, photons produced in the first fibre will be partially distinguish-

able from those produced in second. This distinguishability is due to the poor temporal

overlap caused by additional dispersion that photons generated in the first fibre experience

in the second. Please see also appendix D for temporal calculations and further analysis,

including different compensation arrangements and measurements of birefringence. It is

convenient to reframe this temporal problem as a spectral one: the phase φ in the maxi-

mally entangled state |φ〉 = (|HH〉+ eiφ|V V 〉)/
√

2 becomes wavelength-dependent due to

the different effective fibre lengths seen by different spectral components [240, 241]. This

leads to a mixture over the pump and output signal bandwidths 2 of the form

ρ =

∫ ∫
|φ〉〈φ|ps(λs)pp(λp) dλsdλp, (6.1)

where pp(λp) and ps(λs) describe the spectra of the pump and signal respectively, and λp/s/i

is the wavelength of the pump/signal/idler. Equation (6.1) is not describing the spectral

components of the output photon state but, rather the effective two-qubit state given the

spectral dependence of the phase φ. To produce high-quality entanglement we must find

and compensate for this spectral dependence.

We assume the two fibre segments have the same length L and that the first fibre has its

slow axis vertical such that |HH〉 photon pairs are produced first. These photons acquire

an extra phase

φ1(λs, λp) =
2πL

λs

[n(λs) +B] +
2πL

λi

[n(λi) +B] (6.2)

in the second length of fibre, where (from energy conservation) λi = λsλp/(2λs− λp), n(λ)

is the propagation constant on the fast axis in the fibre, and B is the birefringence between

2Due to energy conservation, the phase dependence on the idler wavelength is fully determined by the

signal and pump wavelengths.
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the fibre’s fast and slow axes. Additionally, the |V V 〉 term acquires a phase

φ2(λp) = 2
2πL

λp

[n(λp)] (6.3)

in the first stretch of fibre via the pump. This phase is double that of its counterpart for

χ(2) sources [240] because here two pump photons combine to make the |V V 〉 photon pairs.

There are no additional B terms in eq. (6.3) because the pump that will produce |V V 〉
photons in the second stretch of fibre is polarized on the fast axis in the first stretch.

Finally, there is a nonlinear contribution to the |V V 〉 phase term from self- and cross-

phase modulation of the pump,

φ2,NL(λp) = [1 + (2/3)] γPL, (6.4)

where γ is the fibre’s nonlinear parameter and P is the pulse peak power. This contributes

only a small offset in our pumping regime, but could become important at very short pulse

length, high intensity, or for frequency-chirped pulses.

The total phase is then

φ(λs, λp) = φ2 + φ2,NL − φ1. (6.5)

This phase is plotted in fig. 6.1 and displays a variation of 800° over the pump and signal

bandwidths. To compensate this variation, birefringent crystals of appropriate length

are introduced into the signal and idler output arms, adding two controllable phases to

eq. (6.5). After optimizing, the compensators flatten the phase profile in fig. 6.1 (the edges

of the phase profile are about 5° above zero). While we use quartz wedges with variable

thicknesses, a production source could use precisely cut lengths of most any birefringent

material. With L = 13 cm, the optimal total length of quartz is calculated to be 67.3 mm

with slow axis vertical on the signal arm, implemented by rotating the polarization of

the signal photons by 90°, and 47.6 mm with slow axis horizontal on the idler arm. This

flattens the phase map sufficiently that no drop in entanglement fidelity is expected due

to phase/temporal distinguishability.
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Figure 6.1: Calculated phase deviation around the mean phase, before (top) and after

(bottom) compensation, versus signal and pump wavelengths. The shading also indicates

the phase deviation, with drastically different scales before and after compensation. The

strong phase change over pump and signal bandwidths in the uncompensated case leads to

a highly mixed state, while the nearly flat map after compensation leads to a nearly pure

entangled state. See appendix D for further analysis.
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Figure 6.2: Experimental apparatus for the cross-spliced entanglement source. Pulses

generated by the mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser pass though a bandpass filter (BPF) centred

at 771 nm wavelength, then through a polarizing beam-splitter (PBS) oriented at 45°. This

light is coupled into the cross-spliced fibres (PMF1 and PMF2) where entangled photon pair

generation occurs via four-wave mixing. The pump is removed with a notch filter (NF) and

the signal and idler photons are separated with a dichroic mirror (DM). The signal photon

passes through a half-wave plate (HWP) and both photons are phase/time compensated

with tuneable birefringent compensators (BC). The polarization correlations of the photons

are analyzed with quarter-wave plates (QWP) and polarizers (POL) before photons pass

through interference filters (IF) and are coupled into single-mode (SM) fibres. The photons

are detected by silicon avalanche photodiodes (APD) and their detection and coincidence

counts are registered by a timetagging module (&), then recorded by a computer. Inset:

illustration of the polarization axes of crossed-fibres and photon generation.
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6.3 Experimental demonstration

The experimental apparatus is shown in fig. 6.2. The cross-splice process was carried

out using an arc fusion splicer which provides automated alignment of the polarization

axes of PM fibres (FSM-45PM, Fujikura Ltd.). The source is pumped with a mode-

locked Ti:sapphire laser at 76 MHz repetition rate, 3 ps pulse length, and full width at

half maximum bandwidth of 0.3 nm, with polarization set to 45°. It is crucial to include a

bandpass filter on the pump beam before it enters the fibre to remove spontaneous emission

from the Ti:sapphire crystal, which would pollute the photon pair signal. After photon

generation in the two cross-spliced 13 cm sections of PM630-HP fibre, the pump light is

removed with a notch filter providing 60 dB isolation. The half-wave plate in the signal arm

flips the polarization of the signal photons by 90°, so that they are correctly compensated

by the birefringent quartz crystals.

To characterize the output from the source, we collected signal and idler photons and

sent them to an optical spectrometer and cooled CCD camera (SpectraPro 2750 and Spec-

10-LN model 7508, Princeton Instruments). A sample spectrum is shown in fig. 6.3(a)

where the signal and idler peaks are clearly identifiable, and far enough from the pump to

avoid the bulk of the Raman noise. The phasematching curve in fig. 6.3(b) demonstrates

the wide tunability of our source, with the idler photon ranging from the visible to telecom

bands as the pump wavelength is changed. In this work, the 771 nm pump generates

signal photons at 670 nm and idler photons at 905 nm, with full width at half maximum

bandwidths of 0.23 nm and 0.61 nm respectively.

To count photon pairs, signal and idler photons exiting the source are split on a dichroic

mirror, analyzed by a quarter-wave plate and polarizer, and filtered with an interference

filter centered on 670 nm for the signal and 905 nm for the idler, each providing an additional

60 dB isolation from the pump. Photons are then coupled into SM780 single-mode fibre and

sent to SPCM-AQ4C single photon detectors (Perkin-Elmer). By retuning the Ti:sapphire

pump laser to the signal and idler wavelengths, we saw a total coupling efficiency from the

PM fibre to the output of the single-mode fibre of 60 % and 69 %, respectively, including

the notch filter, dichroic mirror, and birefringent compensators.
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Figure 6.3: (a) Measured spectrum from our cross-spliced fibre source, showing narrowband

signal and idler modes well away from the main Raman contamination, which extends

beyond the vertical range shown. The calculated Raman spectrum using the code in

appendix C is overlaid on the measured spectrum. Some residual pump in the centre of

the notch filter is also visible. (b) Theoretical phasematching curves for signal (dashed red)

and idler (solid blue) with measured points indicated by squares and triangles, respectively.

A wide range of signal and idler wavelengths are available in PM fibre by tuning the pump

wavelength. Other vector and scalar phasematching conditions exist (see e.g. [235, 236,

149]) but are not relevant here.
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6.4 Performance of the cross-spliced source

As the number of double-pair emissions is negligible for our pump powers, we can determine

the total heralding efficiency of the signal and idler photons. In 30 s with 30 mW pump

power, we collected 488 350 total and 146 901 background signal counts; 1 657 630 total and

1 435 459 background idler counts; and 53 256 total and 55 background coincidence counts.

Here there is a large contribution from Raman scattering to the idler background counts,

calculated to be 1 694 400 from fig. 5.2. This slightly overestimates the Raman contribution,

likely because it assumes a flat-top filter of bandwidth 3 nm, while the real filter in the

idler mode has a more complex profile. This noise could be reduced experimentally with

narrower filtering (see fig. 6.3, which shows that the narrowband idler photon is four times

higher than the background), and by pushing the signal and idler farther from the pump

by using fibres with more birefringence.

After subtracting background counts (due to Raman scattering, dark counts, and stray

light) these results give heralding efficiencies of 24 % for the signal and 16 % for the idler,

including detectors. This efficiency is limited mainly by our avalanche photodiodes, which

have moderate detection efficiency especially at the idler wavelength. Additional losses are

not intrinsic to the source, but are rather due transmission through bulk optics necessary

in this first demonstration.

By measuring the heralding efficiency of |HH〉 and |V V 〉 photon pairs separately, we

can infer the transmission of the splice to be at least 93 % at the signal wavelength and at

least 96 % at the idler wavelength.

To show that the source produces a viable entangled state, we measured both the

timing and polarization correlations between photons. The timing histograms in fig. 6.4(a)

quantify the arrival time of the idler conditioned on a signal photon detection, and clearly

show a strong peak of coincident detections. At the highest power level it is possible to

see accidental coincidences 13 ns (the laser repetition period) on either side of the main

peak, but their relative strength is so low as to affect the entangled state negligibly. The

coincidences-to-accidentals ratio for 50 mW average pump power is 110, based on a 1 ns

coincidence timing window, and increases to 260 at 10 mW.
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Figure 6.4: (a) Measured coincidence timing histograms, showing excellent timing corre-

lation of signal and idler photons and negligible background. The 50 mW peak extends

beyond the top of the graph, which has a shortened vertical scale in order to see acci-

dental coincidences that occur regularly at the pump repetition period. (b) Dependence

of entanglement visibility on average pump power, for rectilinear basis (blue circles) and

diagonal basis (red triangles). Total visibility reaches a maximum around 30 mW pump

power. Error bars are comparable to symbol size.
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The entanglement visibility in fig. 6.4(b) is high for all power settings in the rectilinear

basis (i.e. double-pair emissions remain negligible), but shows a degradation at high pump

power in the diagonal basis. At high pump powers, we saw a noticeable broadening of the

pump and therefore signal and idler spectra, due to self-phase modulation of the pump.

This has the effect of distinguishing photons created in the first fibre segment from those

created in second, since the pump is broader by the time it reaches second fibre, decreasing

visibility in the diagonal basis. At low pump powers, the visibility also degrades due to

noise from spontaneous Raman scattering, which is linear in pump power, compared to

the quadratic response of four-wave mixing. Therefore, a pumping strength optimal for

entanglement visibility emerges, which in our case is around 30 mW.

Pumping at 33 mW with a pair production rate in the fibre inferred to be 45 000 pairs/s,

we took tomographic data to reconstruct the two-qubit density matrix of our entangled

state, shown in fig. 6.5. Without any background subtraction or correction, the fidelity

with the maximally entangled singlet Bell state |Ψ〉 = (|HV 〉 − |V H〉) /
√

2 is 0.922± 0.002

and the tangle is 0.721± 0.008.
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Figure 6.5: Real (left) and imaginary (right) parts of the two-qubit tomographically recon-

structed density matrix of the photon pair produced by the source, showing fidelity with

the maximally entangled state singlet state |Ψ−〉 of 0.922± 0.002. The source produces

this state instead of |Φ−〉 due to the polarization flip of the signal photon.

As an important point for integrability and coupling efficiency, the bulk pump laser,

filters, dichroic mirror, and birefringent compensating optics could be replaced respectively
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by a fibre laser [242], fibre Bragg gratings [243], wavelength-division multiplexing, and

birefringent fibre. These technologies have been heavily developed for the telecom band

around 1500 nm and, as seen in fig. 6.3(b), the idler photon can be tuned to this regime,

while development is ongoing for these fibre technologies in the visible spectrum. Replacing

our bulk optics with in-fibre equivalents would greatly decrease reflection and coupling

losses.

6.5 Conclusion

We have demonstrated a simple source of entangled photon pairs based on a single path

of standard optical fibre. Splicing two stretches of PM fibre with rotated polarization axes

allows high quality entanglement without problems of spatial mode overlap or stability.

The source demonstrates narrowband photons (<1 nm), the possibility of wide tunability

of output wavelengths, >60 % optical coupling efficiency to optical fibre networks, and

fidelity with a maximally entangled state of 0.922. We experimentally verified that the

quality of a regular fibre splice is sufficient for connecting independent four-wave mixing

processes without degrading the entangled state. Thus we envisage future experiments with

multiple fibre links to compensate dispersive broadening or walk-off, or a fibre version of a

superlattice for spectral engineering [244]. With the goal of improving heralding efficiencies,

future work could study the reduction of Raman noise through optimization of spectral

filtering, fibre cooling, and novel pumping schemes [245]. The simplicity of our new photon

source architecture is expected to drive use in upcoming experiments requiring integrable

sources and narrowband, tuneable photons, as well as spur thought into the possibilities

afforded by direct splicing of fibres for photon sources.
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Chapter 7

Experiments toward single-photon
four-wave mixing: efficient production
of photon pairs

This chapter focuses on high-efficiency production of photon pairs in fibre media, as a path

to increasing the conversion probability for photonic qubit precertification using four-wave

mixing. In section 7.1 I show pair generation in microstructured fibres, which was soon

surpassed by chalcogenide microwires in section 7.2, from an experiment performed in 2014.

Statement of contributions: AD, TJ, and I conceived the experiments, and AD and I

performed them. RA, LL, and MR provided the chalcogenide microwires and related data.

I collected and analyzed the data, and wrote the paper with input from all authors. The

content of section 7.2 was previously published in Applied Physics Letters in condensed

form as [197]:

E. Meyer-Scott, A. Dot, R. Ahmad, L. Li, M. Rochette, and T. Jennewein. Power-efficient

production of photon pairs in a tapered chalcogenide microwire. Appl. Phys. Lett.,

106:081111, 2015. © 2015 American Institute of Physics.

I am allowed by the policies of Appl. Phys. Lett. and by permission from my co-authors

to republish this work here.
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7.1 Photon pairs from microstructured fibres

As seen in section 5.4 microstructured fibres, compared to PM fibres, significantly increase

the probability of converting one photon into two due to their small core size. The two-

pump source of [119] in birefringent microstructured fibres allowed an inferred conversion

efficiency of single photons to pairs of 3 × 10−9, with the weak pump at 4.8 µW average

power, well above the single-photon level. This was achieved for strong-pump average

powers under 100 mW and employed narrowband birefringent phasematching, which limits

conversion efficiency but demonstrates the principle of single photon conversion.

We investigated photon pair generation in microstructured fibres provided by INO. Fig-

ure 7.1 shows the phasematching obtained, measured by pumping with a tuneable, pulsed

Ti:sapphire laser and sending the signal photon to a spectrometer. Fitting our calculated

phasematching to the measured data returns the following fit parameters: core diameter

d = 1.353 µm (made of solid silica), air filling fraction outside the core of 46.8 % [246],

and birefringence 2.21× 10−5 (difference between refractive indices of fast and slow axes).

Unfortunately this fibre was not designed to be birefringent and had a quoted diameter

of 2 µm, exemplifying the difficulty of controlling the parameters of microstructured fi-

bres during fabrication. In other samples, we saw multiple phasematching peaks due to

non-uniformities in the fibre, even in lengths as short as 1 m. Thus we look beyond mi-

crostructured fibres to materials and architectures with more nonlinearity and uniformity.

7.2 Highly efficient production of photon pairs in

chalcogenide microwires

7.2.1 Introduction

Photon pair sources are the simplest and most abundant devices used to produce quantum

entanglement [247], and are normally based on nonlinear optical effects that require large

input light intensities for useful production rates. With highly efficient photon sources,

it becomes possible to use spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) or four-wave
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Figure 7.1: Measured signal wavelength (x markers), and fit (blue line) for a microstruc-

tured fibre with a nominal core diameter d = 2 µm. The parameters returned from the fit

are above the plot. The green line plots the corresponding idler wavelengths via energy

conservation with the pump and signal wavelengths.
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mixing (FWM) acting on single photons as pumps in later stages of quantum information

experiments [248, 172], enabling advanced protocols like loophole-free Bell tests via photon

precertification [120] and photonic quantum computing [119].

However, the conversion efficiency of one pump photon into a pair through SPDC in χ(2)

media has not substantially increased [208, 249] beyond 10−6. Focus has shifted to devel-

oping efficient FWM in χ(3) fibres and waveguides, using materials with large nonlinearities

such as silicon [250] and chalcogenide glasses [251, 252], and also using resonator-enhanced

processes [253, 254], atomic vapors [255], and microstructured silica fibres [119]. These

would allow non-degenerate pumping using a single photon alongside a strong pump to

produce pairs.

Unfortunately, none of these sources is ideally suited for converting single photons to

pairs, and it remains a challenge to design the device that offers the highest efficiency with

convenient operation and low noise. Silica devices cannot reach sufficiently high efficiency

due to low nonlinearity [256], and though silicon exhibits much lower noise [257], it suffers

from two-photon and free-carrier absorption [258], limiting the maximum useable pump

power. Enhancing the nonlinearity through resonators or using atomic vapors requires

the input photon to be narrowband, limiting the suitable types of initial sources for this

photon.

Here we demonstrate production of photon pairs in tapered As2Se3 microwires, capable

in principle of converting a broadband single photon into a pair with 10−3 probability [196],

as shown in chapter 5. First we characterize the four-wave mixing properties of the mi-

crowires, then we produce photon pairs from degenerate pumping, and finally produce pairs

from low-power non-degenerate pumps, as would be required for a single-photon-pumping

experiment.

7.2.2 Chalcogenide microwire characterization

Our microwires, shown in fig. 7.2, combine a small cross-sectional area (0.24 µm2) with

large nonlinear coefficient (n2 = 1.1× 10−17 m2 W−1) [259] to produce a large waveguide

nonlinear parameter (γ = 188 W−1 m−1), ∼100 000 times larger than standard silica fi-

bres, and ten times larger than As2S3 chalcogenide waveguides [252]. Furthermore, in
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contrast to on-chip waveguides, microwires are drop-in compatible with existing single-

mode silica fibre, are made with lengths up to tens of centimeters, and demonstrate low

loss. Coupling to the microwire is accomplished by gluing standard single-mode fibre

(SMF) to the chalcogenide step-index fibres on either side of the tapered region. A coat-

ing of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) increases the mechanical robustness and influ-

ences the phasematching properties of the microwires. Broadband phasematching of up

to 190 nm bandwidth at telecommunication wavelengths has been shown using classical

four-wave mixing [226].

The tapered fibre used in this work has a 12 cm long microwire with a diameter of

550 nm, with total insertion loss including pigtails of 10 dB. We estimate the breakdown

of the losses as follows: inside the microwire, 5 dB due to sidewall roughness, absorption

of the evanescent field by the polymer coating, and mode conversion in the tapering sec-

tions; at the SMF-chalcogenide interfaces, 0.5 dB per interface due to Fresnel reflection,

and 2 dB per interface due to mode mismatch because the glued pigtails have been dis-

rupted by transport. Losses per SMF-chalcogenide interface as low as 0.66 dB have been

reported [225].

Figure 7.3 shows the phasematching profile of our microwire at ∼1550 nm, far from any

zero-dispersion wavelength, for a degenerate pump (a) and for two non-degenerate pumps

13 nm apart (b). These data were obtained by pumping with continuous-wave lasers with

190 µW coupled power (inferred power inside the microwire after accounting for coupling

losses) each. A seed laser is used to stimulate the four-wave mixing process, allowing

characterization at powers well above the single-photon level. Thus three of the four waves

are present at the input, and we measure the (macroscopic) power in the fourth wave at

the output. For the degenerate case, the seed laser was scanned to the shorter wavelength

side of the pump, and for the non-degenerate case, the seed was scanned between the two

pump wavelengths, leaving a gap in the middle where the seed and signal cross over. In

both cases the output signal was filtered through a dense-wavelength-division multiplexer

(DWDM) and measured on a power meter. The values reported here have the DWDM

losses factored out. Please see appendix B for plots of the transmission of the chalcogenide

microwires and DWDMs.

We calculated the expected phasematching and power outputs from a standard four-
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Figure 7.2: (top) Chalcogenide microwire suspended in its holder. (inset) Butt-coupling

chalcogenide-PMMA fibre on the left to standard silica fibre on the right. (bottom) Ta-

pering region of microwire, with dark chalcogenide core.
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Figure 7.3: Measured phasematching in the chalcogenide microwire (red markers) for

(a) degenerate pumping at 1548.5 nm and (b) non-degenerate pumping at 1549.0 nm and

1562.1 nm. The pumps P1 and P2 are marked with thick blue bars, and the phasematching

calculated directly from sample parameters is given by the black lines.
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wave mixing treatment [211], with the length, diameter, insertion loss, and nonlinear pa-

rameter as mentioned above, and calculated loss in the microwire [260] of 5.1 dB/m ex-

cluding tapering loss. In order to find the propagation constant and effective refractive

index inside the microwire, we solved the characteristic equation for a step-index fibre

with As2Se3 core [259] and PMMA cladding [261]. Even without fitting parameters, the

phasematching calculations in fig. 7.3 agree with the measured data.

7.2.3 Production of photon pairs

Next we produced photon pairs using a degenerate pump, with the setup shown in fig. 7.4.

The output of an optical parametric oscillator at 1553.33 nm with ∼4 ps pulse length and

76 MHz repetition rate was filtered through a DWDM and sent through the tapered chalco-

genide microwire. The FWM output signal and idler photons were split into the 1550.12 nm

and 1556.56 nm channels of a DWDM, and subsequently filtered in an arrayed waveguide

grating (AWG) and DWDM respectively, giving total pump isolation of 118 dB and 122 dB

(see appendix B). The signal photon was detected with a free-running InGaAs negative-

feedback avalanche photodiode (NFAD) with 10 % detection efficiency and 100 dark counts

per second [262], which gated an id201 InGaAs single-photon detector from IDQ SA for

the idler photon, with 50 ns gate width and 20 % efficiency. The gate-out and detector

channels from the id201 were recorded in a timetagger to either produce timing histograms

between signal and idler, or to filter with a 2 ns timing window to record coincident counts.

The timing histograms in fig. 7.5 show the presence of photon pairs, as evidenced by a

higher peak at the time delay of 22 ns than the background peaks at other time delays. At

the lowest power, detector dark counts at random times become prominent, while at the

highest power, accidental coincidences from multiple photon pairs make a large contribution

to the noise. When the idler channel is moved to 1558.17 nm (black lines in fig. 7.5) such

that photon pairs detected would not conserve energy and could not be from four-wave

mixing, the peak at 22 ns falls to the same height as the others.

As seen in fig. 7.6(a), the number of pairs per pulse increases quadratically with pump

power, with dropoff seen at high count rates due to the dead time of the NFAD detector.

To compare with previous photon pair sources, we calculate the number of pairs produced
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Figure 7.4: Experimental setup for the generation of photon pairs with a chalcogenide

microwire pumped by one (P1, black) or two (P1 and P2, grey) beams from an optical

parametric oscillator (OPO). For non-degenerate pumping, the two pumps were made to

be copolarized with polarization controllers (PC) and a fibre polarization beam splitter

(PBS). In both degenerate and non-degenerate cases a final PC sets the polarization enter-

ing the microwire. The pump and signal/idler beams were filtered by dense-wavelength-

division multiplexers (DWDM) and an arrayed waveguide grating (AWG). The signal pho-

ton was detected by a free-running negative-feedback avalanche photodiode (NFAD) which

gated the idler’s single-photon detector (IDQ). Both signal and idler detection signals were

recorded and timestamped by the timetag unit from Universal Quantum Devices, Inc.
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Figure 7.5: Measured timing histograms for photon pair production for coupled average

pump powers of 49 µW, 20 µW, 2.5 µW, and 250 nW. The photon pairs appear in the

peak at the time offset between signal and idler detection of 22 ns, which is higher than

the accidental coincidence peaks from subsequent pump pulses at other delays. In all

cases the accidentals peak height is normalized to 1. For the “noise only” measurement

(black lines), the filter channels connected to the detectors did not conserve energy with

the pump, leading to the disappearance of the legitimate photon pairs. The double peak

at 35 ns could be due to the timing electronics in the IDQ detector or timetagger, but no

events are lost.
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per second, per nanometre of signal bandwidth, per milliwatt of average pump power as

2.5× 108 pairs/s/nm/mW for the data point with 30 µW pump power. This is significantly

above what is possible in χ(2) crystals [263], and rivals the highest values reported in

silicon [264]. Note that our filters had 0.5 nm bandwidth, and milliwatt pump powers are

too large to avoid damage to the microwire.

In fig. 7.6(b), the coincidences-to-accidentals ratio reaches its maximum value of 2.13±
0.07 at a coupled pump power of 3.2 µW. This ratio is defined as CAR = C/A, where

C is the total number of coincident counts in the main coincidence peak and A is the

number of accidental coincidences, and has a lower bound of CAR = 1 for no timing

correlation. At a coupled pump power of 490 nW, the CAR is 1.5 ± 0.2, and statistical

significance increases with increasing pump power. Here the coincidences are collected at

the 22 ns offset time of fig. 7.5, while the accidentals, which are due to detector dark counts,

double-pair emissions from FWM, and Raman and other optical noise, are collected at

9 ns, which allows an estimation of the contribution of accidentals to the main coincidence

peak. At low power, the CAR decreases due to the small number of real photon pairs

compared to noise photons, and at high power, the CAR slowly decreases due to double-

pair emissions from four-wave mixing. The fits to pair probability and CAR come from the

FWM calculation described above, which feeds into a quantum-optical simulation including

FWM, loss, detector models, and background counts measured with a continuous-wave

pump. Here the pump pulse length inside the microwire is used as a fitting parameter and

found to be 25 ps.

7.2.4 Nondegenerate pumping

In order to approach the regime of converting a single photon into a pair, the two pump

photons absorbed in the FWM process must be non-degenerate in wavelength. Since FWM

probability goes as the product of the pump peak powers, it is important that both pumps

be synchronously pulsed, rather than continuous-wave. To demonstrate non-degenerate

pumping, we took two outputs from an optical parametric oscillator, passing one through

a trombone delay line to synchronize the pulses in the microwire as in the grey lines and

text in fig. 7.4.
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Figure 7.6: Pair probability per laser pulse with accidentals subtracted (a) and

coincidences-to-accidentals ratio (b) as measured for degenerate-pumping FWM in our

chalcogenide microwire. The curves are from a FWM simulation including measured back-

ground counts, with the pump pulse length inside the microwire as a fitting parameter.

CAR > 1 indicates photon pairs are detected above the noise. Error bars are based on

Poissonian uncertainty in photon counts (1σ), and are smaller than symbol size for (a).

The x-axes on figures (a) and (b) coincide, with the top scale showing peak power and the

bottom average power.
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Figure 7.7: Measured timing histograms for photon pair production for non-degenerate
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other cases, where FWM is not expected, the peak at 43 ns vanishes and CAR = 1 within
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To find evidence of photon pairs with non-degenerate pumping, we took timing his-

tograms as shown in fig. 7.7. We present a number of different scenarios: co- and crosspo-

larized pumps, changing the delay between the two pumps so they do not overlap in the

microwire, and removing either of the pumps. Only the first two cases, with the crosspo-

larized pumps producing 4/9 the number of pairs of the copolarized pumps [211], provide

a peak at the proper delay after background subtraction, indicating these photons are due

to non-degenerate FWM as desired. The maximum CAR for non-degenerate pumping was

1.33± 0.03 with 1.0 µW and 1.5 µW coupled powers of the two pumps, while the CAR for

the lowest asymmetric pump power was 1.17± 0.06 with coupled pump powers of 480 nW

and 1.5 µW.

Unfortunately due to bad phasematching (see fig. 7.3) these data are not as clear as the

degenerate case. A more convincing measurement is one of coincidences and accidentals

versus time delay between the two pumps, where photon pairs are produced only when

the two pumps overlap, on top a constant background caused by spontaneous Raman

scattering. In fig. 7.8, we show these data for P1 = 1551.72 nm, P2 = 1561.42 nm, and

the signal and idler wavelengths 1554.13 nm and 1558.98 nm. The coincidence curve is a

Gaussian fit to the data, and is fed into a quantum-optical FWM simulation that includes

higher-order emission but no other nonlinearities (like cross-phase modulation or stimulated

Raman scattering) to find the expected number of accidentals. The simulated accidentals

agree with the data, indicating that the increased accidentals when the pumps overlap are

due only to photon emission statistics of the FWM process.

To achieve in future the splitting of a single photon into two will require operating

with a single-photon pump of 10 pW average power. Due to the narrow phasematching

shown in fig. 7.3, we are currently forced to collect photon pairs in a wavelength region

close to the pumps that is contaminated with noise (fig. 7.9). The lowest pump power

for non-degenerate pumping with which we found CAR > 1 was 480 nW. Additionally,

reaching 10−3 conversion efficiency [196] would require an average power for the other

pump of 130 µW, whereas we found CAR > 1 for non-degenerate pump power only up

to 3 µW. This does not mean that the high conversion efficiency cannot be achieved, but

it requires moving the signal and idler much farther in wavelength from the strong pump

to avoid noise and broadening their phasematching bandwidths to increase efficiency. By
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Figure 7.8: Measured coincident and accidental counts versus time delay between pump

pulses for non-degenerate pumping. Photon pairs are only produced when the pumps

overlap in the microwire; accidentals measured 13 ns (one pump period) later also increase

as the pumps overlap due to multi-pair emissions. Here the accidentals are higher than the

coincidences outside the peak because the accidentals were collected from a more efficient

part of the IDQ detector’s gate. The line on the coincidence data is a Gaussian fit which

is fed into a FWM simulation to generate the accidentals curve.
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carefully controlling core size and cladding material, it will be possible in future to fabricate

microwires with engineered dispersion to reproduce broadband phasematching previously

obtained [226]. If the current 0.5 nm photon bandwidth can be expanded to 40 nm, centered

100 nm from the pump, 80 times more efficient conversion is expected. These photon pairs

would be produced in the Raman gain dips or even beyond the gain peaks, which would

improve CAR drastically as shown in chalcogenide waveguides [265, 266].

7.2.5 Raman scattering

As seen in figs. 7.6 and 7.7, the ratio of coincidences to accidentals in our experiment is

rather low. This is largely due to Raman scattering in the region where we collect photons,

very close to the pumps. Figure 7.9 shows the measured Raman scattering spectrum for our

chalcogenide micowire, pumped by a continuous-wave laser at 1550 nm and 1 mW coupled

power. Since Raman scattering depends on average power rather than peak power, using

a continuous-wave pump with low peak power allows us to isolate the Raman scattering

from the self-phase modulation and four-wave mixing processes, which depend on peak

power. The Raman gain is large near the pump, then shows two minima ±40 nm from the

pump [259], two gain peaks ±60 nm from the pump, and low gain beyond ±80 nm from

the pump.

Using the data in fig. 7.9, we can find the contribution of Raman scattering at other

pump powers and phasematching conditions. Since our spectrometer is limited in sensitiv-

ity to −80 dBm, we can only upper bound the Raman contribution, with the expectation

that it could be much lower especially on the anti-Stokes side. Using the same 0.5 nm filters

as in this experiment, but engineering phase matching to occur in the gain dip, we expect

the CAR to increase to at least 30 for degenerate pumping and 20 for non-degenerate pump-

ing. This was estimated by multiplying the measured CAR by the ratio of Raman power

where we collect photons near the pump and in the gain dip. The improvement is similar

to that achieved in chalcogenide As2S3 waveguides after phasematching was obtained in

the Raman gain dip [252, 266]. This lower-bound signal-to-noise ratio is just a factor 10 be-

low that in the precertification experiment in chapter 4, meaning single-photon four-wave

mixing could be possible in these chalcogenide microwires after appropriate phasematching
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Figure 7.9: Measured Raman scattering noise spectrum of the microwire pumped at a

wavelength of 1550 nm with 1 mW coupled power. Two minima occur at ±40 nm from the

pump. This spectrum includes a 10 nm-wide notch filter with 30 dB blocking centered at

1550 nm. The pump at 1550 nm extends off the top of the graph to −34 dBm, and our

spectrometer’s sensitivity is limited to −80 dBm. Engineering phasematching to occur in

the Raman minima or beyond the peaks would help our signal-to-noise ratio by a factor of

15.
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engineering. With a 40 nm filter bandwidth and pair production beyond the gain peaks,

CAR could decrease to 0.5 due to the extra noise admitted by the filter, but this lower

bound will be offset by the decay of Raman scattering far from the pumps. Cooling the

microwire to 77 K and assuming the strong pump has the longest wavelength would re-

duce the anti-Stokes Raman scattering by an additional factor of 328, as calculated from

the Boltzmann distribution at 77 K versus 300 K, returning the CAR to 164. This large

coincidental-to-accidentals ratio means this scheme could be useful for precertification.

However, these are only estimates, and it remains to be seen if in practice the absolute

number of noise photons in the signal or idler channel can be brought low enough to allow

high heralding efficiency with a single-photon pump.

7.2.6 Conclusion

We have presented evidence of photon pairs produced in an As2Se3 chalcogenide microwire

for both degenerate and non-degenerate pumping. Because this device is a tapered fi-

bre, the coupling of optical signals in and out is straightforward and stable with room

for improvement in efficiency, making the system very interesting for future applications.

Through timing analysis of photon pairs, we found that the coincidences-to-accidentals

ratio maintains a value of CAR > 1 over a wide range of pump powers, and inferred a

maximum pair production rate inside the microwire (limited by detector dead time) of

2.9× 106 pairs/s. We look forward to reducing the background noise by engineering the

phasematching conditions and pushing closer to the predicted 10−3 efficiency for converting

a single photon into a pair in these microwires. Our scheme of generating photon pairs be-

tween the pumps with the strong pump the longest wavelength will be critical in reducing

the noise from Raman scattering.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

Working towards the loophole-free Bell test, it became clear how difficult it is to remove

transmission loss: this strategy certainly fails for long-distance communication. Photonic-

qubit precertification has the potential to allow device-independent quantum protocols over

lossy channels longer than a few kilometres by circumventing the problem of loss. I showed

in this first implementation how it preserves qubit states, and identified a straightforward

path to improving heralding efficiency over direct transmission, with the immediate next

step of decreasing the dark counts in the flag detector. As ultra-low-noise superconducting

nanowire detectors have already been demonstrated, it is a matter of building, borrowing,

or buying some. This, accompanied by improvements in coupling efficiency from the pre-

certification to the detectors could already allow closing the detector loophole in a Bell test

with direct transmission efficiency <67 %.

In the longer term, higher efficiency is needed in converting one photon to two. I

showed some first steps toward this goal using four-wave mixing in optical fibres, confirming

the extreme nonlinearity present in chalcogenide microwires. These devices need further

engineering to produce the desired phasematching and limit noise as much as possible. The

outside pumping strategy I used together with wide-band phasematching should allow use

of these χ(3) materials without issues of Raman noise. There may also still be room for

improvements in waveguiding χ(2) materials.
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Nicolas Gisin recently said “I bet that photon amplifiers will [be] used in the first

demonstrations of DIQIP [device-independent quantum information processing] over tens

of km” [267]. Though I agree with the spirit of the assertion, in this thesis I have made

the case for substituting photon amplifiers with photonic precertification. Each may find

its application in future quantum networks, but I bet that the requirement of remotely-

prepared ancilla photons in photon amplification allows precertification to win the 10 km

race.
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Appendix A

Code for optimizing entangled state
and measurement settings

Here I provide the MATLAB code for optimizing the violation of the CH inequality as in

section 2.5. The software is freely available to use and modify; however, the software is

provided “as is”, without warranty of any kind, express or implied, including but not limited

to the warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose and noninfringement.

In no event shall the authors or copyright holders be liable for any claim, damages or other

liability, whether in an action of contract, tort or otherwise, arising from, out of or in

connection with the software or the use or other dealings in the software.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Optimize CH.m

% Use to optimize the entangled state balance and measurement angles for

% the CH B' parameter (eq 3, Christensen et al, PRL 2013 [48])

% The CH inequality is then B' < 1, with (B' − 1) giving the approximate

% efficiency overhead available.

% Set the experiment parameters in CH B.m, then run this to optimize.

clear

% X0 is the start point for gamma, alpha, beta, alpha p, beta p (degrees)

% where:

% cos(gamma)HH + sin(gamma)VV balance angle (so HWP angle is gamma/2)

% alpha/ p = Alice's first/second polarizer angle (so HWP angle is /2)
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% beta/ p = Bob's first/second polarizer angle (so HWP angle is /2)

% Can get away with optimizing only 3 angles, since beta/ p = −alpha/ p

% X0 = [gamma, alpha, alpha p,];

X0 = [45, 5, −28]; % A good starting point

% Perform optimization, in degrees for polarizer angles. HWPs would use

% half these angles

X = fminsearch(@(X) CH B(X,1), X0)

% Run this to generate a matrix of expected counts for all measurement ...

settings combinations

CH val = 1/CH B(X, 0) − 1

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% CH B.m

function B inv = CH B(X, opting)

% Simulation for loophole−free Bell test at NIST

% Evan Meyer−Scott 2015

%% Experiment parameters

coinc window = .2e−9; % Coincdence window (s) − only used to calculate ...

probablity of darks

rep rate = 79.3e6; % Rep rate of laser − used to calculate probabily of ...

down−conversion
darks ch1 = 2000; % Darks/s for Alice (could change to pdark per trial ...

if known)

eff ch1 = .747; % Heralding efficiency for Alice

darks ch2 = 2000; % Darks/s for Bob (could change to pdark per trial if ...

known)

eff ch2 =.732; % Heralding efficiency for Bob

coinc = 33e3; % Measured coincidences for one polarizer setting (e.g. ...

HH) for balanced pumping

int time = 5; % Integration time, useful for comparing measured counts ...

to counts simulated here

% Optimized parameters:

% Optimize over CH value, or normalized B' value? − The latter doesn't

% converge to 45deg pump for highly−efficient detectors. It is probably not

% awesome.

opt CH = 1;
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% cos(gamma)HH + sin(gamma)VV balance angle (so HWP angle is gamma/2)

gamma = (X(1)) * pi/180;

% Alice/Bob measurement angles

alpha = X(2);

alpha p = X(3);

beta = −alpha; % Bob's angles are just the negative of Alice's

beta p = −alpha p;

% Set up quantum optics

N = 4;

standard defintions qo toolbox;

%% Create two−photon entangled state

% Net source rate (i.e. backcalculated from the coincidences) gives SPDC ...

strength

net source rate = coinc / eff ch1 / eff ch2;

epsilon = sqrt(net source rate / rep rate);

% Create entangled state, modes are |Ha,Va,Hb,Vb>
H spdc = sqrt(2) * (sin(gamma) * (tensor(a',ida,a',ida) + ...

tensor(a,ida,a,ida)) +...

exp(1i*0*pi/180)*cos(gamma) * (tensor(ida,a',ida,a') + ...

tensor(ida,a,ida,a)))*epsilon;

U spdc = expm(−1i * H spdc);

spdc state = U spdc * tensor(vacc, vacc, vacc, vacc);

% Ideal state for checks:

% spdc state = 1/sqrt(2) * (tensor(oneph, vacc, oneph, vacc ) + ...

tensor(vacc, oneph, vacc, oneph));

% Detector setup

[proj ch1, ˜] = BucketDetector noise(N, eff ch1, darks ch1 * coinc window);

[proj ch2, ˜] = BucketDetector noise(N, eff ch2, darks ch2 * coinc window);

% Or use number resolving detectors with no darks:

% [proj ch1, unproj ch1] = SPDDetector(N, eff ch1);

% [proj ch2, unproj ch2] = SPDDetector(N, eff ch2);

% Uncomment to check agreement with measurements in lab

% H singles = expect(tensor(proj ch1, ida, ida, ida), spdc state) * ...

rep rate;
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% HH coinc = expect(tensor(proj ch1, ida, proj ch2, ida), spdc state) * ...

rep rate;

% VH coinc = expect(tensor(ida, proj ch1, proj ch2, ida), spdc state) * ...

rep rate;

% vis = (HH coinc − VH coinc) / (HH coinc + VH coinc);

% darks windowed = expect(proj ch1, vacc) * rep rate;

%% Measurements

% Use a HWP for polarizer angle alpha/beta and alpha prime/beta prime ...

(degrees):

% Means the HWPs are at alpha/2, etc.

H HWP alpha = (tensor(a,a')*exp(1i*pi/2) + tensor(a',a) * exp(−1i*pi/2)) ...

* alpha * pi/180;

U HWP alpha = expm(−1i * H HWP alpha);

H HWP beta = (tensor(a,a')*exp(1i*pi/2) + tensor(a',a) * exp(−1i*pi/2)) ...

* beta * pi/180;

U HWP beta = expm(−1i * H HWP beta);

H HWP alpha p = (tensor(a,a')*exp(1i*pi/2) + tensor(a',a) * ...

exp(−1i*pi/2)) * alpha p * pi/180;

U HWP alpha p = expm(−1i * H HWP alpha p);

H HWP beta p = (tensor(a,a')*exp(1i*pi/2) + tensor(a',a) * ...

exp(−1i*pi/2)) * beta p * pi/180;

U HWP beta p = expm(−1i * H HWP beta p);

% Measurement probabilities for terms in CH inequality

prob ab = real(expect(tensor(proj ch1, ida, proj ch2, ida), ...

tensor(U HWP alpha, U HWP beta) * spdc state));

prob abp = real(expect(tensor(proj ch1, ida, proj ch2, ida), ...

tensor(U HWP alpha, U HWP beta p) * spdc state));

prob apb = real(expect(tensor(proj ch1, ida, proj ch2, ida), ...

tensor(U HWP alpha p, U HWP beta) * spdc state));

prob apbp = real(expect(tensor(proj ch1, ida, proj ch2, ida), ...

tensor(U HWP alpha p, U HWP beta p) * spdc state));

prob a = real(expect(tensor(proj ch1, ida, ida, ida), ...

tensor(U HWP alpha, ida, ida) * spdc state));

prob b = real(expect(tensor(ida, ida, proj ch2, ida), tensor(ida, ida, ...

U HWP beta) * spdc state));
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prob ap = real(expect(tensor(proj ch1, ida, ida, ida), ...

tensor(U HWP alpha p, ida, ida) * spdc state));

prob bp = real(expect(tensor(ida, ida, proj ch2, ida), tensor(ida, ida, ...

U HWP beta p) * spdc state));

% CH value (scales with pump power)

CH = (prob ab + prob apb + prob abp − prob apbp − prob a − prob b);

% B' value (mostly independent of pump power, but convenient to show ...

overhead)

B = (prob ab + prob apb + prob abp − prob apbp) / (prob a + prob b)

if ˜opting % Display a counts matrix for comparison with experiments

counts = round([prob a *rep rate, prob ab *rep rate, prob b *rep rate;

prob a *rep rate, prob abp *rep rate, prob bp*rep rate;

prob ap*rep rate, prob apb *rep rate, prob b *rep rate;

prob ap*rep rate, prob apbp*rep rate, ...

prob bp*rep rate]*int time)

end

% For minimization

if opt CH

B inv = 1/(CH+1);

else

B inv = 1/(B+1);

end

if B inv < 0; % Strong penalty for negative values

B inv = 1e6;

end

% Can check CH value agrees with Thomas' code, but only for "standard"

% angles, or set last parameter to 1 to assume fair sampling.

% [ch chsh] = ...

msrmt ch chsh 2side rho(N,spdc state,proj ch1,ida,proj ch2,ida,0)
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Appendix B

Component and system
characterization

Here I show measured transmission efficiencies for various components used in the experi-

ments, and efficiency curves for our superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors.

B.1 WDMs for precertification

After the precertification stage of chapter 4, the 780 nm stabilization light is first split off

from the telecom photon pairs using a fused-fibre wavelength-division multiplexer (WDM).

Because the fibre is multimode for 780 nm the isolation and efficiency at this wavelength is

not very good, but this is thankfully unimportant, as the stabilization works for detection

rates as low as 1× 106 counts/s, and the laser has plenty of power. Most critical is good

transmission of the photon pairs, which fig. B.1 shows is >90 % over the range 1500 nm

to 1600 nm. To split the signal and flag photons, a second WDM is employed with cen-

tre wavelength 1545 nm as shown in fig. B.1. The band lost during the reflect-transmit

transition is very small compared to many WDMs. Finally, the two WDMs together pro-

vide 30 dB to 40 dB isolation from the 780 nm stabilization light at the flag and signal

wavelengths.
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Figure B.1: The WDMs after the precertification PDC split the stabilization light from

the photons (WDM780) and subsequently split the flag and signal photons (WDM1545).

The measured transmission is plotted both on a linear scale (top) to see the maximum

efficiencies, and a log scale (bottom) to see the extinction outside the passbands.
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B.2 SNSPDs: efficiency and dark counts

Superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors work by sending a current through a

very thin superconducting wire [268]. The current density is so high that absorbing a single

photon is enough to trip the wire into the normal-conducting regime. The wire is resistive

for a short time before relaxing back to superconductivity, causing a voltage pulse that can

be amplified and detected by external circuitry.

The SNSPDs have just one user-controlled parameter, the bias current, set via a bias

voltage and resistor. In general, larger currents mean higher detection efficiency, higher

dark and background counts, and lower jitter. Thus there is an optimal bias setting

that depends on the detector and the application. Here background and dark counts

are indistinguishable, though their sources are different: dark counts are intrinsic to the

detector and are usually only a few per second, while background counts from blackbody

radiation from connecting fibres and other warm objects can be around a thousand per

second. In fig. B.2 I show the dependence of efficiency and dark counts (from now on “dark

counts” means all dark+background counts) on bias voltage for each of our four detectors,

on logarithmic and linear scales. Detector efficiency has a large uncertainty (±10 %) as I

measured it with a pulsed laser and attenuators, which are difficult to calibrate well.

Additionally, the timetagger or constant-fraction discriminator used to count the elec-

trical pulses produced by the SNSPDs has a tuneable voltage threshold. In general, lower

discriminator thresholds mean lower jitter, with only a little more noise until a lower bound

where noise counts become huge. Thus the optimal threshold is usually just above this

noise bound. In fig. B.3 I show the count dependence on threshold setting. Most detectors

have a nice large plateau where the number of counts is stable versus threshold, with better

jitter achieved at lower thresholds. Finally, I show in fig. B.4 the measured jitter of pairs

of SNSPD channels. I measured this by pumping the precertification stage with a strong

laser to produce photon pairs, plotting a time histogram of coincident detections between

two SNSPD channels, and finding the interquartile range, defined as the difference be-

tween the 25th and 75th percentiles of the histogram. I took three times the interquartile

range as the relevant jitter, as this captures almost all the coincidences. By optimizing the

thresholds of all detectors together, I achieved jitter of 2.34 ns between channels 1 and 2,
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Figure B.2: Measured detection efficiency and dark counts of SNSPDs versus bias voltage.

The operation point in chapter 4 is labeled on the linear plots, where channel 1 corresponds

to D1, channel 4 to D2, channel 2 to D3, and channel 3 to D4.
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Figure B.3: Number of counts per second versus timetagger voltage threshold for SNSPDs.

Each channel has a large range with approximately the same count rate, and a lower

threshold above which the count rate increases dramatically due to electronics noise. The

different values of this bound are due to DC voltage offsets on each timetagger channel,

not the SNSPDs.
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2.11 ns between channels 4 and 3, 1.64 ns between channels 4 and 2, and 1.64 ns between

channels 1 and 2.
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Figure B.4: Detector jitter for pairs of SNSPDs as measured with correlated photon pairs.

The jitter is three times the interquartile range of the photon-pair timing histograms. For

each line, one detector’s threshold is held fixed while the other is varied, as shown in the

legend. In all cases the best jitters are for low thresholds, though jitter starts to climb as

electronic noise is introduced at the lowest thresholds. The x-axes for each curve are offset

due to DC offsets between channels in the timetagger’s thresholds.
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B.3 Chalcogenide microwires and DWDMs

The transmission of the chalcogenide microwire sample used in section 7.2 is plotted in

fig. B.5. At short wavelengths, transmission drops due to two-photon absorption in the

As2Se3 chalcogenide glass, while at long wavelengths, transmission drops due to absorption

in the polymer cladding. For some samples the transmission was strongly polarization

dependent, especially if the sample included a bend or touched its container. This sample

was suspended in the air and held straight, limiting such effects.
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Figure B.5: Measured transmission efficiency of chalcogenide microwire, including single-

mode-fibre pigtails.

I also show the transmission data for the wavelength-division-multiplexing filters used

to separate signal and idler photons after the chalcogenide microwire. The DWDM filter

is shown in fig. B.6(a), and the AWG filter is shown in fig. B.6(b). The DWDM provides

flat transmission in the passband and good extinction. The AWG provides more densely

spaced channels, but worse transmission and extinction.
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Figure B.6: (a) Measured transmission efficiency and optical density of the dense-

wavelength-division multiplexer used to split signal and idler photons produced in chalco-

genide microwire. (b) Measured transmission efficiency and optical density of the arrayed-

waveguide grating used for additional isolation.
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Appendix C

Code calculating Raman scattering
spectrum in silica fibres

Here I provide the MATLAB code for calculating the Raman scattering spectrum as in

fig. 5.2. The software is freely available to use and modify; however, the software is provided

“as is”, without warranty of any kind, express or implied, including but not limited to the

warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose and noninfringement. In

no event shall the authors or copyright holders be liable for any claim, damages or other

liability, whether in an action of contract, tort or otherwise, arising from, out of or in

connection with the software or the use or other dealings in the software.

% This program computes the number of output photons per nm versus

% wavelength due to spontaneous Raman scattering in fibre

%%

% Parameters to change:

% omega: width of Raman spectrum to calculate, make small enough that

% lambda doesn't go negative

% T: temperature of our fibre

% pump: pump wavelength in nm

% w actual: radius of fibre mode for effective area

% n A: pump frequency scaling parameter for effective area

% P: pump peak power, or average power for CW
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% Dc: pump duty cycle, (=1 for CW)

% L: fibre length in m

% loss: fibre loss in dB/km

% bandwidth: bandwidth of output bandpass filter in m

h=6.626e−34;
kb=1.38e−23;
c=2.998e8;

c cm=c*100; % in cm/s

%% Find Raman spectrum

% Following "Multiple−vibrational−mode model for fiber−optic Raman gain

% spectrum and response function" Hollenbeck and Cantrell,

% J. Opt. Soc. Am. B. (2002) [216] to find the spectrum.

% This is a very general solution. It provides the output Raman spectrum as

% a function of (f pump − f) i.e. the red frequency shift from the pump.

% This part must only be run once, then can be reused and rescaled for

% other parameters (temperature, fibre type, pump wavelength)

% Use a 13 oscillator model to approximate the experimental curves

if ˜exist('s') % Only need to run this once

mode number=1:13;

component position=[56.25 100 231.25 362.50 463 497 611.5 691.67 793.67 ...

835.5 930 1080 1215];

peak intensity=[1 11.4 36.37 67.67 74 4.5 6.8 4.6 4.2 4.5 2.7 3.1 3];

gaussian FWHM=[52.1 110.42 175 162.5 135.33 24.5 41.5 155 59.5 64.3 150 ...

91 160];

lorentzian FWHM=[17.37 38.81 58.33 54.17 45.11 8.17 13.83 51.67 19.83 ...

21.43 50 30.33 53.33];

% Spectrum in cmˆ−1: make smaller for speed or larger to see more spectrum

% May have to decrease it so lambda doesn't go negative!

omega=1:6000;

% Relevant timescale: up to 1 ps

t=(0:1000)*1e−15;
s=zeros(1,length(omega));

p = waitbar(0,'Please wait...');

% Perform integration from Hollenbeck

for k=1:length(omega)
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for m=1:length(mode number)

s(k)=s(k)+peak intensity(m)/2*trapz(t,(cos((2*pi*c cm...

*(component position(m)−omega(k))).*t)...
−cos((2*pi*c cm*(component position(m)+omega(k))).*t))...

.*exp(−pi*c cm*lorentzian FWHM(m)*pi*t)...

.*exp(−(pi*c cm*gaussian FWHM(m))ˆ2*t.ˆ2/4));

end

waitbar(k/length(omega))

end

close(p)

s=s/max(s); % normalize Raman gain spectrum to 1

% Convert to delta f (negative since Stokes scatters to lower frequency)

delta f=−omega*c cm;

end

%% Add temperature dependence

% "Low−Frequency and Low−Temperature Raman Scattering in Silica Fibers",

% Stolen and Bosch, PRL (1982) [218]

T meas=300; % Temp at which gain spectrum was measured in above ref

T=300; % Desired temperature

s Tk=s./(1./(exp(h*−delta f/(kb*T meas))−1)+1).*(1./(exp(h*−delta f/(kb*T))−1)+1);

% plot(delta f,s,delta f,s Tk)

%% Scale for type and size of fibre

% Given pump in nm, convert to frequency

pump=770;

f=c/pump/1e−9;

% Reference fibre parameters:

w ref=5.06; % Radius of fibre mode

Aeff ref=pi*w ref.ˆ2; % Simple effective area

% Actual fibre parameters

w actual=2.02; % Radius of fibre mode
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Aeff actual=pi*w actual.ˆ2; % Simple effective area

%% Pump frequency dependence

% Pump dependence g=omega pumpˆn * s(delta f) * C from "Pump−wavelength
% dependence of Raman gain in single−mode optical fibers", Newbury, J. ...

Lightwave

% Technology (2003) [217].

% n = 1.1 + n A, the effective area scaling parameter: use 1.5 for BSMF and

% 5 for PCF: both approximations for now.

% n˜2.3 for SMF−28, highly dependent on effective area

% Find C from reference value, g=5e−4 Wˆ−1 mˆ−1, where s=1 (max) measured

% for 1460 nm pump

n A = 1.1;

% Scale also with Aeff(reference)/Aeff(actual) from fibre parameters

C=5e−4/(2*pi*f ref)ˆ(1.1+n A);

g=(2*pi*f)ˆ(1.1+n A)*s Tk*C*Aeff ref/Aeff actual;

%% Finally calculate number of photons per Hz of bandwidth per laser pulse

% Pump average power (watts)

P = .03;

% Energy per pulse

e pulse=P/76e6;

% Fibre length (m) and loss (dB/km) give effective length

L=.26;

loss=10;

L eff=(1−exp(−loss/1000*L))/(loss/1000);

% Spectrum: number of output Raman photons per pulse per Hz from

% "Microstructure−fiber−based source of photonic entanglement",

% Fan et al, IEEE Quantum Electronics, (2009) [148].

N=g*L eff*e pulse;

% Find also the anti−Stokes version: symmetric around pump and scaled by

% exp(− Delta E/(kb T)), where Delta E is the energy difference between

% Stokes and anti−Stokes phonons. (assume degeneracy of phonon modes is

% constant)
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N a S=(N.*exp(delta f*h/kb/T));

% Relevant wavelength ranges in nm

lambda=c./(f+delta f)*1e9;

lambda a S=(c./(f−delta f)*1e9);

% plot(lambda,N,lambda a S,N a S)

%% Now make graph of Raman photons output versus wavelength, filtered to ...

bandwidth

% Bandwith of band pass filter (m)

bandwidth=3e−9;
% Stokes

lambda out=zeros(1,length(lambda)−100);
N out=zeros(1,length(lambda)−100);
% Integrate over filter bandwidth, at each wavelength

for m=1:length(lambda)−100
lambda out(m)=lambda(m)*1e−9;
f low=c/(lambda out(m)+bandwidth);

f high=c/(lambda out(m));

stop=find(abs(delta f+f−f low)==min(abs(delta f+f−f low)));

start=find(abs(delta f+f−f high)==min(abs(delta f+f−f high)));

if start==stop

N out(m)=N out(m−1);
else

N out(m)=trapz(−delta f(start:stop),N(start:stop));

end

end

% Anti−stokes
lambda out a S=zeros(1,length(lambda a S)−100);
N out a S=zeros(1,length(lambda a S)−100);
% Integrate over filter bandwidth, at each wavelength

for m=1:length(lambda a S)−100
lambda out a S(m)=lambda a S(m)*1e−9;
f low=c/(lambda out a S(m));

f high=c/(lambda out a S(m)−bandwidth);
start=find(abs(−delta f+f−f low)==min(abs(−delta f+f−f low)));

stop=find(abs(−delta f+f−f high)==min(abs(−delta f+f−f high)));
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if start==stop

N out a S(m)=N out a S(m−1);
else

N out a S(m)=trapz(−delta f(start:stop),N a S(start:stop));

end

end

%% Plot Raman scattering in photons/nm/s

semilogy(lambda out/1e−9,N out*76e6,lambda out a S/1e−9,N out a S*76e6) ...

%*76e6 for laser rep rate

ylim([1,max(N out/3*76e6)*10])

grid on

legend('Stokes','Anti−Stokes')
xlabel('Output wavelength (nm)')

ylabel(sprintf('Raman photons per second per %d nm',bandwidth/1e−9))
title(sprintf('Raman noise photons for BSMF %0.2f um fibre \n with %d mW ...

CW %d nm pump %d m long at %d k',d, P*1000, pump, L, T))

hold on
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Appendix D

Further details of phase
compensation for cross-spliced source

D.1 Temporal calculations: single-twist sausage

I examine the time of arrival of the H and V signal and idler photons at the detectors,

tsH , tiH , tsV , tiV , (D.1)

assuming a sausage source with one splice in the middle of two PM fibres each of length

L, with the slow axis horizontal for the first section.

I assume no birefringence except for a controlled birefringence before the fibre in the

pump beam (with the H portion of the beam arriving T0 after the V portion) and in the

signal arm after the fibre (with H slower than V by T1). Then the relevant arrival times at

the detectors are (neglecting free-space propagation and propagation in collecting fibres,
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since they are not birefringent)

tsH =
Lgp
c

+
Lgs
c

+ T0 + T1, (D.2)

tiH =
Lgp
c

+
Lgi
c

+ T0, (D.3)

tsV =
Lgs
c

+
L(gs +B)

c
, (D.4)

tiV =
Lgi
c

+
L(gi +B)

c
. (D.5)

Here gx is the group refractive index of the x mode (pump, signal, or idler) and B is

the wavelength-independent birefringence of the fibre (B = nfast − nslow). I assume each

photon pair is created at the beginning of its fibre section since each subsequent point in

the first section maps equally to a point in the second section.

For maximum entanglement visibility we need tsH = tsV and tiH = tiV . This implies

L

c
(gp + gs) + T0 + T1 =

L

c
(gs + gs +B) (D.6)

L

c
(gp + gi) + T0 =

L

c
(gi + gi +B). (D.7)

Thus

T0 =
L

c
(B + gi − gp) (D.8)

T1 =
L

c
(B + gs − gp)− T0 =

L

c
(gs − gi). (D.9)

This analysis gives identical results for photon pairs created at any point along each fibre

section. If the T0 delay is shifted to the idler arm instead of the input pump, the required

delays become

T0 =
L

c
(B + gi − gp) (D.10)

T1 =
L

c
(B + gs − gp). (D.11)

The parameters from simulation assuming a 4 µm fibre core diameter are
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L = 0.13 m (D.12)

c = 2.998× 103 m/s

B = 3× 10−4

λp = 770 nm, λs = 670 nm, λi = 905 nm

gp = 1.46848, gs = 1.47355, gi = 1.46423.

This gives T0 = −1.7 ps and T1 = 4.0 ps for the pre-compensation/post-compensation

scheme, and T0 = −1.7 ps (idler) and T1 = 2.3 ps (signal) for the double-post-compensation

scheme. From Sellmeier equations, this requires total a quartz thickness from 35 mm to

60 mm.

D.2 Temporal calculations: n-twist (2n-link) sausage source

It may be beneficial to have many small links interlaced with 90° rotation between each,

rather than only two long sections. I find the output times of each signal and idler H/V

photon as before, with each link of length L. If the photon pairs are created in the first

possible link,

tsH =
Lgp
c

+
Lgs
c

+ T0 + T1 +
(n− 1)L(gs +B)

c
+

(n− 1)L(gs)

c
(D.13)

tiH =
Lgp
c

+
Lgi
c

+ T0 +
(n− 1)L(gi +B)

c
+

(n− 1)L(gi)

c
(D.14)

tsV =
Lgs
c

+
L(gs +B)

c
+

(n− 1)L(gs +B)

c
+

(n− 1)L(gs)

c
(D.15)

tiV =
Lgi
c

+
L(gi +B)

c
+

(n− 1)L(gi +B)

c
+

(n− 1)L(gi)

c
. (D.16)

This leads to the same conditions on T0 and T1 as above,

T0 =
L

c
(B + gi − gp) (D.17)

T1 =
L

c
(gs − gi), (D.18)
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only now L is a much smaller length. Given L = 1 cm, this gives T0 = −0.13 ps and

T1 = 0.31 ps, or T0 = −0.13 ps and T1 = 0.18 ps for the double post-compensation scheme.

This could be accomplished by tilting a multi-order wave plate or with ∼1 mm of quartz.

The main benefit of many sausage links is that the four-wave mixing probability can

be increased with longer fibre length without requiring proportionally more birefringent

compensation.

D.3 Phase method

Another method of finding the desired birefringent crystal lengths used in chapter 6 is to

plot a map of the phase φ in the entangled state |φ〉 = 1√
2

(
|HH〉+ eiφ|V V 〉

)
. The phase

will vary strongly with pump and signal wavelength (the idler’s wavelength is determined

from the signal and pump wavelengths through energy conservation), due to the different

phase accumulations by different spectral components. Making this phase map as flat as

possible over the pump and signal bandwidths using birefringent compensators leads to the

best (most pure) entangled state and hence gives the optimal length of the compensators.

This method comes from similar work on crossed-crystal sandwich sources [240, 241, 269].

I care only about relative phases between the first and second terms of the entangled

state. The phase obtained in the length of fibre in which the photons are created is equal

for the first and second stretches. Assume that the slow axis is vertical in the first section,

such that the |HH〉 photons are created first. Then these pick up an extra phase in the

second length of fibre, given by

φ1(λs, λp) =
2πL2

λs
(n(λs) +B) +

2πL2

λi
(n(λi) +B) , (D.19)

where λi = λsλp
2λs−λp and n(λ) is the propagation constant in the fibre. Additionally the

|V V 〉 term picks up an extra phase in the first stretch of fibre, through the pump. This

phase must be multiplied by two as compared to the χ(2) version, since two pump photons
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combine to make the |V V 〉 photons, giving

φ2(λp) = 2
2πL1

λp
(n(λp)) . (D.20)

Here there is no extra B term, since the pump that will produce |V V 〉 photons in the

second stretch is polarized on the fast axis in the first stretch. The total phase is then

φ(λs, λp) = φ2 − φ1 (D.21)

If, however, the two stretches of fibre have different lengths, L1 6= L2, more terms are

needed to account for the different phase acquired in the stretch in which photons are

created. This additional phase of the |HH〉 in the first stretch of fibre is

φ′1(λs, λp) =
2πL1

λs
(n(λs)) +

2πL1

λi
(n(λi)) , (D.22)

and the additional phase of the |V V 〉 photons in the second stretch is

φ′2(λs, λp) =
2πL2

λs
(n(λs)) +

2πL2

λi
(n(λi)) . (D.23)

The total phase is then

φ(λs, λp) = φ2 − φ1 + φ′2 − φ′1. (D.24)

Taking the parameters as above, this phase varies strongly over the pump and signal

bandwidths, as seen in fig. D.1.

The phase variation can be corrected by one of two methods: pre/post compensa-

tion with a strongly birefringent crystal like Y V O4, or post/post compensation with

much shorter Y V O4 or a weaker birefringent material like quartz. The advantage of

the pre/post compensation scheme is that the post-compensation is independent of the
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Figure D.1: Calculated phase map (in degrees) versus pump and signal wavelengths. The

phase varies by hundreds of degrees over these bandwidths. Here and in all following plots,

the irrelevant mean phase has been subtracted, such that the map is centred on 0°.

pre-compensation; one can simply optimize post-compensation and then optimize pre-

compensation. (Note that the reverse is not true; pre-compensation does depend on post-

compensation.) Additionally, if the pump has a long coherence length (i.e. not pulsed), the

variation with pump wavelength can be neglected and only post-compensation is needed.

Here the post-compensation is based on birefringence in the dispersion of the compensator

crystal. The photons that are created in the second section of fibre need to be spread more

in time (idler farther ahead of signal) as they had less time to disperse in fibre compared

to photons created in the first section. Thus the post-compensator has more dispersion

for V -polarized light (so the slow/extraordinary axis of the Y V O4 is vertical), and is cut

to a length such that the final time between signal and idler is the same for the |HH〉
and |V V 〉 photons. This has the effect of causing additional temporal walk-off between

|HH〉 and |V V 〉 photons due to the birefringence of the post-compensator crystal. Hence

pre-compensation is then needed to bring the photons back on top of each other. The

phase plots after post-compensation and after pre/post compensation (both with Y V O4)

are shown in fig. D.2. This gives an optimal length of pre-compensator crystal of 36.19 mm

and of post-compensator of 36.36 mm.
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Figure D.2: Calculated phase map in degrees versus pump and signal wavelengths af-

ter post-compensation (top) and after pre- and post-compensation (bottom). The post-

compensation removes phase dependence on the signal wavelength (note colour contours

are now parallel to the λs axis), while putting a stronger dependence on the pump wave-

length. This dependence is removed by pre-compensation, leading to a nearly flat phase

map (note change in scale).
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Figure D.3: Calculated phase map in degrees versus pump and signal wavelengths after

signal post-compensation (top) and after signal and idler post-compensation (bottom),

both using Y V O4 (left) and quartz (right). The map is not as flat as for pre/post com-

pensation, but the main deviations far from the central area are exponentially suppressed

by the decaying power spectrum far from the central wavelength.

The advantage of post/post compensation is that much less birefringent material is

required, as the compensation relies on birefringence directly and not a birefringence of

the material dispersion. For post/post compensation using Y V O4 as seen in fig. D.3,

the optimal lengths of material are 1.92 mm and −2.49 mm for the signal and idler arms,

respectively. The negative sign indicates the fast (ordinary) axis is oriented vertically, such

that the |V V 〉 term picks up less phase than the |HH〉 term in the compensator. For

quartz compensation as in fig. D.3, the optimal lengths are −51.84 mm and 36.56 mm for

the signal and idler arms. Here the phase map is not so flat as for pre/post compensation,

but the resulting fidelities (below) are nearly unaffected.

After compensation, I can find the expected fidelity of the output state ρ with the

maximally entangled state |ψ〉 = 1√
2

(|HH〉+ eiϕ|V V 〉), where ϕ can be any angle. In

practice, I would use a small birefringence (e.g. tilted QWP) to tune ϕ to zero, and find

fidelity with 1√
2

(|HH〉+ |V V 〉), but this reverse method is easier computationally. The

density matrix describing the mixed state caused by summing the contributions of the
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different phases is

ρ =

∫ ∫
|φ〉〈φ|ps(λs)pp(λp)dλsdλp, (D.25)

where |φ〉 = 1√
2

(
|HH〉+ eiφ(λs,λp)|V V 〉

)
and ps(λs) and pp(λp) describe the spectra of the

pump and signal respectively. I take them as Gaussian, based on fits to measured spectra,

pk(λk) =
1

σk
√

2π
exp

(−(λk − µk)2

2σ2
k

)
(D.26)

with

µs = 669.82 nm

σs = 0.17 nm

µp = 769.67 nm

σp = 0.19 nm.

The pump bandwidth may not be very precise here, as it includes some broadening in the

fibre, which is power dependent.

The fidelity is then given by

F =
[
Tr
(√
|φ〉〈φ|ρ|φ〉〈φ|

)]2

F = |〈φ|ρ|φ〉|.

For the uncompensated output state, fidelity is F = 58 %, almost maximally mixed due

to the strong phase change over pump and signal bandwidth. Using pre/post compensation,

fidelity can be improved to F = 99.9994 %. With post/post compensation using Y V O4,

the fidelity is F = 99.9985 % and using quartz it peaks at F = 99.98 %.

How strongly is the fidelity affected by small perturbations that are not included in

the compensation calculations, for example due to measurement errors? If each length of

sausage is increased by 5 cm, fidelity drops to 96.7 %. If each length is increased by 1 cm,

fidelity remains at 99.98 %. With 1 cm too little quartz in the signal arm, fidelity stays

at 99.98 %, while with 1 cm too little in the idler arm, it stays at 99.91 %. With 1 cm too

little quartz in both arms, fidelity stays at 99.8 %. If I use instead the broadened spectra

at high power, the fidelities with perturbations are more in the 90 % range. Thus it should

suffice to be accurate to within 1 cm when measuring the fibre and quartz lengths.
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D.4 Measured parameters of birefringent crystals

Here I summarize the measured birefringences of the various compensator crystals in the

source. The experimental setup for generating entanglement and the setup for measuring

birefringence are shown in fig. D.4. These are followed by an experimentally-obtained

example spectrum from which birefringence is calculated in fig. D.5. Passing diagonally

polarized light through a birefringent material followed by a diagonal polarizer leads to

fringes in the spectrum due to a wavelength dependent phase φ in the polarization state

|H〉+ eiφ(λ)|V 〉. To find birefringence from a spectrum of fringes I can start from a simple

phase difference,

φ(λ1)− φ(λ2) = 2π (D.27)

for one fringe. That is, one oscillation of the spectral interference pattern involves a 2π

phase difference in the birefringent phase shifts of light of wavelengths λ1 and λ2. Here

φ = φslow − φfast is the phase shift imparted by the fast and slow axes of the birefringent

material. Taking the phases gained in the material as

φslow =
2πnsL

λ
(D.28)

φfast =
2πnfL

λ
(D.29)

gives

φ(λ) =
2πδnL

λ
(D.30)

with δn = nslow − nfast. Substituting φ(λ) into eq. (D.27) gives

δn =
λ1λ2

(λ2 − λ1)L
≈ λ2

0

(δλ)L
(D.31)

with the assumption that λ0 ≈ λ1 ≈ λ2 � δλ = λ2 − λ1.

I report two values, the birefringence of the sample δn and the effective birefringent

length, δnL, where L is the length of the crystal. Since δn ∝ 1/L in eq. (D.31), the effective
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birefringent length does not depend on my measurement of L, and can be used directly

in calculations of phase shift from eq. (D.30). Rather than calculate δλ from successive

peaks, I perform a fit to the spectrum with a model function

f(λ) = a1 sin (b1λ+ c1) + a2 sin (b2λ+ c2) . (D.32)

The first term captures the unimportant slowly varying envelope of the spectrum, while

the second term and specifically b2 = 2π/δλ captures the birefringence-induced fringes.

The birefringences and effective birefringent lengths are shown in table D.1.

Sample L Test λ δn Theory δn δnL

Signal Quartz 1 40 mm 750 nm 0.0095 0.0089 3.8× 10−4 m

Signal Quartz 2 27 mm 750 nm 0.0092 0.0089 2.4× 10−4 m

Signal Quartz 1 + 2 67 mm 670 nm 0.0096 0.0090 6.4× 10−4 m

Idler Quartz 46 mm 750 nm 0.0094 0.0089 4.3× 10−4 m

Idler Quartz 46 mm 905 nm 0.0093 0.0088 4.3× 10−4 m

Y V O4 Black 4.85 mm 750 nm 0.247 0.215 1.2× 10−3 m

Y V O4 Silver 4.85 mm 750 nm 0.247 0.215 1.2× 10−3 m

Table D.1: Calculated birefringence of various crystals from measured spectra.

D.5 Degradation of entanglement visibility if the cross

splice is imperfect

The splice in the centre of the sausage source may have its polarization axes misaligned

from 90° by a small angle α. Assume |HH〉 photons are created in the first stretch of

fibre then each undergo a unitary transformation |H〉 → cosα|H〉 + sinα|V 〉. The state

becomes

|HH〉 → cos2 α|HH〉+ sin2 α|V V 〉+ cosα sinα (|HV 〉+ |V H〉) . (D.33)
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Figure D.4: (top) Experimental setup showing pre-, post- and double-post-compensation.

Both Y V O4 crystals have their slow axes aligned vertically, while the quartz have slow

axes horizontal (except the signal photons are rotated 90° by the HWP to give an effec-

tive vertical slow axis). (bottom) Experimental setup for measuring birefringence, with

birefringent element placed between polarizers at 45° and illuminated by broadband light.
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It is easiest to find the visibility in the H/V basis, because I can convert everything to

incoherent sums and add the |V V 〉 term from the second part of the sausage source. The

full state is then

ρ =
1

2

(
cos4 α|HH〉〈HH|+ cos2 α sin2 α (|HV 〉〈HV |+ |V H〉〈V H|) +

(
1 + sin4 α

)
|V V 〉〈V V |

)
.

(D.34)

Visibility is

V =
Pright − Pwrong

Pright + Pwrong

=
1

2
cos4 α +

1

2
+

1

2
sin4 α− sin2 α cos2 α, (D.35)

where Pright applies to |HH〉 and |V V 〉 and Pwrong applies to |HV 〉 and |V H〉. This

simplifies to

V =
1

4
(cos 4α + 3) . (D.36)

Alternatively, an upper bound on the rotation of the splice can be found as a function of

V as

α =
arccos (4V − 3)

4
. (D.37)
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